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CHAPTER ONE: 
INTRODUCTION



Why should I  bleed? Why sh o u ld  I  be stuck, month after month, with the mess, the 
fuss, the logistic complications; with the aches, the pains, the feeling out o f sorts? 
Why only women? Why saddle only us with stigma, taboo, with feeling cursed and  
unclean?

—Louise Lander1

In her introduction to Images of Bleeding. Menstruation as Ideology. Louise Lander 

suggests that menstruation is an experience so sharply at odds with the other aspects of women's 

lives in today's industrial Western society that it requires some explanation. In a cultural context 

in which women are freer than ever before to pursue a myriad of opportunities and enjoy high degree 

of personal control over the direction of their lives, a situation in which contraception is widely 

available and the uterine lining shed during women's periods is utilized for an average of only one 

or two full-term pregnancies in a lifetime, the fact of menstruation begs questions: "Why should I 

bleed?" (Lander 3).

Menstruation's monthly reccurence seems to defy Western (liberal and feminist) notions of 

fairness. For Lander it is an inexplicable and (it would seem) self-evidently negative part of 

women's lives(Lander 3). The physical and emotional discomfort associated with cyclic bleeding— 

"the aches, the pains, the feeling out of sorts"—constitute a unique burden which "only women" bear. 

Moreover, menstruation is something which women are "stuck" with. It is an unwanted and 

unpleasant given in women's lives. Women cannot choose whether to menstruate or not. We have 

no control over even the timing of our periods. To make matters worse, says Lander, women are 

unjustly stigmatized and made to feel "cursed" and "unclean" because of this involuntary process.2

1 Citation taken from Louise Lander's Images of Bleeding: Menstruation as Ideology (New York: Orlando 
Press, 1988), page 3. All future references to this book will be designated by the word Lander and a page number.

2 Delaney, Lupton and Toth, for example, see modem practices concerning menstrual hygiene and heterosexual 
abstinence during menstruation as examples of contemporary Western menstrual taboo and that the roots of negative 
Western understandings of menstruation lie in the Jewish and Christian traditions (especially in the foundational biblical



Lander's rhetorical introduction to Images of Bleeding, then, suggests a number of 

fundamental questions about menstruation which feminists and others have begun to address to 

different degrees and from different angles. Is menstruation a burden and if so why (i.e. do its 

burdensome qualities derive from nature or nurture or both)? What significance (if any) should we 

assign to the fact that only women menstruate? What implications does menstruation have, if any, 

for women's lifestyles and roles in society? Has nature given women a raw deal, as Lander's rhetoric 

implies? Or, is menstruation a special attribute of women, as others including Lara Owen suggest.

This thesis examines the particular stances which two particular women, Louise Lander and 

Lara Owen, take with respect to these kind of questions concerning the meaning(s) given to 

menstruation in Western society. While Owen and Lander share a belief that Western 

understandings of menstruation are masculinist and oppressive to women and both seek to develop 

an alternative "woman-centered" view of menstruation, they come to very different conclusions 

about the significance of menstruation for women in the industrialized West. Despite her criticisms 

o f masculinist medical views of menstruation, Lander favours a scientific approach to menstruation 

and conceptualizes menstruation in terms of evolutionary theory. In contrast, Owen pays little 

attention to menstruation as a biological function, focusing instead on what she perceives as its 

significance for women's identity and women's emotional and spiritual well being. Like Owen and 

Lander I am concerned about the way in which past and present understandings of menstruation in 

our society have been shaped by male interests to the detriment of women. I also share their desire 

for ways of understanding menstruation which honour women's experience, though, I question their 

claims that their own approaches to menstruation are (or even can be) truly "woman-centered". For

story of the fall of humanity and "curse" of Eve in Genesis 3). In chapter 4 , 1 will do re-reading of this text based on 
Phyllis Trible's biblical scholarship.
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while both Lander and Owen are aware of the role which interests, values, and biases have played 

in the development of masculinist views of menstruation. They are insufficently conscious o f the 

extent to which their own interests, values and biases shape their respective understandings o f the 

meaning of menstruation.

We never simply describe a phenonomena such as menstruation as it is. The describer 

always shapes or constructs the reality which s/he describes. As Ruth Hubbard has observed with 

respect to science:

. . . facts aren't just out there. Every fact has a factor, a maker. The interesting question is: 
as people move through the world, how do we sort those aspects of it that we permit to 
become facts from those that we relegate to being fiction—untrue, imagined, imaginary or 
figments of the imagination—and from those that, worse yet, we do not even notice and that 
therefore do not become fact, fiction, or figment? In other words, what criteria and 
mechanisms of selection do scientists use in the making of facts(Hubbard 119)?

In this analysis, then, I try to discern some of the "criteria and mechanisms of selection" which

Lander and Owen employ as they develop their respective understandings of the significance of

menstruation for Western women. I pay close attention to their use of language as a clue to their

underlying commitments. I also assess the priority they give to particular ways of understanding

menstruation—biological, social, affective, religious, or cultural. In addition, because neither Owen

or Lander consciously situate themselves within Western feminist thought, I draw connections

between specific emphasizes in their work and larger feminist themes.

As a Christian feminist, however, I advocate a more holistic approach to menstruation than

either Owen or Lander achieve, an understanding which incorporates an awareness of scientific

understandings of menstruation aspects of menstruation highlighted by Lander with the affective and

spiritual dimensions of menstruation stressed by Owen.

In what follows I engage in a close and critical reading of two primary texts, Louise Lander's
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Images of Bleeding: Menstruation as IdeologvH 988) and Lara Owen's Her Blood is Gold: 

Celebrating the Power of Menstruationf 1993 ),3 In chapter 2 ,1 focus specifically on Lander's critique 

o f androcentric Anglo-American medical views of menstruation and her concept of menstruation 

as an evolutionary anomaly. Similarly, I devote chapter 3 to an examination of Owen's critique of 

the dominant Western view of menstruation as a shameful nuisance and her Goddess feminist 

celebration of menstruation as the key to women's physical, psychological and spiritual wholeness. 

In chapter 4, I observe that neither Owen or Lander have left much room in their respective 

frameworks for a Christian feminist approach to menstruation. I lay the ground work for such an 

approach through an egalitarian re-reading of the creation story. Finally, in chapter 5, I discuss 

problems with the reductionistic tendencies in both Lander and Owen's approaches and engage in 

a multi-dimensional analysis of menstruation which may help to guard against such destructive 

tendencies.

Before I proceed in this manner, however, I would like to situate my analysis within the 

wider scope of emerging studies on menstruation and briefly discuss my reasons for choosing 

Lander and Owen as dialogue partners.

Until very recently the subject of menstruation has been socially taboo in Western culture. 

As Vivian Smith writes, the "basic body function that hits half of the population every month for 35 

or 40 years is just beginning to lose its status as disgusting and dangerous"(Smith A30). Not 

surprisingly given this reputation, menstruation has really only attracted significant scholarly 

attention during the last few decades. As Alice J. Dan notes:

One of the lesser-known effects o f . . . [the] social movement for women's equality was the

3 All future references to Lara Owen's Her Blood is Gold will be indicated by the word Owen followed by a 
page number.
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legitimation of women's experience as a suitable topic for research-and the resulting
expansion of our knowledge about menstruation has been extremely rapid(Dan ix).

Sharon Golub reports that one positive result of this new scholarly attention is that we now know 

"a great deal" about "the biology of the cycle, the anatomy of the reproductive system, the hormonal 

changes, and the complex feedback system that exists between the brain and the body regulating 

menstruation"(Golub xii).

While initially menstruation research focused on determining the 'normal' characteristics of 

a process feminists believed had been pathologized in older medical literature(Dan ix), the topic that 

in Golub's words was "once the exclusive domain of the male gynecologist" has now become a 

subject of interest in a wide variety of fields including anthropology, sociology, psychology, history 

and literature.4 However, while attitudes toward menstruation have changed significantly since 

Delaney, Lupton and Toth first published their groundbreaking interdisciplinary book, The Curse: 

A Cultural History of Menstruation(T976). the topic of menstruation has not been readily received 

by an academy which remains largely male dominated in terms of its selection of topics and modes 

of study.5 There is a real sense, then, in which my decision to explore the meaning(s) Western 

women ascribe to this most ordinary of processes in a masters thesis is perceived as being quite out 

of the ordinary.

In addition, many people would find it particularly odd that such a thesis would be written 

at a place called the Institute for Christian Studies. Christian' studies they would presume must be

4 As historian Charles T. Wood notes, menstruation, which at one time seemed "a subject scarcely in need of 
historical explanation" is now increasingly seen as one of scholarly import(Wood 710).

5 For example, Sophie Laws, whose book Issues of Blood: The Politics of Menstruationi 1990) offers a 
compelling sociological analysis of menstrual etiquette in Britain, had considerable difficulty finding a supervisor for 
her doctoral studies on this topic. Thus, in a foreword to Issues of Blood. Laws' supervisor Meg Stacey comments that: 
"Sophie Laws has travelled a long and painful road to produce this book"(Laws x).
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limited to the study of the bible and theology and perhaps moral questions. Moreover, while it may 

be fine for Christians to engage in such parochial studies, in Western liberal society they are 

generally assumed to have little cultural or public relevance. As Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen 

explains:

Since religion consists of supposedly "non-rational" and "subjective" faith commitments, 
liberal (including liberal feminist) theorizing has tended to relegate it, along with sexuality, 
to the realm of purely private preference. The assumption is that religion, like emotion, has 
no bearing on public life, other than perhaps to shore up a view of rights and responsibilities 
that have been arrived at by purely "rational" public discourse(Van Leeuwen et a! 399-400).

Moreover, since the Christian tradition is generally regarded as being uniformly anti-body and anti

women many would view the notion of a Christian feminist approach to menstruation as a 

contradiction in terms.

The particular tradition of relating faith and scholarship which informs research at the ICS, 

however, is characterized by a keen awareness of the destructive nature of the body/mind or 

body/spirit dualism prevalent in Western thinking and culture and by a conviction that faithfulness 

to the Gospel requires what Nicholas WolterstorfF calls a "world-formative" rather than a "world- 

avertive" reponse.6 Furthermore, scholars at ICS have inherited from the Dutch philosopher, 

Herman Dooyeweerd and others in the reformational tradition both a deep awareness of the multi

dimensional and interrelated character of all parts of creation and the conviction that theoretical 

work needs to be rooted in and measured against our lived experience. In keeping, with this 

scholarly tradition, then, I see menstruation as not merely a biological process, but as having 

significance in all other dimensions of our creaturely life.

6 "World-formative" Christianity, says WolterstorfF, holds Christians responsible "for the structure of the social 
world in which they fmd themselves. That structure is not simply part of the order of nature, to the contrary, it is the 
result of human decision, and by concerted effort it can be altered. Indeed, it should be altered, for it is a fallen structure, 
in need of reform." See Wolterstorffs Until Justice and Peace Embraced 983), 4-8.
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Indeed, it is the conviction that theoretical work should be rooted in and accountable to our 

lived experience that led me to choose Lara Owen and Louise Lander as my dialogue partners in my 

consideration of the meaning of menstruation in the industrialized West. Neither Owen or Lander 

are professional academics. Their research and writing about menstruation has arisen out of their 

respective personal and professional interests and concerns. Lander has been working on health- 

related issues or what she calls "the politics of health "(Lander ix) as a poverty lawyer, a community 

activist and writer since 1970. She is the author of one previous book, also highly critical of 

Western medicine, entitled Defective Medicine: Risk. Anger, and the Malpractice Crisis. Lara 

Owen, on the other hand, is among a growing group of women who have rejected traditional forms 

of spirituality because of their sexism and who find hope in a female-centred spirituality. Owen has 

written previously on the subject of menstruation in the Whole Earth Review and is currently a 

consultant for a forthcoming documentary on menstruation, Blood of the Moon, directed by Beth 

Richards.7

Both Owen and Lander's interests and activities, then, put them in direct contact with distinct 

(though potentially overlapping) grassroots feminist movements for change in the areas health and 

spirituality, respectively. Furthermore, their feelings of alienation and resentment toward their 

periods—feelings which Owen has been able to overcome—are real and widely shared.

If a 1985 study which analyzed British women's self-reported feelings about menstruation 

is at all representative, then the kind of feelings which Owen and Lander expresses are shared by

7 Beth Richards, Filmmaker Blood of the Moon, as cited in Margaret Ford, “‘Blood of the Moon’ reveals lost 
truths” Quaker Connection 19:1 (Spring 1993) 1.
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a significant number of Western women.8 Researchers, Scrambler and Scrambler found that 48 per

cent of the women in their study "gave evidence of an unqualified or unconditional dislike of

menstruation"(Scrambler 32).9 The dislike these women felt ranged from negative feelings about

the perceived inconvenience of menstruation—in Lander's words the "mess", "fuss" and "logistic

complications"(Lander 3)—to "strong feelings of disgust"(Scrambler 32). Women included in this

category made statements about their periods that sound quite similar to Lander's introduction:

I'd rather not have them at al l . . .  I just think it's messy: it doesn't seem fair to the woman.

I don't like it. I suppose physically it doesn't affect me much, but mentally I don't like it at 
all.

I don't bloody like them. I think it's because I have so much trouble with them—all the 
backaches and the stomach aches and the heavy bleeding. I've had so many problems with 
it ever since I started(Scrambler 32).

In addition, that highly influential mother of Western feminism, Germaine Greer has stated.

The fact is that no woman would menstruate if she did not have to. Why should women not 
resent an inconvenience which causes tension before, after, and during; unpleasantness, 
odour, staining; which takes up anything from a seventh to a fifth of her adult life until the 
menopause; which makes her fertile thirteen times a year when she only expects to bear 
twice in a lifetime; when the cessation of menstruation may mean several years of endocrine 
derangement and the gradual atrophy of her sexual organs?10

Thus, in my view, the fact that Owen and Lander give voice to the feelings of many ordinary

8 This study conducted by Annette and Graham Scrambler is cited in their book Menstrual Disorders. All future 
references to this book will be designated by the word Scrambler and a page number.

Unlike some studies of attitudes toward menstruation which have been criticized for questions and formats 
which lead respondents to highlight the negative aspects of their cycles, this study specifically encouraged respondents 
and interviewees to talk about any positive aspects of their periods. Their sample size of 79, however, seems quite small.

9 Significantly, another 27 per cent of the women surveyed saw their periods as a ' nuisance’, but qualified their
statements with references to menstruation being an essential part of being female. In the words of the researchers, these
women "were resigned to menstruation"(Scrambler 32). The remaining 25 per cent "came nearest to displaying a
positive attitude towards menstruation", seeing their periods as essentially ’normal’ and healthy. Interestingly, however,
these women often seemed to feel "that their attitudes were exceptional or deviant, that what was generally expected of
women was an altogether more negative assessment"(Scrambler 32).

15 Greer, Germaine. "The Wicked Womb." The Female Eunuch. 51.
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women more than justifies my careful examination of their views.

One of the ways in which I have tried to compensate, however, for the lack of academic 

rigeur in these works is to bring their Owen and Lander's perspectives into dialogue with more 

academically nuanced scholarship in related fields. Thus, since Lander considers menstruation from 

an evolutionary point of view, I naturally compare her work to the work of another woman, Margie 

Profet, who is also trying to understand menstruation from an evolutionary point of view. Similarly, 

I compare Owen's personal observations to the findings of researchers such as Emily Martin and 

Sophie Laws who have used interview methods to gain insight into the social and cultural 

understandings of menstruation in Western society. Thus, I would suggest that the use of primary 

texts by non-academic should be acceptable in a masters thesis of this nature, if the texts are treated 

in a scholarly way.
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CHAPTER TWO: 
LANDER’S VIEW OF MENSTRUATION

Menstruation is a problem, a problem not solved by sensible books or educational films, a 
problem not reducible to questions o f the reproductive biology o f  female human beings. The 
problem has to do with making sense, with finding meaning, in something whose negativity
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seems so self-evident. . .(Lander 3)

In the introductory chapter, I highlighted some of the reasons why many Western women 

including Louise Lander view menstruation as an unfair burden, at worst, or as an uncomfortable 

nuisance, at best. These factors included the involuntary nature of women's cyclic bleeding as well 

as the physical and emotional discomfort associated with this process. In Part I of her book Images 

o f Bleeding: Menstruation as Ideology, however, Louise Lander recasts the "problem" of 

menstruation in radical feminist terms. The "real" problem of menstruation, she says, lies not so 

much in its inconveniences, but rather in the reality that the mere fact that women menstruate has 

been historically used against them. In a male-dominated society, asserts Lander, women face the 

unique problem of "being put down for our biology—or more precisely, being put down for other 

reasons [i.e. to serve political, economic and social interests of the male elite] and our biology then 

being called upon as a convenient justification of the putdown"(Lander 186). Thus, for her, the 

meanings given to menstruation in our society, particularly the medical meanings are implicated in 

the more fundamental societal injustice of female oppression.11

What follows is a critical reading of Louise Lander's Images of Bleeding in which I discuss 

the key elements of her analysis focusing particularly on Lander's concept of menstruation as

111 describe Lander as a "radical feminist" not because I am trying to firmly categorize her within this school 
of feminist thought, but rather as a way of highlighting certain aspects of her analysis which she shares with members 
of this diverse feminist movement. As I will argue later, Lander is by no means a thorough going radical feminist. 
Indeed, few feminist thinkers can be so neatly classified. Lander's feminism represents (at least) an unusual combination 
of certain radical feminist impulses together with a feminist empiricist response to the problem androcentric bias of 
science.

Lander's analysis, however, can be considered radical feminist because she understands the "problem” of 
menstruation in relation to what she sees as the more fundamental problem of female
oppression in a male dominated society. Within a patriarchal society, medical meanings of menstruation, like other 
institutional and social meanings serve to legitimize male-domination.

For helpful descriptions of the basic contours of radical feminist thought see Storkey's What’s Right with 
Feminism, ch.9, Van Leeuwen et a l 's After Eden, ch.3, or Tong's Feminist Thought, ch.3.
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evolutionary anomaly. I conclude that while this understanding of menstruation represents a major 

improvement on the masculinist theories of menstruation advanced historically by Anglo-American 

medicine, it is overly reductionistic and has a questionable basis in evolutionary theory. 

Specifically, Lander's view is limited by a privileging of scientific knowing that implicitly devalues 

or discounts non-scientific ways of understanding menstruation. The result is that despite her 

intentions, Lander closes down rather than opens up the meaning of menstruation for Western 

women.

OVERVIEW

In Part I of Images of Bleeding Lander convincingly exposes the male bias, economic and 

social interests that have shaped Western medical conceptualizations of menstruation. Her thesis 

is that Anglo-American medical theories of female bleeding from the late 18th century to the present 

have been largely shaped by the ideological concerns of "an elite profession, historically and still 

predominantly male, serving the interests of the male-dominated status quo "(Lander 4) .12 Since 

medicine "as a cultural institution" reflects, reifies and reinforces "mainstream cultural 

values"(Lander 9) in our "masculinist" culture which has tended to regard "the man as norm, woman 

as defective other"(Lander 7), medical theories of menstruation have not only failed to meet 

women's needs, they have been oppressive to women in various ways and to different degrees. Such 

medical theory, insists Lander, is properly called medical ideology since it consists of statements

12 It is worth noting that statistical figures on the numbers of male and female physicians in Britain and their 
areas of specialty in September 1989 corroborate Lander's assertion that women remain under- represented in the field 
of medicine and are particularly under-represented in "the upper echelons" of medicine, that is, "in its highest status and 
most remunerative . . . specialties"(Scrambler 15). Significantly only 11.6% of the obstetrics and gynaecology 
consultants in British hospitals in September 1989 were
female(Scrambler 14, Table 2.2). I suspect that statistics from American and Canadian hospitals would show a similar 
under-representation of women in medicine, although perhaps to a different degree.
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"of ostensibly scientific, or at least objective, knowledge that" further non-medical interests(Lander 

5).

Nevertheless, she holds out the possibility of a "woman-centered" view of menstruation, 

shaped by female values and biases "rather than those of a masculinist medicine reflecting a 

masculinist society"(Lander 6). Part II of Images of Bleeding represents Lander's contribution 

toward this end. In this section she qualifies and in some cases refutes several of the misguided 

beliefs about menstruation assumed in the masculinist medical theories highlighted in Part I. She 

then argues for an understanding of menstruation as an evolutionary anomaly, a view which I will 

critically examine later. First, however, since Lander's own conception of menstruation can be seen 

as a response to what she sees as the oppressive nature of earlier medical theories of menstruation, 

it is important to examine Part I of Images of Bleeding in greater detail, focusing particularly on 

Lander's notion of medical ideology.

PART I: MEDICAL VIEWS OF MENSTRUATION

In chapters 2 to 5 Lander argues that medical theories of menstruation play an important role 

in keeping "women in their place"(Lander 9). As the definition of women's appropriate "place" has 

shifted through the last 200 years, she asserts, medical theories of menstruation have also changed, 

in each case serving to legitimate women's economic function and social position. Thus, in her 

reading of the history of Anglo-American medical understandings of menstruation Lander stresses 

the connection between the social and economic forces present in a given period and its theories of 

menstruation.

For example, Lander suggests that the "moralizing" medical theory of the late 18th century 

to the early 19th century, which held that menstrual disorders were caused by laziness, inactivity or
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intemperate living served economic interests by promoting industriousness among women who 

played an important role in the household economy.13 At a time of increased urbanization, this 

theory also served to legitimate popular fears about the dangers of city life and uninhibited female 

sexuality.

Beginning in the mid 19th century, however, Lander notes that "the primary strategy of the 

medical ideologues writing on menstruation shifted from moralizing to proscribing," that is, to 

clearly defining activities in which women should not participate "precisely because they are 

creatures who menstruate"(Lander 26). Consistent with her notion of medical ideology, Lander sees 

a direct link between medical proscriptions against women's participation in activities that involved 

mental and physical strain such as formal education and the challenge to existing social structures 

represented by the significant movements for women's access to higher education and voting rights 

during this time. While in the late 18th century to the early 19th century, menstruation was regarded 

as an essentially normal female process which would be "unproblematic if a woman lived a simple, 

productive life"(Lander 15), the Victorian medical proscribers increasingly viewed "women as 

fragile and vulnerable, totally dominated by their reproductive system and its inexorable cyclicity, 

doomed to periodic bouts of disability"(Lander 29). The belief that menstruation was naturally 

debilitating(Martin 35)14 allowed opponents of co-education to argue on ostensibly compassionate 

grounds that women should not be allowed access to higher learning since such activity posed a risk

13 Indeed, sometimes such economic interests were thinly veiled. Dr. Thomas Ewell( 1817), for example, goes 
so far as to state that "women were made for exertion" and recommends that middle class women imitate the working 
lives of "Indians and the labouring class"(Ewell as cited by Lander 15)!

14 Emily Martin observes that: "Nineteenth-century writers were extremely prone to stress the debilitating nature 
of menstruation and its adverse impact on the lives and activities of women"(Martin 35). Whereas in earlier accounts 
menstruation was seen as beneficial, although the blood itself may have been considered impure, now the process itself 
"was seen as soundly pathological"(Martm 34-35).
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to women’s fragile reproductive health.

This shift in medical theory from the earlier moralizing view to the Victorian proscribing 

view, Lander suggests, did not result from new scientific knowledge about women's reproductive 

system, but was ideologically motivated. Rather than truly serving its female clientele, she 

maintains, a proscribing medical theory served to propagate, reinforce and defend a gendered 

separation of the spheres which was being threatened. The non-medical impetus for the shift in 

medical theory and practice included a significant change in women's economic function in the wake 

of industrialization—middle class women no longer had an important economic role—and the 

perceived threat to existing male-dominated social structures represented by advocates for women's 

enfranchisement and co-education.15

If we apply Lander's primary definition of medical ideology as a theory consisting of 

statements "of ostensibly scientific, or at least objective, knowledge that" further non-medical 

interests(Lander 5), to medical "proscribing" it is clear why she deems the Victorian theory of 

menstruation-as-naturally-debilitating as ideological. Lander's definition suggests at least two 

criteria which can be used to identify ideological theories. First, the theory must serve 

" ideological"—which for Lander means non-medical—interests and second, the theory must have a 

questionable basis in science. "Proscribing" medical theory, then, fits the first criteria because as I 

indicated above, it served as an important tool in the arsenal of the movement against co-education 

and women's enfranchisement.

15 For a similar, but more historically nuanced analysis and critique of Victorian medical ideology see CaylefFs 
"She was Rendered Incapacitated by Menstrual Difficulties: Historical Perspectives on Perceived Intellectual and 
Physiological Impairment among Menstruating Women."

For a discussion of Canadian medical perspectives on menstruation at this time see Mitchinson's "Medical 
Perceptions of
Healthy Women: The Case of Late Nineteenth Century Canada."
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This concept of menstruation also fits the second criteria because as Lander demonstrates 

in chapter 7 of Images of Bleeding, the Victorian proscribers' were fundamentally misguided in their 

belief that "Woman" was "unique in her cyclicity"(Lander 133).

Lander also suggests a third indicator that the menstruation-as-pathology theory was 

ideological in nature. The existence of readily available contradictory evidence failed to discredit 

this theory. Victorian proscribers continued to espouse their theory even in the face of mounting 

evidence that work and education did not adversely effect women's reproductive health.16 As Lander 

notes, women in the working class who for economic reasons were unable to refrain from strenuous 

activity during their periods refused "to be as sick as medical authority" insisted "they should 

be "(Lander 54).17

LANDER'S FEMINIST EMPIRICISM

While I wholeheartedly agree with Lander's critique of the menstruation-as-pathology view, 

I am uncomfortable with what the wording of her definition of medical ideology implies about the 

nature o f science and scientific knowledge. For example, when Lander asserts that the shift from 

a view o f menstruation as an essentially normal function to a view of menstruation as debilitating 

had "nothing" to do with new or improved scientific knowledge and "everything" to do "with social 

forces far outside the medical sphere but profoundly influencing the content of medical

16 The contradictory evidence available included the results of a statistical study conducted in 1886 which 
concluded that "female graduates of our colleges and universities do not seem to show, as a result of their college studies 
and duties, any marked difference in general health from . . . women engaged in other kinds of work"(Dewey, 1886 as 
cited in Cayleff 232).

17 Lander suggests that while the proscribing ideology "was needed to justify- the loss of economic function of 
middle-class women", working class women were somehow "conveniently exempted from the cyclical weakness of their 
sex"(Lander 146). Cayleff argues, however, that the use of menstruation-related arguments "in the protective legislation 
campaigns for working class women reveals, such theories of physical frailty . . . were taken to apply across class lines— 
unlike more class-specific ' female ailments' such as hysteria or neurasthenia (chronic nervous debility) which existed 
essentially only among the upper classes"(Cayleff 232).
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doctrine"(Lander 4,5), she makes two questionable assumptions. First, she is unproblematically 

equating scientific knowledge of the menstrual cycle with "real" knowledge of menstruation. Lander 

assumes that a truly "scientific" understanding of menstruation would or should correspond very 

accurately to the biological reality it purports to describe. Second, she subtly implies that when an 

"ostensibly scientific"(Lander 5) statement about menstruation fails to accurately correspond to 

reality, this failure of correspondence is entirely due to non-medical contaminating and distorting 

factors. These two presuppositions, I suggest, are clues to the fundamental orientation which Lander 

brings to her reading of Anglo-American medicine and hence are worthy of further examination.

Lander's tendency to see the distorting effects of medical ideology as attributable to outside 

influences and not to medical science per se is reinforced in the problematic distinction which she 

repeatedly draws between medicine as a social institution and medicine as a scientific discipline. 

When Lander speaks of "medicine as social institution rather than scientific discipline"(Lander 4,5- 

-emphasis added)18 she is not simply making a theoretical distinction between two legitimate aspects 

of medicine. Rather, Lander implies that the "social" aspect of medicine is somehow opposed to (or 

at least has a distorting effect) on the "scientific" aspect of medicine. Thus, a close reading of 

Lander's text reveals a strong tendency for her to try to shield medical science itself from criticism 

by attributing its distortions to outside influences.

Indeed, because Lander tends to see the "social" aspects of medicine as contaminating 

influences which corrupt medical theory I suggest that her perspective is rooted not only in radical 

feminism (as I suggested earlier), but also and perhaps more fundamentally in what Sandra Harding 

calls feminist empiricism. Feminist empiricists, says Harding, seek to account for androcentric bias

Lander uses this exact phrase three times on pages 4-5.
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and other problematic aspects of science "while retaining as much as possible of the traditional 

epistemology of science"(Harding 25). Lander is an empiricist because despite her critiques of 

medical theory, she remains committed in principle (at least) to the notion of scientific objectivity 

and tends to sees scientific knowing as the most reliable form of knowledge. Thus, she attributes 

the fact that Anglo-American views of menstruation do not conform to a "straight-line"(Lander 4) 

pattern o f scientific "advance"(Lander 4) to the distorting impact of "social forces far outside the 

medical sphere but profoundly influencing the content of medicine[sic] doctrine"(Lander 5). But 

she is a feminist empiricist because she is particularly concerned with the ways in which such 

distorted forms of medical science legitimate oppressive ideas about women and their appropriate 

roles in society.

Indeed, despite her stated concern that medicine needs to address human beings, in 

general, and women, in particular, as the "complicated interactions of biology, psychology and 

sociology"(Lander 102) that they are, it seems that on some level Lander would prefer a form of 

medicine that was free of human potential for distortion. She notes that the potential for practice 

to be shaped by ideology "looms larger in medicine than in other areas touched by science, because 

medicine is a uniquely social endeavour"(Lander 56, emphasis added). In highlighting the 

ideological potential inherent in the patient-practitioner relationship, however, she fails to balance 

her concern with an affirmation that non-scientific aspects of medicine (eg. the rapport that exists 

between doctor-patient) are a legitimate part of medicine and the healing process.19 It is as if, for 

Lander, it would be preferable if the human aspect of medicine didn't enter into the equation at al.

19 Lander identifies three factors which make the patient-practitioner relationship particularly prone to 
ideological distortion: "the vulnerabilities of the sick and especially in our day, by the scientific pretensions of the 
practitioner and the social distance between practitioner and patient"(Lander 7).
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"The medical encounter demands that the practitioner do something for the patient," says Lander, 

"and when science is lacking in concrete guidance as to what to do, that something may well spring 

from superstition or ideology, disguised by the social environment as medical expertise" (Lander 56).

This is not to say that Lander is wrong to highlight the influence of social forces on medical 

theory, rather my concern is that she too readily exempts science itself from such distorting 

tendencies. Nevertheless, Lander does provide at least one example of medical ideology—the 

"psychologizing" theory of menstrual pain—in which medical practice and theory do indeed appear 

to be almost entirely informed by social interests. Doctors in the postwar 1950s were confronted 

with the fact that their earlier understandings of dysmenorrhoea no longer seemed viable. Whereas 

menstrual pain had been understood as the result of "a mechanical obstruction, a displacement of 

the uterus or a narrowing of the cervical opening "(Lander 59), by the 1940s it was acknowledged 

that the presence or absence of menstrual pain "did not necessarily correlate with" the presence or 

absence of an obstruction(Lander 59). Physicians now had to account for primary or functional 

dysmenorrhoea in which "there is no visible abnormality of the pelvic organs"(Lander 63-64). In 

the absence of a clearly identifiable organic cause, physicians concluded that this form of 

dysmenorrhoea was a psychosomatic condition.

Psychosomatic explanations of menstrual cramps took a variety of forms, but for Lander the 

theory that menstrual pain was a symptomatic of "a woman's rejection of her proper feminine 

role"(Lander 65) as wife and mother was perhaps the most pernicious. This theory served not only 

to legitimize "a passive, subservient role centered on reproduction" for women, since "rebellion 

against such a role" was seen as always neurotic, never justified, or even healthy"(Lander 66), but



it also spared medical science "the embarrassment of admitting its failure-that a common source 

o f pain is simply beyond its understanding"(Lander 70) As Lander notes, in the absence of 

"concrete scientific guidance"(Lander 56), medical psychologizers were able to blame the "patient 

and her attitude" for "her misery"(Lander 64) and to disguise their self-serving ideology as "medical 

expertise"(Lander 56). It, of course, never occurred to them that women's confining role might itself 

be unhealthy.

Thus, it would seem that Lander wants to hold to a sharp distinction between medicine that 

is scientifically-based (i.e. objectively true) and what she calls "prescientific medicine"(Lander 23) 

which is informed more by superstition, religious belief and social and economic interests than by 

any "real" knowledge of menstruation.

Yet on some level Lander herself seems intuitively aware that there are problems with this 

distinction. She will acknowledge for example that "the categories science and ideology can 

collapse into one another, and medical science can itself become ideological "(Lander 6). Indeed, 

the closest she comes to being directly critical of medicine as "scientific discipline" rather than as 

"social institution"(Lander 5) is in chapter 8 in which she focuses on the "biologizing" tendency of 

more modern theories of menstruation. In this chapter, Lander's target is the "specific 

etiology"(Lander 83) model employed by medical science as applied to dysmenorrhoea in the form 

of the prostaglandin theory in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Rooted in late 19th century germ 

theory o f disease causation, this model envisions the possibility of identifying a single, specific 

cause for each condition and a single usually chemically-based cure—a 'silver bullet'—which "would 

destroy the offending microbe" without harming its human host(Lander 83).

In the case of dysmenorrhoea, the single cause has been identified as the presence of a higher
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concentration of a group of chemicals known as prostaglandins in the endometrium and the single 

cure, a class of drugs called prostaglandin inhibitors(Lander 80). A key problem with this medical 

approach, says Lander, is that "there is no such thing as a silver bullet, a drug without unwanted 

consequences"(Lander 83) and specifically in this case prostaglandin inhibitors are known to cause 

a variety of side effects. A deeper problem, however, with this model is that once an effective 

chemical cure is found deeper questions about the nature of the condition tend not to be asked. For 

example, physicians do not ask what is it that causes excessive prostaglandins in the first 

place(Lander 84).

Significantly, however, what most concerns Lander about this "biologizing" tendency is not 

the specifics of the model itself, but the authoritative weight it carries in our society, that is, its 

'social' or cultural significance. In Western society, she notes, "the physician's prescription pad" 

functions as a symbol of the doctor's "unique authority" both to cure' and to give ''authoritative 

validation to women's experience"(Lander 85). When an appropriate disease agent cannot be readily 

identified, as in the case of the earlier psychosomatic theories of dysmenorrhoea, a woman's pain 

is not taken seriously. It is dismissed as being merely psychological and seen as a weakness. A 

"biologizing" understanding of menstrual pain, however, simultaneously validates female pain—that 

is, declares that she has something "real" to complain about—and invalidates many aspects of her 

personhood since only her "prostaglandin count" and not her personal history "is deemed 

relevant "(Lander 85) As Lander notes, because this model "views a sick person as the passive 

victim of an impersonal force, a microbe or a chemical imbalance" (Lander 84), it robs the subject 

of any role in their own healing process—"except perhaps the role of passively consuming what their 

doctor has prescribed" (Lander 84).
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Lander highlights a similar pattern in the "biologizing" or medicalization of premenstrual 

syndrome, noting that for a variety of reasons the current etiology of PMS is even more problematic 

than the prostaglandin etiology of dysmenorrhoea. She also expresses concern at the "cavalier" use 

o f  hormone therapies in the treatment of this 'disease' and the use of PMS as legal grounds for 

diminished responsibility for one's actions.20

In addition, Lander alerts her readers to non-medical factors such as ease of delivery and 

profit motives which make a "biologizing" approach more attractive to doctors than a more holistic 

approach. Prescription-writing, she notes, "is both more congenial to the medical mind-set than 

attitude-changing and, in a fee-for-service system, more profitable because less time- 

consuming"(Lander 78). Thus, even when she seems most directly critical of medical "science", an 

awareness of the potentially distorting influences of a variety of "social" factors is still prominent 

in her analysis.

In Part I of Images of Bleeding, then, I detect two opposing tendencies in Lander's thought. 

On the one hand, she is engaged in a powerful and necessary critique of Anglo-American medical 

theories of menstruation because of their androcentric bias, a critique that she seems to want to 

extend even to particular research models (i.e. the specific etiology model). On the other hand, 

despite the evidence that an ostensibly neutral science has functioned in ideological ways, she 

clearly wishes to maintain that "scientific" knowledge remains a somehow special and more reliable 

form of knowledge. She tends to shield medical science from direct criticism by implying that its

20 For an excellent summary of the debate concerning the medicalization of PMS and explanation of the 
significance of the 'sick' role in Western society see Scrambler and Scrambler's

For an insightful exposition of the role androcentric bias in PMS research, particularly in assessing perceived 
psychological and behavioural changes, see Jacquelyn N. Zita’s "The Premenstrual Syndrome 'Dis-easing' the Female 
Cycle" in Feminism & Science.
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ideological distortions are primarily due to outside social influences.

This tension in Lander's thought—which might be characterized as a conflict between her 

feminism, on the one hand, and her empiricism, on the other—points to a need for a fundamental 

change in Lander's understanding of the scientific enterprise that would better account for the 

ideological nature of Anglo-American medical theories of menstruation.

It would seem that at heart, Lander still wants to believe in the textbook story of science as 

an objective, accumulative progression—a "straight-line advance"(Lander 4)—toward the truth. 

This traditional model of science, however, has been rightly discredited because it fails to adequately 

account for the way in which scientists actually formulate their research problems, frame and test 

their hypotheses, and accept and reject theories. Not only do intuition and other non-rational 

procedures play a much larger and determinative role in these decisions than the traditional view of 

science allows, but as Thomas S. Kuhn argues in his landmark work, The Structure of Scientific 

Revolutions, such decisions are made in terms of a particular overarching conception of reality or 

paradigm which is embraced by the scientific community and sets the parameters for their research. 

Scientific revolutions, says Kuhn, involve the shift from one paradigm to another and are more 

accurately understood as a collective conversion to an as yet unprovable, but highly suggestive new 

way of seeing reality, than as the result of an accumulative process logical induction or deduction.21

One of the implications of Kuhn's theory, then, is that "scientific" knowing is not as different 

from other ostensibly less reliable ways of knowing than has been traditionally believed. As Lesslie

21 As Kuhn asserts:
"The man who embraces a new paradigm at an early stage must often do so in defiance of the evidence 
provided by problem-solving. He must, that is, have faith that the new paradigm will succeed with 
the many large problems that confront it, knowing only that the older paradigm has failed with a few. 
A decision of that kind can only be made on faith"(Kuhn 158).
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Newbigin asserts:

If we attend only to the textbook writers and populizers of science we get the impression that 
all this is "fact," quite different from the worlds of imagination and intuition in which poets 
move and from the world of faith in which religious people move. But if we look at the way 
scientists actually work, we see that this is a false impression. There are not two separate 
avenues to understanding, one marked "knowledge" and the other marked "faith." There is 
no knowing with out believing, and believing is the way to knowing(Newbigin 33).22

Lander also seems to be implicitly aware of the role that direction-setting a priori beliefs 

play in the scientific process. In chapter 6, she contrasts the approach of certain pioneering female 

physicians to menstruation with that of their contemporaries, the male medical "proscribers" noting 

that their different starting points—their different paradigms, if you will—set the parameters for their 

menstrual research. Whereas Jacobi, Stockham and Mosher began with the assumption that 

"menstruation is a normal process and menstrual distress a deviation from the norm"(Lander 115) 

and then focused on non-biological reasons for menstrual pain, their male colleagues began with the 

premise that "menstruation verged on pathology"(Lander 115) and then interpreted every complexity 

o f menstrual physiology, real or imagined, as contributing to that pathology"(Lander 115). 

Moreover, like Kuhn, Lander acknowledges that in both cases their respective starting points were 

based not on "scientific discovery" but rather on "a gut belief'(Lander 115).

Kuhn's "exposure to out-of-date scientific theory and practice" made him "doubt that 

practitioners of the natural sciences possess firmer or more permanent answers"(Kuhn viii) to

22 Indeed, in an argument heavily informed by Michael Polanyi's understanding of the nature of science, 
Newbigin presents a convincing argument that like the Christian community, the scientific community depends on the 
authority of a tradition "within which scientists have to dwell in order to do their work"(Newbigin 46). The individual 
scientist's decision to accept the authority of the scientific tradition and to indwell this
tradition, therefore, has a decidedly religious character. See Newbigin’s "Knowing and Believing" and "Authority, 
Autonomy, and Tradition", The Gospel in a Pluralist Society, ch.3 and ch. 4. for a fuller explanation of this idea.
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questions about the nature of legitimate scientific problems and methods than their colleagues in 

social science. In contrast, it would appear that despite an intuitive awareness that a path of 

investigation begins more with "gut belief'(Lander 115) than with scientifically verified knowledge, 

Lander's exposure to the medical ideology of Anglo-American theories of menstruation has yet to 

significantly challenge her view of the nature of science. In the second half of this chapter, we will 

need to examine the extent to which such intuitive awareness informs her approach to menstruation.

PART II: LANDER'S VIEW OF MENSTRUATION 

Having briefly examined the forms of medical ideology which Lander exposes in Part I and 

made the case that Lander's approach to medicine is a feminist empiricist one, I now wish to 

examine more closely the alternative, ostensibly "woman-centered" view of menstruation which 

Lander develops in Part II. Before critically examining Lander's concept of menstruation as an 

evolutionary anomaly, however, I wish to reflect on Lander's level of self-awareness in her theory- 

making and to suggest that while to a large extent I share her feminist concerns, Lander's own theory 

is no less "ideological", that is, it is no less an interested construction than the ideas of the medical 

theorists she criticizes. Thus, there are no guarantees that her theory of menstruation will be any 

more empirically valid than that of her opponents.

Lander's designation of the two-fold structure of her book as "Ideology" and "Reality" 

respectively, gives the false impression that while in Part I we are exposed to the distorted, 

ideologically slanted views of Anglo-American medicine on menstruation, in Part two we read the 

undistorted, "real" truth about this process. As Anna Meigs notes, the goal of this section of the 

book is "to demystify menstruation by placing it in its allegedly real and objective biological 

context "(Meigs 181).
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This aim can be seen most clearly in chapters 7 and 8 of Images of Bleeding in which Lander 

uses the results of more recent scientific research to refute some of the erroneous assumptions 

implicit in the earlier masculinist theories of menstruation. In chapter seven—"Cycles"—Lander 

refutes both the Victorian view that women are uniquely cyclic creatures(Lander 133) and its 

corollary in the presumed "constancy" of males. Drawing on the insights of chronobiology, Lander 

argues that cyclical rhythms are "an integral part of earthly existence, not an aberrant characteristic 

of the second sex"(Lander 146). Not only do human beings live in "a profoundly rhythmical 

planetary environment", notes Lander, but the physiological functions, moods, and performance of 

both males and females vary according to rhythmic patterns. For example, human body temperature, 

heart rate, blood pressure, respiration rate o f both males and females vary according to Circadian 

rhythms—being "at their highest during the daylight hours and at their lowest at night"(Lander 135). 

Other functions such as blood cholesterol levels and body temperature vary rhythmically over the 

course o f an entire year—Circannual rhythms(Lander 138). In addition, Lander discusses recent 

evidence that males may also experience monthly rhythms with respect to temperature, beard 

growth, pain threshold and even mood(Lander 138-139). Lander's point is that since both male 

and female humans are cyclic creatures the perceived or actual menstrual changes which females 

experience should not be given undue attention. In summary, Lander contends that human 

performance "has much more to do with what time of day it is, in both sexes, than with what time 

of the month it is"(Lander 140).

Similarly, in chapter 8—"Hormones"—Lander refutes a popular tendency to view "the female 

o f the species as the victim of her erratic chemistry, the ups and downs of her sex hormones 

precluding that clarity and steadiness of vision that we demand from those who hold positions of
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responsibility"(Lander 147). She suggests that the myth of the premenstrual women's "raging 

hormones" is really an updated version of the Victorian belief that women's reproductive organs and 

cycles largely determined their health and the activities which were appropriate for them to engage 

in.

The problem with this deterministic view is that it assumes that the action of hormones is "an 

isolated biological event" and that "the causal arrows involving hormones point in only one 

direction—hormones affect behavior"(Lander 147). Lander makes the case that human beings' 

behaviour and psychology and their social context can affect the action of hormones "as much as 

hormones affect them"(Lander 151). Indeed, what is interesting about Lander's strategy in this 

chapter is that it combines both a typically radical feminist stress on "nurture" as opposed to 

"nature",23 with the feminist empiricist desire to support her position with science-based research. 

By the end of the chapter, however, Lander runs the risk of overstating her case suggesting, for 

example, that "hormone levels are the effect of behavior rather than its cause "(Lander 160)—that is 

that 'nurture' determines 'nature.' Lander's strategy in these two chapters, however, is once again 

a recognizably a feminist empiricist one. Even, when Lander wants to argue that biology is not 

determinative the evidence that she uses to make her case comes from science-based studies.24

In Part II, then, readers are introduced not to the reality of menstruation per se. but rather to

23 Elaine Storkey notes that it is an emphasis on culture' rather than nature' as the primary cause of sexual 
inequality which "has become the mainstream radical feminist preoccupation"(Storkey 101).

2i Similarly, Lander states that "human behaviour is not a passive end-point of chemical forces, as the raging- 
hormones myth would have it; human conduct is rather an active determinant of hormonal chemistry"(Lander 159). Her 
implication is that with regard to hormonal action the causal arrows do not flow both ways, but that conduct in fact 
determines hormonal action.

For a more balanced treatment o f this subject see chapter nine—"Do Hormones Make the Woman?"—in Paula 
and Jeremy Caplan's Thinking Critically About Research on Sex and Gender.
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Lander's particular understanding of that reality, an understanding which as I have argued previously 

will necessarily be shaped by her feminist empiricism. Thus, while I view menstruation-as- 

evolutionary-anomaly as a major improvement over earlier medical views, I do so not because this 

concept is inherently less ideological, that is, less shaped by interests and commitments than the 

earlier theories, but rather because it attempts to address some of the oppressive tendencies of these 

theories.

Lander, for her part, is at least cognizant of the interpretative role she plays in describing her 

subject. She acknowledges, for example, that a woman-centred view of menstruation would be 

shaped with women's values and interests rather than men's in mind(Lander 6). Nevertheless, 

although she admits that to some extent we construct our own meanings, she is not very explicit 

about the specific values, motivations and interests which inform her own view.

Furthermore, many contemporary feminists would be quick to point out that Lander's 

interests include certain assumptions about what is "good" or "bad" for women which are by no 

means universally shared by all women. Lander's project of developing a "woman-centred" theory 

of a particular phenomenon, they would rightly insist, is inherently problematic since it assumes that 

women have a shared set of interests, values and concerns. In reality, however, women's interests, 

values and concerns vary tremendously depending on their race, religion, cultural background, class, 

sexual orientation, nationality and geographical location. While one might maintain that all women 

have experienced oppression because of their gender, it is clear that the form and degree of such 

oppression is extremely diverse. The view of menstruation which Lander presents, then, is neither 

the "real" view of menstruation nor is it a "woman-centred" view of menstruation. Lander presents 

us with her view of menstruation, a view which she claims is more female-affirming and reality-



based than previous views.

In the second part of this chapter, then, I continue to read between the lines of Lander's text 

in order to highlight some of the biases, interests, and commitments which I detect there. In what 

follows, I will show how Lander's choice of language and images further reveals the pretence of her 

claim to objectivity. Next, I will suggest some non-scientific reasons why an understanding of 

menstruation as an evolutionary anomaly may be an attractive option for Western women. Then, 

using the criteria which Lander identifies in chapter 6 as characteristic of a "woman-centred" 

approach to menstruation, I will argue that Lander's concept of menstruation-as-evolutionary- 

anomaly fails in important ways to meet her own criteria for a truly "woman-centred" approach. 

Thus, in spite of her intentions, Lander effectively minimizes and limits the meaning of this process 

to a particular biological meaning. Finally, I posit that Lander's privileging of scientific knowledge 

leads her to discount or devalue non-scientific ways of understanding menstruation and thereby 

undermines her stated commitment to developing a view of menstruation which honours its multi 

dimensionality.

First, however, I need to briefly outline the basic elements of her position.

MENSTRUATION AS EVOLUTIONARY ANOMALY 

For Lander the monthly bleeding which women experience in the industrialized West is a 

sign that evolution has not yet caught up with human cultural developments. She groups 

menstruation with other human features which though advantageous (or at least of neutral adaptive 

value) earlier in our evolutionary development are now ill-suited to life in contemporary Western
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society.25 In support of this view she traces the evolution of female reproductive systems in 

primates. She understands the evolutionary history of female primate reproduction as progressing 

from a form of reproduction in which copulation is directly tied to motherhood since ovulation and 

receptivity coincide (eg. estral primates) to an intermediary form in which reproduction may be 

regulated by estral and menstrual cycles in some combination (eg. menstrual and estral primates) 

and finally to the reproductive situation of female humans who are physically able to engage in 

sexual activity at any time during their menstrual cycles, though they are fertile for only a short time 

each cycle. Thus, human females, says Lander, are "free from biological compulsion to reproduce 

whenever" they are fertile(Lander 168).

Moreover, Lander makes the important point that the regular monthly menstruation which 

most fertile Western women experience is to some extent culturally specific. While for a variety of 

reasons women in the past menstruated relatively infrequently,26 better nutritional levels and the use 

of contraceptives mean that modern women experience "regular [monthly] menstruation, more-or- 

less continuous fertility" for possibly the first time in human existence. Explains Lander:

25 One of these features is the fight-or-flight response, "a complicated hormonal reaction to danger which 
mobilizes the body for fleeing or doing battle, endowing us with speed and strength far beyond our everyday 
supply"(Lander 173). While this response functions appropriately when we are confronted by a large predator or urban 
mugger, it is also triggered in situations where a fight-or-flight response is unhelpful such as dealing with a dissatisfied 
spouse or employer or waiting for a delayed commuter train(Lander 173). Similarly, the body's response to food 
deprivation by increasing
the efficiency o f its use o f fuel is helpful in famine, but leads to the yo-yo dieting syndrome experienced by those trying 
to lose weight in the overabundant West(Lander 173-174). SeeLanderpp 173-174 for other examples.

26 Women in the past reached menarche later, had successive pregnancies, nursed their children for longer 
periods (thus experiencing extended periods of lactational ammenorrhea) and had shorter life spans and therefore likely 
menstruated less frequently over a shorter length of time.

Frederick Lamp suggests that in a nonindustrial society in which these factors together with disease, 
malnourishment and sustained vigorous exercise contribute to less frequent menstruation "continuous menstrual cycling 
may not be considered a natural female attribute” and notes that "the normal monthly period' is more of a Western 
conception"(Lamp 225-226).
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. . . Women as biologically autonomous beings are without evolutionary precedent. On an 
evolutionary time scale, our physiology has had no time to adapt to this momentous cultural 
change; our genes are still the genes of the woman in the gatherer-hunter society who almost 
never menstruated(Lander 171).

She understands the unpleasant aspects of menstruation (eg. cramps, bloating and mood swings) as

"by-products of the disjunction between women no longer being baby-factories and the evolutionary

process not having caught up with that fact"(Lander 174). Lander concedes that it is "inevitable"

that our bodies will be out of sync with culture since historical changes on a cultural level are

"incomparably more rapid than genetic change"(Lander 174). Nevertheless, it is clear that Lander

foresees a time in which women will overcome the limitations of regular menstruation.

LANDER'S LANGUAGE 

Despite her pretences to the contrary, if we examine the language and imagery which Lander 

uses in this account of female primate evolution, it is clear that Lander has not given us the "straight 

goods" on menstruation.

Emily Martin asserts that scientific texts employ "evaluative" words and metaphors which 

enable "unacknowledged cultural attitudes" to "seep" into biological descriptions(Martin 48). 

Similarly, some of Lander's "unacknowledged" values, interests, and commitments are revealed by 

the images and language which she uses in this account. Some of her language gives a recognizably 

radical feminist slant to her account. Indeed, she sees female oppression as not only fundamental 

and universal, but as extending to non-human species. She asserts, for example, that " . . .  the 

inexorable link between sex and motherhood that binds the females o f most species on this planet 

begins somewhat to loosen its hold on our relatives among the monkeys and apes"(Lander 168, 

emphasis added) implying that "the females of most species on this planet" and not simply female 

humans, are in reproductive bondage. It is as if Lander wishes to ground the Western feminist
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values of reproductive choice and sexual liberation in evolutionary history. She portrays the 

evolution of primate reproduction as a female achievement. "Women evolving," she asserts, "have 

reconstituted the nature of female cyclicity and expanded the functions of sex"(Lander 163). In 

addition, reflecting liberal and feminist themes of individual choice versus forced conformity and 

emancipation versus oppression, Lander notes that the estral primate's "biological imperative" to 

mate "subordinates the individual to the evolutionary goal of maximum reproduction of the 

species"(Lander 168, emphasis added) and contrasts this kind of "compulsory" motherhood with the 

possibility of motherhood "as choice, not sheer necessity"(Lander 163) in human reproduction. 

Thus, Lander favours the "autonomous" state of "more-or-less continuous menstruation" to what she 

calls the parasitism of pregnancy and nursing(Lander 170-171).

In part, Lander's use of these kinds of evaluative, politicized terms may reflect an acute 

awareness of the ways in which the social and cultural institution of motherhood has forced women 

to fulfil a very narrowly proscribed role within a masculinist society.27 Lander observes, for 

example, that "culture can be almost as coercive as biology"(Lander 168).

Note, however, that while Lander asserts that culture can be "coercive", her statement also 

implies that "biology" is more oppressive for women than culture.28 This provides us with another 

clue into the nature of Lander's feminism. The idea that female oppression is to some extent rooted

21 For a helpful overview of radical feminist views of reproduction and mothering see chapter three of Rosemarie 
Tong's Feminist Thought: A Comprehensive Introduction.

28 It is difficult to determine the extent to which Lander’s description of pregnancy as fetal parasitism, for 
example, signals a belief that pregnancy is oppressive per se or oppressive because of the social obligations and role 
which it implies for women. Lander's use of language is slippery and she tends to blur the distinction made by other 
feminists between biological and social motherhood (see Tong, chapter 3). Nevertheless because Lander employs such 
language in a
section focussed specifically on the evolution of reproductive biology and views the idea that women in the process of 
"transcending" their biology positively, I think it is fair to say that she views female reproductive biology as a significant 
part of the problem.
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in female biology has been held by other feminists, notably Shulamith Firestone.29 Such feminists 

share with traditionalists a belief that women's reproductive capacity 'naturally' limits women in 

various ways, but unlike conservatives who attempt to ground male and female roles in specific 

biological differences, feminists who hold this position believe that the oppressive aspects of female 

reproductivity can and should be transcended(Tong 248, note 6). Thus, in The Dialectic of 

Sex(1970), Firestone envisions an androgenous society in which technology eliminates the need for 

male and female reproductive roles and therefore the biological basis for gendered social, economic 

and political roles in society. In contrast, while Lander is open to the possibility of technologically 

eliminating menstruation,30 her ultimate hope for the elimination of the oppressive aspects of 

menstruation rests in a notion of evolutionary progress based on the mutability of human genes. 

Regular cyclicity, says Lander, "is a state that female human beings have not had a chance to adapt 

to on the scale of evolutionary time"(Lander 172). Her implication is, however, that we are moving 

in this direction and that eventually our bodies will adjust to this new reality.

As Lander tells it, then, the story of the evolution of female primate reproduction is 

thoroughly compatible with an enlightenment story of scientific progress. It represents a move from 

a position of total biological' determination to a state in which humans are posed to move "beyond 

our biology"(Lander 174) and the victory of the intellect—of "choice"--over brute animality.

ATTRACTIVE OPTION 

Although, I will later criticize Lander's understanding of menstruation-as-evolutionary-

29 See Shulamith Firestone's The Dialectic of Sex (1970) and "Radical Feminism on Reproduction and 
Mothering" in Rosemarie Tong's Feminist Thought: A Comprehensive Introduction.

30 Asserts Lander: "Medical science has not simply ignored the issue of menstruation as evolutionary anomaly, 
it has bypassed the opportunity to do something about it. The male scientists who developed the contraceptive pill could 
easily have designed a regimen that would have eliminated menstruation"(Lander 172).
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anomaly both from a philosophical and a scientific point of view, in this section I wish to highlight 

reasons why her position may be an attractive option, particularly in light of the masculinist views 

of menstruation discussed previously. That is, I wish to consider some of the non-scientific reasons 

which may make this theory of menstruation compelling for Lander.

Lander's own explanation for the appeal of the idea of menstruation-as-evolutionary-anomaly

is that:

This perspective allows us to forgive ourselves if we feel out of sorts but at the same time 
to celebrate that feeling out of sorts does not mean being entrapped in our biology but rather 
means being in the evolutionary process o f moving beyond our biology(L 174).

As I understand Lander, then, what is compelling about this concept is that it both accounts for and

validates the sense of alienation from their menstrual cycles and the menstrual discomfort which

many Western women feel. For example, if you experience menstruation as sharply at odds with

your professional life as a businessperson, secretary, scientist, waitress, teacher or athlete and your

personal life as friend, parent, pet-owner, or lover, this theory says that your experience of

dissonance is not only understandable, it is appropriate. Menstruation really does not fit in the

contemporary cultural world in which you live.

Lander's position also avoids a number of the pitfalls and oppressive traps which were

inherent in the masculinist medical theories of menstruation. In contrast to the 19th century view of

menstruation as pathology, which assumed that women's menstrual cycles made them naturally ill-

suited to the demands of higher education and increased participation in the public sphere, Lander's

theory has no specific implications for women's roles and activities. Menstruation-as-evolutionary-

anomaly simply identifies women's current cultural and biological situation as one of transition.

Indeed, not only does such a concept pose no threat to women's participation in the public sphere,
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Lander even suggests that continuous menstruation is a consequence of such comparatively recent 

advances. The discomforts and inconveniences of monthly menstruation represent, if you will, the 

pain which accompanies the biological gain of reproductive freedom and the cultural gain of 

employment and educational opportunities.

In addition, like the biologizing prostaglandin theory of dysmenorrhoea, this understanding 

of menstruation affirms that the "feeling out of sorts" associated with menstruation is real, but not 

inevitable. Whereas the prostaglandin theory offers the hope of a chemical cure for menstrual pain, 

the good news' from Lander's perspective is that we are in the "evolutionary process of moving 

beyond our biology"(Lander 174) and therefore of transcending the pain and limitations it imposes. 

There are, then, a number of very strong non-scientific, value-oriented reasons for seeing a view of 

menstruation as evolutionary anomaly as a very attractive position from a feminist point of view. 

It eliminates or at least reduces the oppressive ideological possibilities inherent in the masculinist 

theories of menstruation (eg. menstruation is debilitating), while retaining its woman-affirming 

aspects (eg. menstrual pain is real).

A 'WOMAN-CENTRED' VIEW?

Having considered some reasons why Western women might view the concept of 

menstruation-as-evolutionary-anomaly favourably, I would now like to evaluate this notion on the 

basis of Lander's own understanding of what constitutes a truly "woman-centred" approach to 

menstruation. We get the clearest sense of how Lander defines such an approach from chapter 6 in 

which she discusses the strengths and weaknesses of other feminist approaches to menstruation. In 

this chapter she makes a helpful distinction between feminists who deal theoretically with women's 

biological differences (including menstruation), by either minimizing or glorifying these differences.



Minimizers tend to argue that "the difference in question is insignificant" or while glorifiers tend 

to argue that "it is an important difference, and women are superior to men because of it"(Lander 

116-117).

Lander clearly sees Part II of her book as contributing toward the development of a third 

alternative feminist approach which avoids the pitfalls of the "minimizing-versus-glorifying 

dichotomy"(Lander 128). In what follows, however, I will argue that Lander fails in this attempt 

and that although her concept of menstruation-as-evolutionary anomaly represents a more 

sophisticated and nuanced position than that of the early menstrual minimizers, it remains essentially 

a minimizing position.

To begin with, there are a number of similarities between Lander's description of menstrual 

minimizers views of menstruation and her own statements about women's cyclic bleeding. Lander 

notes that on the subject of menstruation, minimizers tend to vacillate between saying, "It's nothing 

much, really," and "It would be nice to get rid of it"(Lander 118). In my view Lander expresses both 

of these sentiments in Images of Bleeding. First, Lander devotes so much of her textual space to 

exposing oppressive medical meanings of menstruation and refuting false beliefs about menstruation 

(for example, the myth that the actions o f premenstrual women are determined by their hormones-- 

chapter 8) that she fails almost completely to explore what menstruation's legitimate place in 

women's lives and self-conception might be. The closest Lander comes to a positive statement about 

menstruation as an aspect of being female is her expression of a desire for a more balanced approach 

to menstruation that "neither denies an important element o f  women’s experience nor reduces it, and 

women, to a romanticized biology"(Lander 129, my emphasis).

Lander's stress that menstruation "only exists as one aspect of what it means to be a woman
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at the turn of the twenty-first century"(Lander 187) and her repeated concern that women not be

reduced to or defined by their biology, however, overshadows any minor affirmation of the

importance of this process she might make. Indeed, despite her claims to the contrary, in the end

it seems that Lander would prefer that women's cyclic bleeding did not receive any specific attention

at al. Menstruation, in her words, "is an issue that needs to become an non-issue"(Lander 187). In

short, freed from the oppressive meanings which have been given to it, menstruation is "nothing

much, really"(Lander 118).

Secondly, Lander shares with the minimizers an openness to the idea of technologically

eliminating menstruation. She envisions unspecified "practical and medical" advantages to

discontinued menstruation(Lander 172), noting that:

Medical science has not simply ignored the issue of menstruation as evolutionary anomaly, 
it has bypassed the opportunity to do something about it. The male scientists who developed 
the contraceptive pill could have easily designed a regimen that would have eliminated 
menstruation"(Lander 172).

Thus, in this respect Lander's position does not differ substantially from a minimizing point of view.

Lander does, however, distance herself from certain menstrual minimizers who advocate the

use of a technique called menstrual extraction to eliminate menstruation. Menstrual extraction was

developed by and for women as part of the women's health movement and its proponents view the

method as a way of both minimizing the bothersome aspects of menstruation and regaining some

control over their own bodies from the male medical establishment(Lander 119).

Lander's main criticism of these menstrual extractors is that their critique of patriarchal

medicine extends only to "the dominance of the doctor-patient relationship, not to the substance of

medical practice or its underlying assumptions"(Lander 121). Specifically, Lander is troubled by

the extractors' unconscious adoption of what she calls the "If it hurts, zap it" paradigm of the medical
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profession. The problem with this "mind-set" is that "the virtue of zapping as a therapeutic 

approach" is seen as "self-evident" and as a result potential side-effects are down-played, 

insufficiently documented and under-researched(Lander 121). For her part, Lander is much less 

optimistic than some menstrual extractors that a safe method of eliminating menstruation can be 

found.

Furthermore, Lander suggests that "the notion of control over one's body, when taken to 

mean the elimination of a normally recurrent bodily function"(Lander 121) reflects "the conventional 

Western—and male—scientific notion of control over nature, as opposed to cooperating with 

nature"(Lander 121). By implication, then, Lander equates a co-operative rather than adversarial 

relationship with nature with a 'truly' female or feminist approach and suggests that menstrual 

extractors have again unconsciously adopted a masculinist strategy.

However, because Lander's concept of menstruation-as-evolutionary-anomaly implies that 

evolution is in the process of naturally eliminating menstruation, technological intervention can be 

a more palatable option on her own terms. Since evolution is already headed in this direction, to 

eliminate menstruation by technological means simply speeds up an otherwise natural development. 

In a sense, then, women who choose to eliminate menstruation are not working against their bodies, 

but with them. Whether it is achieved by a neutral evolutionary force or a self-help device, however, 

the ultimate end is the elimination of menstruation. Provided that Lander's concerns about the safety 

of the procedure and possible side-effects could be adequately addressed, then, I see no reason why 

Lander would oppose the technological elimination of menstruation.

Lander's position, then, is more nuanced and sophisticated than that of the early menstrual 

extractors who naively trusted in medical science, but it is still fundamentally a minimizing position.
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Not only does Lander's concept of menstruation fail to transcend the minimizer/glorifier 

dichotomy and barely pass the test of a co-operative rather than controlling approach to nature, but 

it also essentially fails to meet a third characteristic of a "woman-centred" approach to menstruation 

evident in the pioneering approach of early female physicians, the "search for other than purely 

biological factors to account for women's periodic suffering"(Lander 106). Lander sees "the 

beginnings of a woman-centred view of menstruation"(Lander 106) in the approaches of female 

doctors such as Mary Putnam Jacobi, Alice B. Stockham and Clelia Duel Mosher, who attributed 

menstrual distress to factors such as women's constricting dress and the sedentary life necessitated 

by lady-like behaviour.

If a consideration of "other than purely biological factors" to account for menstrual distress 

and discomfort is a hallmark of a "woman-centred" view of menstruation, however, then it would 

seem that Lander's concept of menstruation-as-evolutionary-anomaly is a rather poor example of 

such an approach. Technically, I suppose, Lander could argue that because the menstruation-as- 

evolutionary-anomaly model attributes the discomforts associated with menstruation to a disjunction 

between biology and culture, she also locates the source of menstrual distress in women's social 

context, rather than in women's physiology.

On a practical level, however, both Lander's understanding of menstrual distress and her 

approach to broader questions concerning the meaning of menstruation is quite narrowly focused 

on medical understandings of menstruation (Part I) and on broader scientific understandings o f 

menstruation (that is, the insights imparted by chronobiology and evolutionary theory) (Part II), 

rather than on social factors. This narrow focus would not be problematic in itself if Lander mad§ 

it clear that she was addressing only one aspect of this complex question. In fact, she has good
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reasons for focusing on specifically medical and scientific understandings of menstruation since her 

previous research has been in the fields of medicine and health and because in her words the "social 

environment" of Western culture steers women seeking insight into menstruation toward these 

fields(Lander 3-4).

However, not only has Lander not explored other potential avenues of meaning for 

menstruation—an acceptable approach given her specific focus—she has not even recommended that 

additional study in other areas would be helpful. Indeed, she specifically states that in developing 

a woman-centred view of menstruation not much of value can be gleaned from social science(Lander

175)—not much, that is, which can be known with scientific certainty. For example, she highlights 

problems of methodology and "contradictory findings"(Lander 175) in studies of menstrual mood 

changes and attempts to correlate cultural attitudes with levels of menstrual distress(Lander 177). 

Completely absent from her comments, however, are references to studies which address 

menstruation from a less scientific' and more social' angle. That Lander does not direct her 

attention to studies that focus exclusively on cultural attitudes toward menstruation or studies of 

social practices related to menstruation implies that for Lander the only research "of interest "(Lander

176) is either scientific in nature or closely approximates science.

Lander's exclusive focus on medical and scientific views of menstruation, then, is 

problematic not only because it runs contrary to one of her own criteria for a woman-centred 

approach, but more fundamentally because it leads her to unnecessarily limit the meaning of 

menstruation to a particular biological meaning.

Indeed, after successfully exposing the oppressive ideological motivations that underlie past 

medical theories of menstruation, alerting us to potentially oppressive tendencies in current medical
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theory (Part I) and clarifying some long held medical misconceptions about menstruation (Part I I ) -  

that is after a veiy specific investigation of one aspect of her subject-Lander draws the far-reaching 

and seemingly unwarranted conclusion that "menstruation per se has no meaning"(Lander 187). 

That is, she concludes that apart from its status as an evolutionary anomaly the menses has no 

meaning which we can reliably glean from the complex matrix of culture/sociology, biology and 

psychology that it encompasses(Lander 187).

If Lander's point is simply that the meaning of menstruation cannot be neatly and objectively 

extracted from such factors because all of our meanings of menstruation are necessarily 

constructions, then I agree. What I do not accept, however, is the implication that this fact 

invalidates or precludes the consideration of other meanings of menstruation, for example, social 

and affective meanings. We cannot help but ascribe meaning to such a regular and salient dimension 

of Western women's lives. And for the ascription, or construction, of meaning a|| factors must come 

into play.

It is as if once you understand that the regular menstruation which Western women 

experience is an evolutionary anomaly to which our bodies are slowly and incremental adjusting, 

you have grasped the real significance of menstruation and any other meanings are either 

unimportant or unreliable.

Apparently, for example, it is also inappropriate to consider that there might be an affective 

dimension to this process. For ironically, while Lander maintains that women should listen to their 

own experience rather than a type of medical authority which serves male interests, in the end she 

implies not only that men's but women's feelings about menstruation are irrelevant. She anticipates 

a time when the meaning of menstruation in our society will be free of such "emotional
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baggage"(Lander 187). Thus, while I would affirm that women's feelings about menstruation may 

lead to genuine insight into this process, Lander seems to view feelings about menstruation as an 

unnecessary supplement to or even distortion of its meaning. There is little room for subjective 

understandings of menstruation within Lander's concept of menstruation as evolutionary anomaly.

Lander also apparently doubts that religious traditions—apart, that is, from her own religious 

commitment to science-based knowing—can contribute to Western women's understandings of 

menstruation.31 Her prejudice against a serious consideration of religious meanings of menstruation 

is evident in her suggestion that menstrual glorifiers, many of whom are committed neo-pagans, 

simply cannot handle the "conflicts and uncertainties" of contemporary life and therefore find "a 

comforting security" in woman-centred or feminist spirituality(Lander 126). It would seem that 

Lander's attitude is a variation on the 'religion is a crutch theme.' An anti-religious bias is also 

evident in her rhetoric which champions scientific enlightenment over religious superstition: "When 

clergymen are more prestigious than doctors and medicine has no basis in science", she notes in Part 

I, "the strategy of medical ideology will be to moralize" (Lander 10).

Perhaps, we would respond that when scientists are more prestigious than holistic healers 

and all knowledge (especially medical knowledge) must be acquired via the scientific method, then 

the strategy of Lander's ideology will be to marginalize and trivialize women's feelings and

31 In my discussion of Kuhn's understanding of scientific revolutions, I already highlighted the role that 
direction-setting presuppositions or what Nicholas Wolterstorff calls "control beliefs" play in science. (See Wolterstorffs 
Reason within the Bounds of Religion. 1974, second edition 1984).

Indeed, Lander's belief that medicine should ideally be scientifically-based and free of the distorting power of 
social influences is itself a non-scientific, fundamentally "religious" control belief.

For other critiques of the alleged neutrality of science see Walsh and Middleton’s The Transforming Vision. 
chaps. 11 and 12 and the writings of the late Dutch philosopher Herman Dooyeweerd who began refuting what he called 
"the dogma of the autonomy of theoretical thought" as early as the 1930s. See Dooyeweerd's In the Twilight of Western 
Thought (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1960) or his most extensive work A New Critique of Theoretical 
Thought, trans. D.H. Freeman and W.S. Young (Philadelphia: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1953-58).
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spirituality. For the fact that Lander gives exclusive priority to an examination of medical and 

scientific views of menstruation, suggests that she sees scientific knowing as the primary and most 

reliable form of knowing about menstruation.

This commitment to seeking an objective, scientifically-based understanding of menstruation 

is one that she shares with the masculinist theorists of menstruation, in general, and particularly with 

the "biologizers." Indeed, despite her criticism of the "biologizers"' reductionistic tendency to seek 

a single, specific cause for each condition, there are signs that she herself has not been able to 

transcend the limitations of this view. Ironically, while dismissing a number of biological 

explanations of PMS, Lander herself seems to tacitly assume this "specific etiology" mind-set. "A 

hodgepodge of theories leads to a hodgepodge of treatments"(Lander 90), she notes critically, never 

considering that multiple theories and treatments may reflect the complexity of PMS, and not 

necessarily the incompetence of the theorists.

Moreover, as I indicated in Part I, this ideological commitment is also revealed in Lander's 

preference for a 'pure' medical science undistorted by the "social" factors inherent in patient- 

practitioner relationship. The problem is that she fails to see that the scientist-data or observer- 

object relationship is equally susceptible to ideological distortion. For while Lander diligently 

exposes the androcentric bias of Anglo-American medicine, she evidently assumes that scientific 

sources of her menstruation-as-evolutionary-anomaly theory—chronobiology, primatology and 

evolutionary biology—are women-friendly or at least neutral sources of information since she offers 

no similar critique of these fields. Given that these sciences are as much a product of our 

masculinist society as medicine is, however, it would appear that in her attempt to develop a 

"women-centered" view of menstruation, Lander has merely exchanged "masculinist medical
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authority"(Lander 9) for masculinist scientific authority. Indeed, this would be the assessment of 

many of her feminist colleagues working in the fields of the philosophy and history of science who 

suggest that the discipline of science itself and not simply particular out-dated theories is 

fundamentally masculinist. As Sue V. Rosser notes, these scholars have "described the specific 

ways in which the very objectivity said to be characteristic of scientific knowledge and the whole 

dichotomy between subject and object are, in fact, male ways of relating to the world, which 

specifically exclude women"(Rosser 3).32 It would seem then, that even on the basis of her own 

criteria, Lander is an empiricist first and a feminist second.

EVOLUTIONARY THEORY33 

Having argued that Lander's concept of menstruation-as-evolutionary-anomaly effectively 

limits the meaning of menstruation to a particular scientific understanding of this process and that 

Lander is resistant to and mistrusts meanings of menstruation that would address non-scientific 

dimensions of this process, I will now argue that Lander's own understanding of menstruation may

32 For example, such scholars ask whether according to traditional epistemologies of science, women can even 
legitimately be classed as scientists? As Sandra Harding explains, the "issue" is not whether women have in fact 
contributed to scientific fields-they have-but rather that scientific "knowledge is supposed to be based on experience; 
but male-dominance has simultaneously insured that women's experience will be different from men's and that it will 
not count as fruitful grounds from which to generate scientific problematics or evidence against which to test scientific 
hypotheses"(Harding 23-24).

Moreover, because the scientific method, an ostensibly powerful tool for eliminating social bias, has left male 
bias in theories undetected for so long(Harding 24), in Nancy Tuana's words these feminist scholars now fundamentally 
"question the model of science in which science done properly, is viewed as the epitome of objectivity''(Tuana xi). For 
them, political and social influences (including sexist bias) are not something that can be eliminated by adjusting one's 
methodology or controlling for more variables, but are inherent in the nature of the scientific 
enterprise itself.

For an excellent overview of theoretical issues related to science and gender see Feminism & Science 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press. 1989). a collection of essays, edited by Nancv Tnana

For a specific critique of androcentric bias in evolutionary science see Helen E. Longino Ruth Doell's “Body, 
Bias and Behaviour: a Comparative Analysis of Reasoning in Two Areas of Biological Science,” Sex and Scientific 
Inquiry. Eds. Sandra Harding and Jean F. O’Barr. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987.

33 In addition to cited sources, I consulted Andrea L. Corbett, doctoral candidate in plant ecology at Michigan 
State University in preparing this section.
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have a questionable basis in evolutionary science. In what follows I will shift the discussion away 

from 'meta' questions of ideology to some of the specifics of evolution, thereby highlighting several 

problems with the way in which Lander uses evolutionary theory to support her position.

One key problem is that Lander erroneously assumes that evolution results in improvement. 

In making the judgment that evolutionary change leads to improvement or progress, however, 

Lander does two things, both of which are illegitimate from a strictly evolutionary point of view. 

First, she tends to impose human categories and values on this impersonal process and second, she 

assumes that natural selection has a creative function or is directed toward a purpose. With respect 

to the former tendency, I have already highlighted the way in which Lander's language gives 

feminist meaning to her comparison of female non-human primate reproduction with human 

reproduction. In addition to this feminist slant, however, her comments reveal a more fundamental 

anthropomorphic bias. She sees humans as the "end points of evolution"(Lander 134) and implies 

that other life forms are in some sense inferior. She notes, for example, that because "our distant 

cousins", the apes and monkeys, lose less blood in menstruation they are "in this respect better off 

than we who are supposed to be their superiors"(Lander 172, emphasis added).

A tendency to assume that evolution has a creative function or is directed toward a telos (i.e. 

toward increased reproductive freedom) is suggested by Lander's statement that "the casting off of 

unnecessary characteristics" is a "common evolutionary strategy"(Lander 173). For evolution to 

employ a certain "strategy," this process must be oriented toward a specific goaLander In addition, 

the evolutionary process must have a certain kind of agency enabling it to cast off "unnecessary 

characteristics."

The notion that evolution is progressive in either of these two senses, however, is
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incompatible with an understanding of natural selection as the mechanism of evolutionary change.

For as Raven, Evert and Eichorn stress:

Although selection is sometimes thought of as a creative force, it is important to remember 
that it is merely a description of events that have already taken place. . . Selection does not 
actually cause the changes that occur. By continually eliminating certain alleles [genes] 
from a population under a given set of conditions, selection channels the pattern of variation 
in characteristics that is caused by mutation and recombination(Raven et al. 566).

These authors highlight two important aspects of natural selection which make it inappropriate to

describe evolutionary change as progressive. First, natural selection operates on a population "under

a given set of conditions" and second, it channels a "pattern of variation." What evolutionary theory

affirms, then, is that a species will change over time through natural selection to become more suited

to a particular set of conditions. It cannot predict, however, how this species will change both

because the mechanism of change-genetic mutation and recombination-is inherently unpredictable

and since as conditions change there will be different selective pressures on the species. Because

of environmental changes a trait which promotes survival in one context, may be maladaptive in

another.34

For example, the classic illustration of natural selection is that of the peppered moth in 

England during industrialization.35 In this case a trait which was adaptive in a pre-industrial 

environment became maladaptive in an industrial environment and was selected against. The 

characteristic white speckled wings of this species which camouflaged the moths on lichen-covered 

tree trunks made them an easy target for birds in industrial areas where the tree trunks had blackened

34 For a succinct critique of the view that evolution implies improvement or progress see Stephen Jay Gould's 
"The Power of This View of Life", Natural History 6(1994):6-8.

35 See Hickman et al. , Integrated Principles of Zoologyfp. 861) for a fuller explanation of the "industrial 
melanism" of the peppered moth.
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due to pollution. In industrial areas, then, the population of white speckled moths virtually 

disappeared, while a mutant black-winged variant of the peppered moth greatly increased in 

numbers due to low levels of predation.

The most one can say from a strictly evolutionary perspective, then, is that it is possible that

an organism may evolve in this or that way, given certain conditions. In addition, no preference for

humans over other life forms is implied in evolutionary theory. The evolutionary bottom line is

survival and as long as organisms survive long enough to reproduce and bear offspring that are able

to reproduce, that species is biologically fit. Indeed, ironically, given Lander's anthropomorphic

assumptions, bacteria are arguably one of the most successful forms of life from an evolutionary

point of view. As Stephen Jay Gould notes.

Bacteria span a broader range of biochemistries and live in a wider range of environments: 
they cannot be nuked into oblivion; they overwhelm all else in frequency and variety; the 
number of E. coli cells in the gut of any human exceeds the count of all humans that have 
lived since our African dawn(Gould in "The Power of This View of Life" p. 8).

Moreover, in contrast to Lander's view, natural selection does not necessarily act to improve

the efficiency of an organism. Of the countless species of fish thriving in our oceans, the majority

reproduce in what might be viewed (from a human perspective) as an extremely inefficient manner.

They lay large numbers of eggs of which only a very few survive to grow into adult fish. Yet, from

an evolutionary perspective they are successful organisms.36 Thus, Lander's claim that evolution

"has always dealt with maximizing reproduction, not with unused fertility "(Lander 171) is highly

questionable.

This leads to another key problem with Lander's position, namely that her support for the

36 Note that unlike fish, humans invest far more energy and time into the production of a single offspring, a 
reproductive arrangement that allows for the development of more complex features, but means that the loss of this 
offspring is far more costly than for the fish.
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idea that evolution will enable us to transcend the discomforts of regular menstruation is very weak. 

Her main argument seems to be that women's reproductive cycle is wasteful and inefficient and 

hence will be subject to negative selective pressures. In her words "women are saddled with 

enormously more fertility than they have any use for"(Lander 171). However, as I have already 

indicated with respect to fish reproduction inefficiency per se is not necessarily problematic from 

a survival point of view and survival, not efficiency, is the evolutionary bottom-line. Only if an 

inefficiency effects the ability of an organism to survive and produce a biologically fit second 

generation will there be selective pressure for change. Lander does not provide evidence that the 

unpleasant consequences of regular menstruation—dysmenorrhea and PMS, for example—effect 

human biological fitness in this manner.

In order for natural selection to operate on a specific trait three conditions must apply. First, 

the trait must have a genetic basis (eg. the wing colour of peppered moth). Second, there must be 

a degree of genetic variation in this trait within the specific population (eg. speckled white wings 

or black wings). Third, environmental pressure (eg. blackened tree trunks) must select against 

and/or in favour of the survival of one form or another .37 Neither of these conditions clearly apply 

to dysmenorrhea or pre-menstrual changes. While I accept that these conditions would not effect 

women in the past (or effect women in other reproductive contexts today) who menstruated 

infrequently, the genetic basis of these conditions is at least questionable.38 In addition, while such 

factors may effect a woman's quality of life, they do not currently effect her ability to survive and

37 Note that all three conditions would not apply in our contemporary situation to human eye colour. For while 
eye colour does have a genetic basis and it is subject to genetic variation (eg. brown eyes and blue eyes), currently there 
is no selective pressure favouring brown eyes over blue or vice versa. Having blue eyes or brown eyes does not effect 
our ability to survive to reproduce or the chances of survival for our offspring. If killer aliens began systematically 
harvesting blue-eyed humans, however, then natural selection for brown eyes as opposed to blue eyes would occur.

33 See Zita's compelling critique of PMS etiology.
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to reproduce. Furthermore, as Hickman et al emphasize:

. . . natural selection works on the whole organism—the entire phenotype [expression of 
genes]—and not on individual genes. The winning genotype may well contain genes that 
have detrimental effects on the individual but are preserved because other genes are strongly 
beneficial(Hickman 860-61).

Thus, even if Lander could make the case that these factors are detrimental to women's reproductive

health, she would still have to make the case that this cost outweighed other benefits inherent in such

a reproductive arrangement. It would seem, therefore, that what Lander refers to as the "biological

price"(Lander 171) of regular, monthly menstruation is very low from an evolutionary point of view.

At a minimum she would need to marshall considerable more evidence to support her case.39

My conclusion, then, in light of these problems with the evolutionary basis of Lander's

position, is that while the concept of menstruation as evolutionary anomaly may provide a plausible

explanation for the discomfort which accompanies regular menstruation,—pain is a byproduct of a

disjunction between culture and biology—it provides little basis for a belief that evolutionary change

in itself will ultimately improve or eliminate regular menstruation. Moreover, since as Gould notes,

"human bodily form has been stable for tens of thousands of years (during which everything that we

call civilization has been built without substantial alteration in any physical aspect of brains or

bodies that the fossil record might preserve)," Lander's evolutionary hope would seem to be very

dim.40

FAILED FERTILITY OR DEFENCE MECHANISM?

39 Margie Profet, an evolutionary biologist with a veiy different evolutionary understanding of menstruation 
specifies several biological costs inherent in mammalian menstruation. "Menstruation is nutritionally costly. Women 
lose, on average about 40 milliliters of blood and an equal volume of tissue per cycle, and some women lose enough 
blood to significantly decrease their iron stores "(Profet 336). It is also "reproductively costly" (Profet 337) since it 
"lengthens the female reproductive cycle, because the process of degeneration and regeneration of endometrial tissue 
is necessarily time-consuming''(Profet 337).

40 Gould in "Lucy on the Earth in Stasis"(p. 14) Natural History vol. 9, 1994.
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Before shifting attention from the evolutionary basis of Lander's position altogether, 

however, I think it is important to mention a very different evolutionary understanding of 

menstruation which has recently been proposed. Unconventional evolutionary biologist, Margie 

Profet, has made headlines with her controversial theory that menstruation is a mechanism which 

protects the womb from infection caused by sperm-borne bacteria.41 Profet's theory represents a 

radical departure from the received understanding of menstruation since she suggests that 

menstruation per se makes a positive contribution to women's health and is not simply a method of 

disposing of unfertilized egg cells and an unused, thickened uterine lining. Even at the age of 10 

or 11 Profet found the notion that the endometrium served no useful function in the absence of a 

pregnancy puzzling: "And when they said, 'Well, the body gets rid of the uterine lining because it 

has nothing to do,' I thought that didn't make sense. It bugged me."42

Notice that both Lander and Profet find the apparent inutility of the endometrium for most 

of Western women's reproductive lives intriguing, yet they come to opposite conclusions. Whereas 

Lander assumes that menstruation serves no useful function in women's current reproductive 

situation and therefore anticipates that this anomalous trait will eventually be eliminated through 

natural selection, Profet reasons that "the persistence of menstruation, in the face of significant costs, 

implies the existence of some selective advantage(s)"(Profet 337).

While Lander seems to accept the view of menstruation as "failed fertility" advanced in sex 

education classes, another researcher, Emily Martin, like Profet, finds this view problematic. Martin

41 Profet, Margie. "Menstruation as a Defense Against Pathogens Transported by Sperm." The Quarterly 
Review of Biology. September 1993,68(3):335-386.

Profet's controversial theory generated headlines in Time and New'sweek and the story was then picked up in 
several major daily newspapers. See Toufexis’ "A Woman's Best Defense?" Time October 4, 1993. 56-57 and 
Seligmann with Springen's "Rethinking Women's Bodies." Newsweek October 4, 1993. 86.1

42 Toufexis p. 56.
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is concerned that such a narrowly teleological interpretation of this process may obscure other 

aspects of menstruation. In science and medical texts, she notes, menstrual events are interpreted 

exclusively in terms of a purpose—the gestation and delivery of child—which has not been fulfilled. 

While this ideological view "may seem commonsensical and entirely justified by the evolutionary 

development of the species, with its need for reproduction to ensure its survival", Martin asserts that 

assuming this view of the purpose for this process "slants our description and understanding of the 

female cycle unnecessarily"(Martin 44-45).

Indeed, according to Martin, seeing menstruation as "failed reproduction" leads to an overly 

negative portrayal of the latter half of the female cycle and contributes to negative views of 

menstruation in the broader society(Martin 45). For example, while the uterine lining is said to 

"deteriorate" or "disintegrate" and menstrual fluid is referred to as "blood mixed with endometrial 

debris",43 a similar process such as the shedding and replacement of the stomach lining is described 

positively as "periodic renewal" in scientific texts(Martin 50).

Whereas Martin simply warns of distortions inherent in a view of menstruation as "failed 

fertility", Profet's theory is much more radicaLander In her account, she completely reverses the 

negative portrayal of these menstrual events. The shedding of the uterine lining is portrayed not as 

a death of something which has outlived its function, but as a defence measure in which the 

"sloughed-ofF' endometrium carries pathogens out of the uterus and immune cells suspended in 

menstrual blood engulf bacterial invaders.

Although, George Williams, editor of the Quarterly Review of Biology, calls Profet's theory 

"the only serious contender for a plausible evolutionary explanation of menstruation"(Williams cited

43 Terminology used in various medical texts as cited by Martin p. 45.
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in Toufexis 56), critics have taken issue with her theory at a number of points. Regardless of 

whether Profet's theory is eventually accepted or discredited, however, the debate which it has 

ignited highlights several relevant issues. First, it forces us to consider what makes one theoretical 

explanation more plausible than another? Like Lander, Profet is asking the fundamental question— 

why should I bleed?—and attempting to give an evolutionary explanation. Given their differing 

accounts, however, it is clear that more than one understanding of menstruation can be 

accommodated within an evolutionary framework. An appeal to evolutionary theory in itself, then, 

cannot constitute decisive 'proof of one view of menstruation over the other.44 Second, it reminds 

us that the plausibility of these two theories will be judged to some degree by their ability to account 

for and validate certain prior beliefs. For example, Profet's critics find her theory implausible 

because it contradicts certain understandings which they have accepted as fact. Her theory proposes 

that menstruation protects the womb from infection, while the accepted medical view has been that 

women are actually more susceptible to infection during menstruation. Thus, while judgments about 

the plausibility of these theories may be more or less precise, they are unquestionably informed by 

prior commitments and beliefs.

In short, this debate highlights the role which interests and values play in shaping the 

questions which give rise to theorizing in the first place, a role which Lander sees operating in the 

masculinist medical theorists and which I also see at work in her own understanding of 

menstruation. The fact that both Lander and Profet take the apparent inutility of the endometrium

44 I assume for the moment that both explanations have merit on the basis of evolutionary theory. I have 
already raised some concerns about the evolutionary basis of Lander's position. The fact that Profet's research was 
published in a respected biological journal leads me to conclude that her research is considered plausible on theoretical 
grounds. Profet's theory, however, while clearly seen as having merit by evolutionary biologists has been highly 
criticized by medical scientists. See Grimes, David et al.
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as a starting point for their explorations of the meaning of menstruation, for example, likely has 

much to do with their experience as Western women. Unlike male researchers they have a vested 

interest in understanding this female process and hence are willing to re-examine scientific 

explanations. In addition, I suggest that the value which Westerners place on productivity may 

underlie both Lander's and Profet's dissatisfaction with the waste of fertility which regular 

menstruation seems to imply.45 As Martin notes, menstruation "not only carries with it the 

connotation of a productive system that has failed to produce [its intended product—a child], it also 

carries the idea of production gone awry, making products of no use, not to specification, unsalable, 

wasted, scrap [i.e. menstrual fluid]"(Martin 46). Both of these connotations are disturbing to 

Westerners and perhaps partially account for Lander's and Profet's motivation to investigate this 

process.

CONCLUSION

If my criticism of Lander's position has seemed unrelenting to this point, I do not wish to 

give the impression that I am unappreciative of Lander's contribution to the feminist debate 

concerning the meaning of menstruation. To begin with Lander's critique of Anglo-American 

medical theories is a necessary and essentially accurate one. I simply wish that an awareness of the 

ways in which the values and interests of physicians shaped their theories had made Lander more 

aware of the interested and limited nature of her own theory making. In addition, Lander clarifies 

several important misconceptions about menstruation which will be important to bear in mind as I 

consider Lara Owen's view of menstruation in the next chapter. By demonstrating that cyclicity is

45 Martin has highlighted the rise of economic metaphors in medical writing with industrialization and their 
continued significance. She argues that negative views of menstruation and menopause in our society derive not only 
from negative stereotypes and attitudes, but are "a logical outgrowth of seeing the body as a hierarchical information- 
processing system"(Martin 42).
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a human characteristic, not a uniquely female one, for example, Lander relativizes the significance

that can be attached specifically to women's real or perceived menstrual changes. Moreover, she

rightly refutes the notion that female behaviour is simplisticly determined by hormones.

Furthermore, while it may have a questionable basis in evolutionary science, Lander's concept of

menstruation-as-evolutionary-anomaly correctly identifies regular, monthly menstruation as a

culturally specific phenomenon.

Finally, I need to say that given the historical tendency for female differences to be

understood as female deficits in masculinist societies, Lander's resistance to views of menstruation

which would imply that cyclic bleeding represents a significant difference is understandable. As

is clear from Part I of Images of Bleeding, we need look no further back than the 19th century for

ample evidence that women's biology has been used an ideological tool to limit the range of

activities which women are free to partake in and even worse to limit women's views of themselves

and their capabilities. When in the recent past, menstruation has been understood as a kind of

sickness and education viewed as a danger to women's reproductive health, it is not surprising that

women would be hesitant to identify themselves too closely with the parts of themselves—

menstruation and reproductivity—which have been seen historically as weaknesses or disqualifies.46

As Alice Dan observes, although:

. . .  the importance of the menstrual cycle to women's sense of themselves—who they are, 
how they function, how they are related to the rest of the cosmos-needs to be acknowledged. 
Such an admission is still not politically wise, for women are still disadvantaged in 
contemporary society by being different from men. Nevertheless, we can envision a world 
in which admitting that we experience monthly changes will not be used against us, but will

46 Indeed, according to Emily Martin an intellectual shift from a view which saw "male and female ways of 
secreting" as analagous to a view which stressed male and female differences opened the way for the Victorian 
denigration of reproductive "functions that for the first time were seen as uniquely female, without analogue in 
males"(Martin 34).
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be seen as healthy sensitivity and a way to maximize our effectiveness"(Dan x).

Like Dan, Lander envisions a world in which women are accepted as "full-fledged human 

beings"(Lander 187) and the fact that women menstruate is not held against them. However, where 

Dan is willing to explore the significance of menstruation in a variety of areas including women's 

identity—"who they are"—and its potential cosmic significance, Lander insists that menstruation has 

no meaning beyond its status as an evolutionary anomaly(Lander 187). In the next chapter in which 

I examine Lara Owen's view of menstruation, however, we will encounter a women who is more 

than willing to take up Alice Dan's challenge. Owen not only sees menstruation as important, even 

fundamental, to women's identity, but she believes "we can create a world in which it is a pleasure 

to have a period "(Owen 164).
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CHAPTER THREE:
OWEN’S VIEW OF MENSTRUATION
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In contrast to Lander's tendency to minimize or de-emphasize the importance of menstruation 

to women's lives(Lander 187), Lara Owen, a menstrual glorifier, believes that knowledge of the 

power and beauty of menstruation "is an intrinsic part of having a positive experience of being a 

woman"(Owen 5). If women consciously reclaim this experience, Owen says it will bring inner 

healing to their own lives, help alleviate the uncomfortable or painful physical symptoms associated 

with menstruation and will have wider healing implications for women's intimate relationships, 

families and even society at large. Drawing inspiration from a wide variety of ancient spiritual and 

cultural practices which the author sees as affirming of women and female fertility, Her Blood is 

Gold is at once a testimony to the transformative power of menstruation in Owen and three other 

women's lives and a handbook of practical advice on how to bleed "with awareness"(Owen 84).

In Her Blood is Gold Owen boldly reinterprets those aspects of menstruation which have 

been devalued or seen as female liabilities and considers alternative cultural, psychological and 

spiritual meanings for this process. In so doing, Owen offers an important, though largely implicit, 

critique of what Elizabeth Spelman calls Western "somatophobia"(Spelman 126)47 as well as the 

gendered public/private split which is characteristic of Western liberal society. Particularly, 

insightful is Owen's assertion that modem feminism has "unwittingly" participated in the 

suppression of menstruation in Western society(Owen 23). Her conclusion is that far from being 

a burden or an inconvenience, women will discover that menstruation is a gift when they honour 

their "natural rhythms"(Owen 164) and take time during their bleeding time for rest and

47 Elizabeth V. Speiman defines "somatophobia" as fear o f and disdain for the body(Spe!man 126).
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introspection.

In Part I, I focus on Owen's critique of the denial and suppression of menstruation in 

Western society and her implication that this denial is rooted in patriarchy, while I devote Part II to 

a critical examination of her thought structure, worldview and religious vision.

Before proceeding in this manner, however, it will be helpful to first situate Owen within the 

broader scope of Western feminist thought.

OWEN'S RELIGIOUS FEMINISM 

Although, Owen (like Lander) does not consciously identify herself with any particular 

school of feminist thought, she can readily be identified as embracing a specific, religious form of 

radical feminism. A spiritual or Goddess feminist, Owen shares with other radical feminists a belief 

that the ills of Western society are rooted in the basic evil of patriarchy-which Elaine Storkey 

defines as "the legitimized and institutionalized domination of men over women"(Storkey 95). As 

Owen explains the fundamental problem we are faced with is that in "a male-dominated world, 

women's reality and experience suffers. . ."(Owen 158). Unlike secular radical feminists, however, 

the writer of Her Blood is Gold roots her understanding of female oppression, in general, and the 

suppression of menstruation, in particular, within a broad religio-historical framework. This view 

of the history of Western civilization provides her with both a basis for critiquing contemporary 

Western views of menstruation and a source of hope for a return to woman-affirming and body- 

affirming values.48 She sees the suppression and devaluation of menstruation in the industrial West 

as part of an overall denigration of the 'feminine' which began with the suppression of Goddess and 

earth-centred spirituality and the rise of the patriarchal religions-Judaism, Christianity [and Islam]-

48 As we shall see, for Owen woman-affirming values and body-affirming values are virtually synonymous.
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and the development of patriarchal societies. "As the pendulum swung away from the Goddess and 

toward male-oriented values," she notes, "so the position of women in society became progressively 

worse, and aspects of life relating to the female were denigrated "(Owen 17).

PART I: OWEN’S CRITIQUE 

THE DOMINANT WESTERN VIEW OF MENSTRUATION 

Suppose that society is a lie, and the period is a moment o f truth which will not sustain lies.

--Penelope Shuttle and Peter Redgrove49 

According to Lara Owen the denigration of the female "aspects of life" is seen very clearly 

in Western attitudes toward menstruation. She shares Tamara Slayton's belief that the dominant 

Western view of menstruation is "shame-based" and "dysfunctional"(Owen 120). Indeed, Owen 

autobiographically acknowledges that as a teenager " . . .  I had a background belief that my period 

was something to be ignored and suppressed as much as possible"(Owen 61). She notes too that a 

sense of shame about her monthly bleeding was always present in "the background of my 

thoughts"(Owen 14).

A key factor which made Owen's shift to a more positive experience of her periods 

possible was her realization that these foundational ways of understanding and experiencing 

menstruation "had developed in the context of a society that has diminished the female for several 

thousand years"(Owen 44). The recognition that this "shame-based"(Owen 120) view of female 

bleeding was not 'the' meaning of menstruation, but rather 'a' particular understanding of this

49 Shuttle and Redgrove. The Wise Wound, p.56.
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process, freed Owen to consider other possible meanings for the menses.50 In Owen's view, then, 

not only is this dominant Western view of menstruation culturally-conditioned (and therefore subject 

to change), but it is also a fundamentally misguided and damaging view of this female process (and 

therefore needs to be changed). As Owen asserts, we have come to believe a distorted understanding 

of our own bodily processes "rather than to believe our own experiences"(Owen 19).

Interestingly, while Owen rejects this culturally-conditioned view of menstruation, she sees 

her own approach as more than simply a positive construction or re-construction of the meaning of 

menstruation. For Owen an understanding of menstruation as "a source of richness with the 

potential to nourish both physical and spiritual life" is not only a different and more desirable way 

of understanding women's cyclic bleeding, but it is grounded in a deeper reality than the dominant 

Western view—an essential feminine wisdom—which women can access through meditation and 

through attentiveness to their bodily processes. I will examine Owen's understanding of this 

feminine wisdom in greater detail in Part II.

SUPPRESSION AND DENIAL OF MENSTRUATION 

For Lara Owen, ignoring or denying the significance of menstruation is not a neutral act, it 

is an expression of misogyny which causes tangible damage both to women as individuals and to 

society at large(Owen 159). Given the implicit message that menstruation is something to be 

ashamed of, Western women "do everything they can to disguise the fact that they are bleeding, 

often to the detriment of their health and well-being"(Owen l).51 The denial of menstruation

50 As Owen explains, she ". . .  realized that not everybody everywhere thinks that menstruation is an inconvenient event to 
be ignored and not everybody everywhere thinks that it is yet one more proof that women are inferior to men“(Owen 44).

51 Although, Owen does not explicitly make the link between the denial o f  menstruation and the view that it is something 
shameful, it is easy to see how these two things are interrelated and mutually reinforcing. Denial or suppression o f menstruation—its 
absence from the public sphere-leads to the belief that it is shameful or bad, while belief that it is shameful leads to further denial.
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contributes to low self-esteem and lack of confidence, which not only effects the lives of individual 

women, but deprives society of the contributions women would otherwise make. Insists Owen: 

"The political and social impact of our collective denial of the power of the menstrual cycle should 

not be underestimated"(Owen 168).

In what follows I will briefly examine the various forms of menstrual denial which Owen 

observes in her own experience and compare this personal anecdotal evidence to the broader, 

interview-based research of Emily Martin and Sophie Laws. Martin's cultural analysis is particularly 

helpful in highlighting the impact of Western society's privatization of menstruation on women in 

the public realms of school and work. Law's research into the attitudes of white British males' 

toward menstruation clarifies the role which male views of menstruation play in determining what 

she calls "menstrual etiquette"—the set of unspoken rules which govern the management of 

menstruation in the West. I will argue that as insightful as Owen's observations about the ways and 

extent to which Westerners deny menstruation are, her explanation of the mechanisms which 

motivate and facilitate this denial is weak. Specifically, Owen fails to explain how the denial of 

menstruation which is frequently facilitated by specific female behaviours is ultimately rooted in 

patriarchy. This gap in her analysis, I suggest, however, can be addressed in part through the 

insights afforded by both Laws' and Martin's analyses.

Owen's personal experiences reveal that the denial of menstruation in this society exists on 

a variety of levels. First, there is an "absence of ceremony"(Owen 11) associated with menarche in 

Euro-Westem society. While in many other societies the onset of menstruation is cause for joy and 

celebration, physical tests of endurance and elaborate rituals, Owen regrets the fact that when she 

began to menstruate: "no one said or did anything about it, other than to give me some sanitary
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Owen also observes that menstruation is not a subject which can be freely discussed in 

Western society. As a teenager she notes that public discussion of menstruation is restricted to 

scientific explanations in biology class and "occasional crude jokes"(Owen 14), while private 

discussions are limited to same-sex conversations with a female parent or close friend. Menstruation 

is considered an inappropriate topic for mixed conversation even among family members: "If I had 

to mention it, I would use a hushed voice and talk to my mother when we were alone"(Owen 14). 

Owen's observations about who can say what to whom about menstruation are consistent with 

Sharon Golub's report that "two-thirds of Americans still believe that menstruation should not be 

discussed in the office or socially, and more than one-third believe that even at home women should 

conceal the fact that they are menstruating"(Golub 241). In addition, Owen observes that this 

general lack of public and social acknowledgement of menstruation includes a specific denial of 

menstrual pain. Women are expected "to grin and bear it "(Owen ?) in silence and when this is 

impossible, Owen observes that women tend to attribute their pain to more socially acceptable 

causes: "No one ever says, I don't want to come to work or go to the party because I've got my 

period' unless they are feeling ill with it, and then they usually say they have a headache or a 

digestive problem"(Owen 66).52

The author relates this denial of menstrual pain and discomfort to a general "attitude of 

neglect"(Owen 56) toward our bodies which is encouraged by the Western working environment:

As a culture we value stoicism and the overriding of the body. We have schedules,
appointments, and timetables that are based on industrial efficiency rather than the moment -

52 Owen seems to be trying to create room for women to be apart during menstruation even in the absence o f  menstrual pain. 
Perhaps, this is similar to other forms of excretion which may not be painful, but require our attention and temporary withdrawal from 
social involvement.

pads"(Owen 12).
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to-moment needs of the body. We wait until the end of the meeting to empty our bladders, 
until the end of the day to eat our main meal. We go to work when we have colds, when we 
have menstrual cramps, when we have headaches. "Not feeling like it" is seen as a pretty 
lame excuse(Owen 79).53

Owen's point is that because Western workers are expected to fonction with the 'unnatural'

efficiency and consistency of machines, our bodies and their cycles are given no legitimate claim

on our time and attention. As she observes:

A woman working in a high-powered job, in a male reality that doesn't allow for the cyclical 
nature of female physiology is under additional stress for the few days every month when 
she would rather be resting or puttering about"(Owen 165).

In such a context, menstruation can only be experienced as a nuisance or inconvenience since the

menstrual cramps, mood swings, and the "unfocused" thinking(Owen 31) which many women

experience during or immediately prior to their periods are perceived as detracting from on-the-job

efficiency and since menstrual hygiene requires that at least minimal attention be paid to our bodily

functions.

Like the authors of The Wise Wound, however, Owen urges women to consider the 

possibility "that society is a lie, and the period is a moment of truth which will not sustain 

lies"(Shuttle and Redgrove 56). While the workplace encourages us to function like machines, 

menstrual pain serves as a timely reminder that we ignore our bodies at our own peril. Owen asks: 

"Is it worth burning ourselves out in order to fit in with a way of life that is insane as far as the 

female body is concerned?"(Owen 165). Moreover, she insists that the "very aspects of 

menstruation that we loathe have within them seeds of information"(Owen 72). For example, 

physical 'signs' like menstrual pain and psychological 'signs' like irritability, mood-swings and

53 Indeed, denying bodily needs on a small scale by skipping lunch, eating at your desk, or working when ill are ways of  
showing your dedication to your job.
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depression may point to our neglect of our body or to unresolved issues in our relationships.

For Owen the way of healing lies in resisting this industrial work ethic and honouring our 

bodies with the time and attention they deserve. She recommends that women try to schedule their 

work and social life as much as possible around their periods. In so doing she presents an implicit, 

but fundamental challenge to the ordering of Western society according to industrial norms. Indeed, 

Owen even recommends that women take their "menstrual energy consciously into the 

workplace"(Owen 164): "Take pride in the state that your period takes you into and change the 

office-don't let the office change you"(Owen 164). For her this means resisting the domination of 

the workplace "by linear thinking" and "a striving mentality"(Owen 164) in order to make room for 

a slower more intuitive, creative approach she associates with the menses.

Not only does such an approach challenge the industrial norms of the office, but it also 

implicitly challenges the Western ordering of reality into a private domestic sphere and a public 

political, economic and academic sphere. Although, Owen, never engages in an explicit theoretical 

discussion of the implications of this public/private split, her comments reveal an intuitive awareness 

that the public/private split is a gendered and problematic distinction.54 She refers to the public 

sphere as "the world of men and the intellect "(Owen 56) and suggests that specifically female 

experiences (eg. miscarriage) and female-associated attributes, such as emotionality, are "consigned 

to the secret compartment of life"(Owen 57).55 She is also aware that domestic activities and public 

activities are differently valued in Western society. She acknowledges, for example, that in the past:

54 For an insightful discussion of the contemporary feminist critique of the private/public split in Western culture see Van 
Leeuwen et al's "Private versus Public Life: A Case for Degendering," After Eden, ch. 12.

55 Specifically, Owen suggests that her intense emotional response to her miscarriage might be "another o f the facets o f  female 
experience consigned to the secret compartment o f life”(Owen 57).

See also Owen's identification o f the public workplace as a "male reality"(Owen 165).
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"I valued my work in the outside world more than anything else, because that appeared to be what 

society placed most value upon"(Owen 54-55, emphasis added).

Rather than suppressing the "private" female process of menstruation in the "public" 

workplace, Owen suggests that female bleeding needs to be integrated into the workplace(Owen 

164-65). Similarly, in the final chapter of Her Blood is Gold she suggests that "public" politics and 

"private" religion can mix fruitfully. She sees women's menstrual meditation practices as equipping 

them to be wise leaders. Thus, in keeping with the feminist maxim of the 1960s, Owen asserts that 

the personal is political.'

Emily Martin's research supports Owen's intuitive sense that the Western workplace is 

structurally at odds with female cyclicity. Since according to our cultural categories menstruation 

"does not belong" in the public sphere of work and school, Martin observes that women are stuck 

with the "hassle" of ensuring that no one ever sees them "dealing with the mechanics of keeping up 

with the disgusting mess [of menstruation]"(Martin 93). The "practical difficulties involved in 

getting through a day of menstruating" include having regular access to a private space—a bathroom- 

-where menstrual supplies can be changed and disposed of as well as finding ways to transport such 

supplies to this location undetected.56

While the challenges of both obtaining "enough supplies while keeping their use out of 

sight "(Martin 94) can be considerable, Martin notes that the public denial of menstruation in the 

workplace also necessitates that women cope silently with pain and embarrassment. Consider the 

predicament of a woman who suffered incapacitating cramps and needed to make frequent bathroom 

stops on her first day delivering goods to small convenience stores accompanied by her boss: "I

56 A variety o f strategies can be employed to achieve this latter goal such as stuffing a maxi-pad or tampon into your sleeve 
or tucking one in a sweatshirt, pocket, or notebook(Martin 93).
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couldn't even tell him because that stuff isn't spoken of, what the matter was with me"(Meg O'Hara

cited in Martin 94). Martin concludes that a student who tries.

to sneak a tampon from the classroom into the bathroom and the woman who cannot tell her 
boss what is the matter are both being asked to do the impossible: conceal and control their 
bodily functions in institutions whose organization of time and space take little cognizance 
of them(Martin 94).57

Moreover, as Wendy Alter observes in part three of Her Blood is Gold, the difference

between coming to school or work with a cold or dysmenorrhea is that you are free to voice your

complaints about the cold, but are expected to maintain a polite silence about the menstrual pain.

When your friend gets a cold, you usually get the whole story of how it developed and every 
minute of it, but when you're having your period, even if you're having terrible cramps, you 
have to pretend that everything's normal because you can't let anyone know. It's shameful 
to have your period. "(Alter, Owen 106-107).

Moreover, Sophie Laws' research suggests that even when women do mention menstrual pain to

men, their pain may not be taken seriously. Her interviews with British men suggest that men often

refuse to accept women's descriptions of their physical experience of dysmenorrhoea and a common

perception that women invent or exaggerate their menstrual pain to gain "some advantage in their

dealings with men"(Laws 182). She concludes that men's attitudes toward menstrual pain represent

"a failure of empathy"(Laws 160).

Owen's anecdotal evidence, however, points not only to this public and social denial of 

menstruation, but also to a personal denial facilitated by what Owen calls the "technology of 

suppression"(Owen 24)—a variety of commercially-prepared products which enable women to

57 Canada's female MPs are familiar with workplace insensitivity to women's menstrua! needs. Until they insisted on the 
provision o f  a tuck shop carrying things which women need like pantyhose and sanitary napkins, the hundreds o f  women who work 
in the Parliament buildings had no convenient place to purchase menstrual supplies. Observes, Calgary journalist, Sydney Sharpe: 
"Within the bustling community o f Parliament Hill, with its myriad services aimed at males, women were given less consideration 
than they would receive in any rural Canadian town with a drugstore"(Sharpe 48).
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"pretty much" ignore the fact that they are menstruating at all(Owen 15). As Owen explains, rather

than go through the painful, but liberating process of examining their attitudes toward menstruation,

most Western women prefer.

to suppress their feelings with tranquillizers, to spray with vaginal deodorants to disguise the 
smell o f blood, to numb their pain through painkillers, and to absorb their blood with 
tampons so they never have to actually see it(Owen 23).

Each of these products disguises the graphic realities of menstruation and prevents the "hideous

embarrassment" of stains or other revealing signs of menstrual bleeding(Owen 66). In addition,

Owen is critical of the use of the birth control pill as a means of controlling menstruation,

commenting: "I shudder now to think of the casual way we manipulated our bodies to fit our

will"(Owen 15).

Some might argue, however, that the publicly advertised availability of such menstrual 

products undermines the view that menstruation is denied in Western society. How can one talk 

about the suppression of menstruation when the equipment used to manage this process is shown 

on television? While it is true that the marketing of menstrual products gives some measure of 

public acknowledgement to menstruation, increases general awareness of this process and hopefully 

reduces fears and prejudices stemming from ignorance, I would argue that such advertising also 

serves as a powerful way of reinforcing and exploiting Western menstrual etiquette.58 The 

manufacturers of menstrual products capitalize on women's fears and insecurities surrounding 

menstruation. They offer products that promise to better conceal female bleeding—individually

58 Indeed, it is important to note that advertising for menstrual products is itself governed by guidelines which reflect cultural 
views o f  social propriety. Sophie Laws notes that guidelines for advertisements o f  menstrual products in Britain "make a fascinating 
study in themselves for they are obliged to set out in words social rules which are usually understood impiicit!y"(Laws 46). For 
example, one guideline specified that: "No advertisement may feature an unwrapped towel or tampon. Pack shots, however, are 
normally acceptable [. . ]''(Laws 47). Another stated that "men should not be featured prominently in commercials for sanitary 
products"(Laws 47).
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wrapped pads for discreet use and panty-protecting wings to prevent those horrible stains and 

embarrassing accidents. Indeed, one promotional flyer for one brand of sanitaiy napkins makes use 

o f menstrual shame to promote its product. The caption encourages the female reader to: "Quit 

Blaming Yourself. Blame your Pad."59 Thus, as Dana Taylor has commented, in the industrial West: 

"hiding the menses has become a profitable obsession"(Taylor 77).60

SOCIALIZATION AND PATRIARCHY 

While Owen provides convincing evidence that menstruation is denied and suppressed in a 

variety of ways in Western society and this evidence is corroborated by the research of Emily 

Martin, Sophie Laws and others, Owen fails to explain how this denial of menstruation is ultimately 

rooted in patriarchy and female oppression. It is clear from Owen's personal experience that adult 

females play an important role in passing on a negative view of menstruation to the next generation. 

For example, when Owen was upset that she had not yet begun menstruating her mother's attempt 

to reassure her—". . . the later you start, the sooner you'll finish—you're lucky—it means you'll have 

fewer periods in the long run"(Owen 10)—gave the implicit message that menstruation was 

something undesirable. Moreover, it is women who do not talk about menstruation and who perform

59 See Appendix A for a photocopy o f  this advertisement. I contacted the manufacturers, Proctor and Gamble, to find out 
the time and geographical region in which this flyer was used, but they did not supply this information.

60 Feminists may be critical o f  the menstrual product industry for a variety of reasons. Some including Lara Owen are 
concerned about the industry's impact on the environment and advocate the use o f alternative forms o f menstrual hygiene. Owen 
notes, for example, that: "All the [ecological] arguments against disposable diapers hold true for menstrual pads"(Owen 141). For 
a helpful overview o f some o f these alternative products see the article "Feminist Protection" in Ms magazine.

Others in the wake o f toxic shock syndrome-a potentially fatal disease linked to the use o f super-absorbent tampons-are 
suspicious o f the industry because of health and safety concerns.

Despite such criticisms, however, many feminists regard the public marketing of menstrual products as significant step 
forward in terms o f public recognition o f this process. For example,
Stepanich comments that "realistically, menstruation has only been acknowledged" in Western society since 1921 when Kotex began 
manufacturing its first, gauze sanitary' napkin(Stepanich 7).
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elaborate arrangements to hide the fact that they are menstruating. Owen does not explain, however, 

how these specifically female behaviours relate to her overall claim that the devaluation of 

menstruation in the West is directly related to the devaluation of femaleness in our patriarchal 

society.

Some of the insights of critical theory which "looks at gender in its relational sense and 

examines gendered and other social relationships in terms of power"(Van Leeuwen et al 233-234), 

however, are helpful in bridging this theoretical gap in Owen's analysis.61 According to critical 

theory, where an unequal balance of power exists between two social groups (eg. males and females 

or whites and blacks), the dominant group will use its existing power both to stay in power and to 

keep its privileges(Van Leeuwen et al 23 7).62 The imbalance of power is maintained by hegemony, 

that is, through various means which the powerful employ to ensure that others "see" the world in 

a way that is most beneficial to the dominant group(Van Leeuwen et al 235).

British sociologist Sophie Laws accepts critical theory's premise that the ideas of the 

powerful (eg. men) will "dominate and therefore to some extent determine, the ideas of the 

oppressed"(eg. women).63 She contends that the unspoken rules which govern verbal 

communication about menstruation and menstrual hygiene in Western society reflect the existing 

power imbalance between males and females and thus male discomfort with menstruation largely 

determines female attitudes toward cyclic bleeding. Summarizing Western menstrual etiquette

61 For a helpful summary o f critical theory as it applies to gender relations see Annelies Knoppers contribution in Van 
Leeuwen et afs After Eden. ch,8.

62 There is no necessary implication in critical theory that the dominant group is engaged in a conscious conspiracy to 
maintain its power. Critical theory only implies that dominant groups tend to use the means at their disposal to maintain their 
power(Van Leeuwen el al 237).

63 Citation taken from Stacey's summary of Laws' argument in the preface to Issues o f  BloodfStacev x).
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Laws' asserts that:

The rule behind all the others seems to be that women may not draw men's attention to 
menstruation in any way. This rule is made workable by the secondary allowance that a man 
may decide to waive the general rule within a particular, usually sexual, relationship with 
an individual woman"(Laws 43).

Significantly, Owen's failure to conform to this unspoken rule would explain her embarrassment

when explaining to her father that she needed to stop at a pharmacy to purchase menstrual products:

"He was very nice about it and, as far as I can remember, never said anything to make me 
feel that there was anything to be ashamed of—but somehow there was always this shame in 
the background of my thoughts, and it coloured my whole relationship with the outside 
world"(Owen 14).64

While women "are discredited by any behaviour which draws attention to menstruation," says Laws, 

men "may more freely refer to it if they choose"(Laws 211). Western menstrual etiquette thus serves 

to reinforce both a particular power dynamic governing who can say what to whom in what context 

and a sense that females are somehow naturally inferior to males. Indeed, the sociologist notes that: 

"in so far as menstruation is understood by men as a marker of womanhood, men's attitudes towards 

it affect all women, they form part of their general definition of'woman'" (Laws 5).

Sophie Laws' interviews with white British males "uncovered a whole set of ideas [about 

menstruation], mainly in joke form, which exist among men and are not usually repeated in 

interactions with women"(Laws 69). In her view it is this half heard "joking" and "belittling" talk 

which best accounts for women's discomfort and unease with menstruation and their disguising 

behaviours. Women adhere to the rules of menstrual etiquette because of the social discredit that

64 This quotation also reveals Owen's awareness of the private/public dichotomy in Western society. Menstruation is 
privatized and devalued with respect to the "outside world".
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would result from a failure to properly observe the rules.65 In her words, the "rule of silence" about 

menstruation is enforced by "half-heard threatening talk from men"(Laws 209).66

This male talk includes obscene references to menstrual products (eg. sanitary products are 

referred to as jam-rags or jam rolls) as well as talk which emphasizes female sexual unavailability 

during menstruation—"well, she was fucking having her period, wasn't she!"(Laws 76)—and the idea 

that menstruating women "are ruled by their hormones"(Laws 86). Overall, Laws suggests that 

male talk about menstruation expresses the sentiment that "women's genitals are disgusting/produce 

disgusting substances"(Laws 86) and "conveys men's belief in the inferiority of women"(Laws 91). 

In addition, she notes that with respect to heterosexual intercourse during menstruation, the 

menstruating woman "may not presume that she will not be found offensive "(Laws 53).67

Critical theory, however, is useful in exposing not only the ways in which the ideas of the 

powerful may determine the views of the oppressed, but the ways in which subordinate groups may 

resist or subvert such dominant views. In her bleak assessment of Western menstrual etiquette, 

however, Laws does not really address this more empowering aspect of a power-based analysis.68 

Martin's cultural analysis, however, is more helpful in this respect. Martin notes that women are 

sometimes able to use the privatization of menstruation in the workplace to their advantage. For

65 Laws argues that the social censure associated with not properly observing menstrual etiquette is in itself adequate to 
account for women's disguising behaviours. She explicitly rejects the psychoanalytic school o f thought which would see menstrual 
etiquette as rooted in deep psychological tensions(Laws 6-8). Laws also rejects the essentialist notion of a pan-cultural "menstrual 
taboo"(Laws 211).

66 Laws also highlights the role which ridicule plays in male culture in policing male attitudes toward menstruation(Laws
50-51).

67 See chapter six o f  Issues o f Blood. "Menstruation and Sexuality: New Rules for Old", for a more thorough discussion 
of the complex dynamics which appear to govern decisions about menstrual intercourse.

68 Jill Rips comments that "Laws has allowed very little agency" to menstruating women in her study and asks: "Have men 
imposed their views on women like etchings on tabula rasa? Have women totally internalized men's negative views o f menstruation 
and menstruating women?"(Rips 109-110).
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example, for female factory workers bathrooms are not only "places to keep their menstrual blood

from showing", but can also be "places to preserve a bit of autonomy and room for themselves in

a context where their physical movements are often rigidly controlled" (Martin 94). Indeed, workers

on a bathroom break "can plot to avoid some management policy they dislike"(Martin 95). Thus,

Martin concludes that "if private places must be provided to take care of what is shameful and

disgusting, then those private places can be used in subversive ways"(Martin 95).

In addition, Martin notes that women have not entirely accepted the dominant negative view

of menstruation. She suggests that the "primary positive feeling many women have about

menstruation is that it defines them as a woman"(Martin 101). As one interviewee explained, "It

[menstruation] joins you together. It's like the one thing that all women have in common."69

Moreover, Martin notes that:

When women talk about the disgusting mess or the discomfort [of menstruation], they do so 
with an implicit, often unstated understanding that there is another side to the process: it is 
part of what defines one as a woman, and it is something that all women share, even if what 
we share is talking about the problem of dealing with this disgusting mess"(Martin 102-103).

Thus, while there may be some truth to Laws' assertion that: "Relations between the sexes 

are patterned by etiquette and pollution beliefs in such a way that women are constantly reminded 

of our powerlessness, and men may be regularly reassured that their masculine privileges remain 

unchallenged "(Laws 209), Laws' analysis does not provide us with a full picture of such relations.

Indeed, Lara Owen rightly attributes some of the responsibility for the suppression of 

menstruation in Western society to the contemporary women's movement itself.

69 Lisa Miner as cited by Martin 101-102.
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LIBERAL FEMINISM AS ASSIMILATION

Arguably, Owen's most significant contribution to the feminist debate about the meaning of 

menstruation lies in her insistence that menstruation makes a real difference—physically, 

emotionally, and spiritually—in women's lives since in so doing she directly challenges the 

"predominant cultural" belief that "a menstruating woman is no different from one who is not 

bleeding" (Owen 24) and implicitly exposes the inadequacy or limitations of the liberal feminist 

approach. It is not just the patriarchal religions and our patriarchal society which has denied the 

body, insists Owen, so have feminists who in theory should be interested in advancing women's 

interests, not in denying femaleness.

While she is appreciative of the accomplishments of the women's movement in the past, the 

author of Her Blood is Gold implicates "modem feminism" in the denial of menstruation: "The 

changes that have taken place in the lives of women over the past thirty years may look like a 

revolution," she asserts, "but in many ways what has taken place has been an assimilation"(Owen 

23).

As we have seen, working women may indeed behave as if menstruation makes no 

difference—hiding all signs of its existence and denying any accompanying pain—but they do so, 

says Owen, only at the cost of denying their own selves (their bodies) and at the expense of the truth: 

"Any woman remotely in touch with her body knows that when she is menstruating, and usually for 

a few days before, she feels different. And this is a fact of nature that ultimately cannot be 

denied"(Owen 24).

Although, Owen does not specifically identify this assimilating tendency with liberal 

feminism it is fair to make this connection. This form of feminism which stresses legislative reforms
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as a means of ensuring women's equal access to education and jobs has been the most widely 

accepted in the Western world. As Rosemary Tong suggests "women's newfound professional and 

occupational stature"(Tong 38) was built on a liberal feminist foundation.

At their root the power o f liberal arguments for women's rights lies in stressing the 

similarities between men and women. Women should be able to vote, to be educated, to work in the 

public sphere because like men they are rational human beings. Or as Koch and VanLeeuwen put 

it, according to liberal feminists: "Women are the equals of men because in all the ways that matter, 

women are the same as men"(Van Leeuwen et al 31, emphasis added). To suggest that women's 

cycles make them significantly different, therefore, threatens this rationale for women's participation 

public activities.

Moreover, since as Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen notes, "liberal feminism has remained 

largely an individualist-oriented, white, middle-class movement"(Van Leeuwen et al 47), it is not 

surprising that Owen finds "successful and aspiring women" most resistant to her notions of the 

"spiritual power of menstruation "(Owen 23). While Owen acknowledges that in the past, this 

biological difference was wrongly seen as a liability and used both to explain women's ' natural’ 

inferiority and to exclude women from the public sphere, she suggests that modern feminism has 

consciously suppressed this difference for ideological reasons-to gain acceptance into a male 

world-and that this denial of menstruation is ultimately distorting and damaging to women's lives 

and their self-esteem.

Menstrual Extraction

It is one thing to act as if menstruation did not make a difference in women's lives and to buy 

into the "myth" that menstruation represents an irrelevant difference, but as we saw in the previous
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chapter, some feminists advocate effectively eliminating this biological difference through menstrual

extraction. Arguably, this is the ultimate form of assimilation since this procedure allows the

menstruator to approximate the non-menstruating (male) state.

Although Owen does not mention menstrual extraction specifically, in her brief critique of

modem feminism, a recent convert to Goddess feminism, Vicki Noble, was herself a past participant

in this process. Noble notes that she and the other members of her women's group understood that

they were "removing whatever biological inequities seemed to exist between men and women so that

women could be freed to govern and participate in society on an equal footing"(Noble cited in

Amberston 110). Noble concedes that.

In retrospect, I see that this was one of many misconceptions of early feminist activism, due 
to the lack of any spiritual base. It was impossible, then, for a "political" feminist to admit 
that there were significant biological differences between men and women. Now, thanks to 
a deepening contact with female spirituality and the Goddess, we can embrace our biological 
roots as the source of the politico-spiritual authority we were trying, through denial, to 
reclaim!"70

It is, of course, one thing to refuse to minimize the significance of biological differences between 

men and women, but it is another to claim as Noble does that one's politico-spiritual authority is 

rooted in those differences! In Lander's terms, Noble's glorifying approach to menstruation 

proclaims "that female physicality is the defining characteristic of female human beings"(Lander 

127). In the following section, in which I examine Owen's alternative view of menstruation, we 

shall see that the author of Her Blood is Gold, like Noble, exhibits this same tendency.

PART II: OWEN’S CONTRIBUTION 

As we saw in Part I, Owen asserts that the dominant Western view of menstruation-as-

70 Noble cited in Amberston 110.
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shameful-inconvenience is not the ’real' view of menstruation, but rather a social construction. 

Similarly, Sophie Laws specifically rejects "essentialist" understandings of menstruation which 

assume "that human behaviour toward menstruation springs more or less directly from the 

characteristics of the physical process of menstruation itself'(Laws 210). Laws is concerned that 

such theories effectively delete the role that real people (especially men) play in propagating and 

sustaining social meanings and practices. Essentialist theories, she notes, imply that "no-one in 

particular is responsible"(Laws 6) for generating social meanings and "no-one in particular" benefits 

from them(Laws 6).

In contrast, Owen understands her own positive, alternative view of menstruation as 

grounded in a deeper reality than the dominant Western view—in "a women's wisdom that goes 

beyond the limitations of culture, place, and time"(Owen x). She describes this essential feminine 

wisdom in terms of four "eternal archetypes"(Owen 3)—Moon, Blood, Earth, and Snake. For Owen, 

these symbolic ways of understanding both menstruation and femaleness are more fundamental, 

enduring, and 'true' than our "culturally and historically determined attitudes and beliefs"(Owen 25). 

In her words, they are "a more permanent part of the matrix of human experience"(Owen 25). Thus, 

in Laws' terms, Owen claims that these archetypal meanings are somehow fundamentally implied 

in or "spring from" the process itself. They are 'essential' truths about menstruation and femaleness.

Owen's claim that she has discovered 'essential' truths about menstruation and femaleness 

masks her role as interpreter of her experiences and as constructor of this particular view of 

menstruation. Indeed, Owen's tendency to universalize her own particular experience,71 like

71 There are a number o f blatant instances o f this in Her Blood is Gold. For example, Owen's experience o f very strong and 
seemingly uncontrollable emotions following a miscarriage confirms in her mind the universal "fact that a woman's physiology" has 
a "powerful effect on her mental and emotional state"(Owen 57, emphasis added), a 'fact' which Lander would certainly dispute. (See 
Lander's chapter on "Hormones". Issues of Blood, ch.8.)
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Lander's claim to offering the "real" truth about menstruation, reveals Owen's lack of self-awareness 

in her theorizing. Moreover, as I will argue in the second half of this chapter, it also leads her to 

discount important differences among women and leads her to be overly optimistic about women's 

potential contribution to societal healing.

Before doing this, however, we first need to examine Owen's thought structure and 

worldview in greater detail.

THE STRUCTURE OF OWEN'S THOUGHT

While it is difficult to grasp precisely how Owen conceptualizes the relationship between 

these archetypal meanings and specific cultural notions of menstruation,72 we might think of our 

"culturally and historically determined" meanings of menstruation as part of a shifting and variable 

surface layer of reality—the top soil, if you will. The archetypes, then, function as "a more 

permanent "(Owen 25) substrata or deeper layer—perhaps layers—of reality. This earth or soil layer 

analogy is helpful in describing Owen's thought structure both because she looks to "earth- 

centered "(Owen 144) traditions for inspiration and because she employs spatial metaphors of going 

deeper or inward when she thinks we are getting closer to the 'truth' or 'real' meaning of menstruation 

or femaleness.

While Owen claims that knowledge of these archetypal meanings is "innate"(Owen 3) and 

universal—it "is in all of us"(Owen 3)—she asserts that our access to this knowledge has been

Owen also tends to universalize culturally specific phenomena. She mistakenly identifies social changes inspired by the 
feminist movement in Western societies, for example, as a global and universal trend:

This whole business o f men picking up a wider range of feeling and women going out more into the world may be part o f  
an overall shift in human consciousness away from a rigid experience o f the self through gender"(Owen 158, emphasis added).

27 To begin with, Owen does not explain how the archetypes can be both "etemal"(Owen 3) and universal-''associated with 
menstruation throughout time and in cultures the world over"(Owen 3), when her evidence for them comes from specific, usually 
non-Westem cultures.
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obscured and distorted in patriarchal societies. Western women can rediscover this knowledge by 

"peeling away the surface layers o f our conditioning"(Owen 5, emphasis added). This involves 

healing the damage caused by "all the years of ignoring the bleeding" through menstrual retreat and 

meditation(Owen 140). Meditation and attentiveness to one's bodily processes allow women access 

to these deeper meanings of menstruation and "the essential nature of the female"(Owen 168). 

Owen notes that in a meditative state, when both body and mind are still, "the spiritual wisdom that 

exists at a deeper level of consciousness is free to come to the surface of awareness"(Owen 94, 

emphasis added). Just as Owen portrays these archetypal meanings as a deeper or inner layer below 

the surface of our ordinary experience, she understands the divine as radically immanent. The 

Goddess is "the great mysterious force from inside of the planet"(Owen 146).

Since these archetypal meanings form the basis for Owen's understanding that the menstrual 

cycle is "a crucial part" of female identity(Owen 32-33), it is worth examining some of the specific 

associations Owen makes between menstruation, femaleness, and the four archetypes—moon, blood, 

earth, and snake.

Moon

According to Owen the moon and menstruation are symbolically related in a number of 

ways. The waxing and waning of the moon parallels the build up and depletion of the endometrial 

lining in the woman's body. In addition, both women and the moon cycle with the same frequency. 

The moon's orbit around the earth and the average menstrual cycle both last 29.5 days(Owen 33).73

28 Contrary to Owen’s view, only approximately 30% o f women cycle with the same frequency as the moon i.e. every 29.5 plus 
or minus 1 day. A study which focused on this subpopulation of women, however, did find that that among these women "there was 
an increased likelihood o f menstruation onset in the light half o f  the lunar month"(Cutler et al 959-960). Moreover, the authors o f  
this study acknowledge the "intriguing biological coincidence" that "the most fertile reproductive cycle has the same length as the 
lunar cycle . . "(Cutler et al 959). The researchers note that "exogenous influences on the fertility of organisms have been 
demonstrated in several species with respect to geophysically ordered time”(Cutler et al 969) and posit that this may also be the case
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Moreover, Owen sees parallels between the moon's "soft-focused" and "diffuse" light(Owen 31) and 

the more "diffuse" mental state she experiences when menstruating(Owen 31): "Being on my moon 

makes me like the moon—dreamy, diffuse, unfocused"(Owen 31). In addition, the traditional 

association of the moon with strong emotions(Owen 29) and the variable, fragile quality of its light 

correspond to the "sensitive, fragile, variable feeling" many women experience in the pre-menstrual 

phase of the cycle(Owen 30).

Owen conceives of the relationship between the moon and women as that of a macrocosm 

to a microcosm. Just as the moon governs the tidal changes of the earth's waters on a macroscopic 

level, it also governs the "ebb and flow" of the fluids in women's bodies on a microscopic 

level(Owen 32). Similarly, the microcosmic pattern of the menstrual cycle corresponds to other 

macroscopic natural cycles such as seasonal changes and the movement of the tides(Owen 33).

Owen's discussion of the Moon archetype suggests that menstruation is a process that is 

uniquely connected to and/or symbolic of the larger cyclic patterns at work in our world. Women's 

cyclic nature "links" her in some fundamental way with "the ocean and with the moon, with the 

waters of the planet and with the cycles of the seasons"(Owen 33).

Blood

Blood is the "primary symbol of the life force"(Owen 35) and of the "magic of life"(Owen 

35). Thus, Owen suggests that women can been seen as somehow closer to this life-giving force— 

"the wellspring of existence "(Owen 38), precisely because of their monthly bleeding.

In addition, because of its association with life, menstrual blood was revered and used as a 

sacrament in early religious rituals. Owen maintains that later patriarchal religious practices in

with humans.
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which blood obtained by violence functions a means of purification and sanctification (eg. blood 

sacrifices and the Christian Eucharist) have their origin in the offering of menstrual blood as symbol 

o f the sanctity of life(Owen 37-39).

Another important symbolic dimension of blood which Owen relates to menstruation is its 

association with lineage and ancestry, i.e. blood relations. Owen goes so far as to suggest that "deep 

ancestral awareness" is genetically encoded in the cells of the bloodstream(Owen 146).74 By 

honouring their cycles—particularly through the Hindu tradition of painting the third eye with 

menstrual blood—women can access this ancestral knowledge which "can bring understanding of 

our own family patterns and of those of the human family"(Owen 146).

Earth

For Owen "the female body" is "a microcosm of the larger female body, the earth"(Owen 

48). She observes that:

As women, we are of the earth in a powerful way: She and we are the nurturers, the givers
of life. We have an instinctive relationship of similarity with h e r . . .(Owen 40).

Moreover, since the earth itself is the body of the Goddess(Owen ) this relationship of similarity 

between the life-giving qualities of the earth and the nurturing and birthing activity of women, also 

implies that women are instinctively related to the divine.

Snake

Women and snakes "share a cyclical pattern of shedding"(Owen 41). The snake sheds its 

skin and women shed the uterine lining. Both sheddings can symbolize a growth process of letting

Owen notes that the ancestral knowledge which is hidden in the genetic code o f our blood cells "may exist at a level that 
cannot be detected by modem science . . ."(Owen 146). This must certainly be the case, since in their mature form red blood cells- 
the most populous cell component of our blood~do not have cell nuclei and therefore they lack the DNA information that Owen 
credits them with having!
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go of the past and embracing the future or a process of cleansing and purification. Both processes 

can be seen as a kind of dying which leads to renewal and new life. The snake leaves the dead cells 

of the old skin behind and emerges in "a new and purified form" (Owen 41). In the menstrual cycle 

the dying is symbolized by the death of "the potential babe which gives rise to the rebirth of the 

woman"(Owen 41). Owen's idea that menstruation results in the rebirth of the woman seems to 

be related to Penelope Shuttle and Peter Redgrove's notion that in the absence of pregnancy the 

creativity inherent in the menstrual cycle can be directed toward another purpose.75 

Concludes Owen:

Our monthly shedding is the key to our own renewal, it is the key to our health. Every 
month we have the opportunity to renew and refresh our whole beings—physically, 
psychologically, and spiritually"(Owen 41).

In each of these four cases, Owen's implication is that the relationship between women and 

the menstrual cycle to these archetypal symbols is not simply a metaphorical connection or a 

mimetic correspondence. Rather women through their menstrual cycles are intrinsically related to 

the moon, blood, earth and snake. Owen insists that the menstrual cycle links women in some 

fundamental and unique way with the larger cyclic patterns of the universe, the rhythm of life and 

death and the divine, life giving source, the Goddess herself.

WORLDVIEW ANALYSIS 

In order to relate Owen's religio-historical vision to these archetypal meanings, I find it 

helpful to sketch the contours of Owen's worldview in terms of four basic questions—Where are we?

N.B. Owen makes specific reference to Shuttle and Redgrove's The Wise Wound earlier in chapter 2(Gwen 35, note 11). 
Shuttle and Redgrove note: "At ovulation she[the woman] wishes to receive, accept, build, if she desires a child. But from 
menstruation there is a different set o f energies available to her of receiving, accepting, building the child which is 
herself'(Shuttle and Redgrove 30).
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Who are we? What's wrong? What's the remedy?76

Where are we? According to Owen we are living in a patriarchal world which has

suppressed and distorted the wisdom of the ancient matrifocal and earth-centred societies and as a

result devalues women, the environment, the body and particularly the uniquely female process of

menstruation. This culturally and historically determined world, however, is like the surface layer

of a deeper reality, the world of the eternal archetypes and universal ancestral knowledge.

Who are we? Owen addresses this question only in terms of female identity. Women are

cyclic beings whose menstrual cycle links them to other natural cycles—the seasons, the tides, the

lunar cycle. As bearers of life, women have a natural' connection to our mother the earth who

provides for life and to the Goddess.

What’s wrong? "The essential nature of the female"—as understood through the archetypes—

"is not valued in our [Western] culture"(Owen 168). Women's patriarchal conditioning has distorted

their understanding of their bodies, their cyclicity and their spirituality. As a result, such

conditioning has damaged women's health and self-esteem and the larger society is deprived of

many female contributions. Moreover, our society's disdain for female bodiliness on a microscopic

level is reflected in our environmental abuse of the larger female body—the earth—on a macroscopic

level(Owen 167). Insists Owen:

The denial of female wisdom has contributed to our present state of hanging on the cliff of 
potential annihilation through nuclear warfare, and the threat of destruction not only of own 
species through nothing short of self-poisoning, but also the death of many other species 
living on the planet(Owen 166).

For a fuller discussion of worldviews and this type of worldview analysis see Walsh and Middleton's The Transforming 
Vision and Middleton & Walsh's Truth is Stranger than it Used to Re. Jim Olthuis's essay "On Worldviews", Christian Scholar's 
Review. Leslie Stevenson employs these same four questions in Seven Theories o f  Human NaturefNew York: Oxford, 1974).
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What's the remedy? Women can undo the damage done through our ignorance and denial 

"of the power and beauty of the monthly cycle"(Owen 3) by honouring their cycles through monthly 

rituals, rest and meditation. In so doing, women will be able to access not only healing wisdom for 

their own lives, but for society as a whole. Observes Owen, the "return of the feminine and the 

healing of the planet are intricately intertwined "(Owen 167). In "a world driven mad by materialism 

and a lack of spiritual connection"(Owen 170), we need women's "particular and peculiar 

abilities"(Owen 165) to access the wisdom of the Great Mother "through their wombs"(Owen 165) 

like never before.

Menstruation as the Ultimate

The menstrual cycle, then, is the focal point of Owen's worldview and the primary focus of 

her spirituality. Menstruation is the source of women's identity. It awakens us "to our connection 

with the cycles taking place all around us and to our relationship with all life"(Owen 154). 

Functioning as an intermediary or medium for accessing archetypal wisdom, it is the key to women's 

physical, psychic and spiritual health and renewal(Owen 41). Moreover, for Owen the menstrual 

retreat is the privileged means of accessing wisdom for personal, familial, and societal healing. 

Thus, menstruation can be seen as individually, collectively and globally salvific.

For Owen finding ways to honour one's cycle is the spiritual bottom line. Her monthly 

menstrual retreats and the various rituals she performs to honour her bleeding can be seen as her 

principal cultic acts. Particular spiritual traditions one might employ in this task are almost 

incidental to the more fundamental purpose of honouring the bleeding time. Thus, "the invocation 

of goddesses associated with the menstrual cycle" is an optional spiritual exercise(Owen 151). 

Indeed, it would not be an overstatement to say that menstruation is virtually divinized in Owen's
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thought. Moreover, women's bleeding time is not simply a means of making contact with the

divine(Owen 146), rather as Priestess Hallie Iglehart Austen suggests, menstruation appropriately

inspires reverence itself:

So instead of one's lover being turned off by menstruation, one's lover can bow to it from  
every cell, with deep feeling(Austen in Owen 130, emphasis added).

In addition, if we assume that a female lover would not find menstruation disgusting, Austen's

suggestion that one's lover reverence menstruation in this way, implies that the female body itself

sacred and appropriately inspires male worship. Owen herself is very open to the idea that the

female body is sacred. She takes her inspiration from the "earth-centered peoples" who "revered the

Goddess and who recognized the female and her body as the conduit through which life comes, and

therefore sacred"(Owen 144).

I submit, then, that the menstrual cycle functions as a kind of ultimate for Owen. As "a

microcosm of the universe"(Owen 130), it contains all things necessary for female life. Moreover,

while Owen clearly sees this view of menstruation as liberating, I will argue later that her tendency

to absolutize the menstrual cycle can also be oppressive.

Having briefly outlined the contours of Owen's worldview, then, I now wish to critically

examine it. First, I need to say that to a large extent I agree with Lander's diagnosis of what is

wrong in our society and my largely favourable assessment of her critique of the dominant Western

view of menstruation reflects this. Owen has correctly identified the Western tendencies to

denigrate the body in favour of the mind, women in favour of men, and the earth in favour of

civilization as "diseases of the culture"(Owen 65). In addition, Owen's anecdotal evidence in

combination with the studies of Sophie Laws and Emily Martin confirms the extent to which

menstruation is denied in Western society.
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There are some problems, however, with Owen's identification of the cause or source of 

these societal "diseases" with the suppression of Goddess religion by the patriarchal religions. In 

what follows, I will argue that the kind of prehistory assumed by Owen's religio-historical vision is 

questionable from a historical point of view. Furthermore, Owen's total rejection of Christianity and 

Judaism as sources for a spirituality which affirms the body and the female is, in my view, 

unjustified. I will save this argument, however, for my concluding chapter.

My main criticisms, however, concern the remedy which Owen proposes. Immediately 

following my historical critique, I will argue while patriarchal understandings of menstruation have 

clearly done violence to women, Owen's matriarchal understanding of menstruation has a similar 

potential to violate certain women and all men. Finally, I will argue that Owen's approach is limited 

in its ability to move us beyond the oppressive views of the past because it is itself dependent on 

traditional male/female distinctions which are themselves inadequate.

HISTORICAL CRITIQUE 

First, however, I will discuss Owen's religio-historical vision. Specifically, I will explore 

how Owen's religio-historical vision provides her with hope that a renewed appreciation for the 

female aspects of life is possible and outline several problems with Owen's reading of history.

Owen roots her belief in the positive physical, psychological and spiritual significance of 

menstruation for women in a religious feminist vision which posits the existence of a pre-patriarchal, 

matrifocal world which honoured female divinity and fertility and which was subsequently 

suppressed by the emerging patriarchal religions and societies. As Owen explains:

The world wasn't always dominated by patriarchal attitudes. Recent archeological 
findings tell us that there was a time when women and men worshipped the Great Goddess, 
the Earth Mother, and when images of the creative and fecund female were carved into stone 
and treasured. As far as we can tell, about 5,000 years ago, militaristic groups from the
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Middle East began invading the peaceful agrarian, Goddess-worshipping societies, 
beginning a long-term swing on the pendulum of human history. As the pendulum swung 
away from the Goddess and toward male-oriented values, so the position of women in 
society became progressively worse, and aspects of life relating to the female were 
denigrated"(Owen 16-17).

This religio-historical vision provides Owen with hope for the future because it suggests that

despite the current cultural power and tenacity of patriarchal understandings of menstruation (and

other aspects of femininity) and the tangible harm they have caused women, there have been and

could once again be alternative ways of understanding the female'. As Cynthia Eller observes the

power of this sacred history for its adherents lies in its relativatization of patriarchal rule:

By placing the patriarchy within clearly defined historical bounds, feminist spirituality's 
sacred history counters the psychological weight of thousands of years of cross-cultural male 
dominance with a virtually infinite number of years of female equality or superiority coming 
both at the beginning and end of historical time"(Eller 282).

In this way patriarchy becomes a long aberration, while gender equality or female dominance is

affirmed as the norm. In addition, because this sacred history affirms that patriarchy is not "the only

known model for human society", it frees feminists "from the onus of demanding a social order that

is utterly unprecedented in human history"(Eller 282).77 Feminists can instead take up the easier task

of "working for a return to a former, historically tested, and supposedly quite successful pattern of

social organization" (Eller 282).

Critics, however, have taken issue with this version of pre-history at several points. At issue

is the nature of the evidence itself, how it is interpreted and the potential influence of contemporary

concerns and interests on such interpretations. The first problem is that evidence for the existence

of matrifocal societies and goddess cults is almost entirely preliterate. Goddess feminists base their

77 In Owen's terms, it affirms that such patriarchal notions are "merely a view of reality-and not the only reality there is"(Owen
25).
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position on the existence of an abundance of images of women or representative of female fertility

found on cave paintings and pre-historic pottery. However, while the "frequent occurrence of

female motifs in pre-historic art" is undeniable(Bamett 171), interpreting the significance of these

female motifs is a much more difficult task. As Mary Lefkowitz explains.

if we are not told what an object is by some external source, such as a label or an inscription, 
an eyewitness or other documentary text, we can only know what it is by analogy to 
something with which we are familiar"(Lefkowitz 263).

Thus, while the presence of many statues of women with swollen bellies may indicate respect for

female fertility, it is more difficult to determine whether the statues represent women or goddesses

(Lefkowitz 263). A similar problem exists with ritual practices: "in the absence of written reports,

we might know who stood where and did what but not what they thought or felt about what they

were doing"(Lefkowitz 263). Moreover, as Weaver indicates, the textual evidence for goddesses

which does exist "comes from male poets and historians like Homer and Hesiod and, while useful

for describing attributes of Greek goddesses, it cannot be used to draw conclusions either about the

lives of women in ancient cultures or about the prehistoric precursors to those goddesses" (Weaver

57).

The primary archeological authority cited by Goddess feminists (including Owen) is Marija 

Gimbutas. Gimbutas established her reputation as a leading archeologist with her study of the Indo- 

Europeans, but her more recent research into the Old European 'matrifocal' societies which the Indo- 

Europeans supposedly ravaged(Leslie 1) has been very controversial.78 Ruth Tringham and William 

Barnett, for example, accuse Gimbutas of simply asserting the viability of her particular 

interpretation of these artifacts, while giving insuffient attention to alternative interpretations and

78 For critical reviews o f Gimbutas’ recent work by other archeologists see Barnett and Tringham. Interestingly, Tringham, a 
feminist scholar, sees Gimbutas' recent work as an example o f  bad feminist archeology.
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competing hypotheses.(Tringham 197, Barnett 171). In addition, Barnett calls into question one of 

Gimbutas' central premises, asserting that even "the existence of Proto-Indo-European migrations"— 

that is the influx of groups whom Gimbutas claims destroyed the Old European matrifocal societies— 

"is much in doubt"(Bamett 170).

Moreover, it is worth noting that even if Gimbutas' thesis were correct, her research applies 

only to "the spiritual practices of people living in southeastern Europe 6,000 to 8,000 years 

ago"(Leslie 1). Goddess feminists, however, make much more extensive claims. Owen, for 

instance, uses this reading of history to make a point about the general suppression of female forms 

of spirituality by patriarchal forms. The specific historical overthrow of societies by "marauding 

Indo-Europeans, the forerunners of Western civilization"(Leslie 1), thus seems to be used by Owen 

in a broadly symbolic way.

Another disputed historical anchor for this religio-historical vision is the Goddess feminist 

interpretation of the early modem European witch hunt( 1450-1750).79 Following the lead of British 

anthropologist, Margaret Murray, many Goddess feminists believe that "the witches of the early 

modem period were really members of an ancient, pre-Christian fertility cult whose beneficent 

rituals were misrepresented by alarmed clerics and judges as harmful and diabolical"(Levack 19).80 

Thus, they interpret the mass execution of witches during this period not only as a reprehensible 

collective act of brutal violence, but also as an organized suppression of female-centred spiritual

79 See Owen 19.

80 See Murray, Margaret Alice. The Witch-Cult in Western Europe: A Study in Anthropology. Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1921.
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practice.81 Murray's theory, however, has been highly criticized,2 a key problem being a lack of 

evidence that witches "gathered in large numbers for any purpose, diabolical or otherwise"(Levack 

19).

Finally, scholars have suggested that both Gimbutas in particular and Goddess feminists in

general, are merely recreating the past to suit their own contemporary ideals and concerns.83

Certainly, Gimbutas' descriptions of the culture of Old European sounds "more utopian than

realistic"(Lefkowitz 261):

The term Old Europe is applied to a pre-Indo-European culture of Europe, a culture 
matrifocal and probably matrilinear, agricultural and sedentary, egalitarian and peaceful. It 
contrasted sharply with the ensuing proto-Indo-European culture which was patriarchal, 
stratified, pastoral, mobile, and war-oriented, superimposed on all Europe, except the 
southern and western fringes . . ,"84

As Lefkowitz observes: "So neatly does the religion [ original' goddess spirituality] fit what many

women would like to believe about the past that it seems reasonable to ask whether these modem

accounts of Goddess worship can be strictly historical"(Lefkowitz 266).

From my perspective such questions about the historical basis for Goddess feminism

constitute a serious obstacle towards a consideration of this worldview as a viable religious

81 While the estimate that nine million women were executed during these inquisitions occurs frequently in feminist writing (see 
Owen 19), many scholars regard this as a grossly inflated figure. In his recent book. The Witch-Hunt in Early Modem Europe. Brian 
P. Levack talks in terms o f thousands, not millions of persons (male and female) being tried for witchcraft and estimates that roughly 
half o f  these individuals were actually executed.

82 For critical assessments of Margaret Murray's thesis see the following:

Rose, Elliot. A Razor for a Goat: A Discussion of Certain Problems in the History of Witchcraft and Diabolism. Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, 1989.

Russell, Jeffrey Burton. Witchcraft in the Middle Aces. Ithaca: ComellUniversity Press, 1972.

83 William Barnett, for example, is critical o f Gimbutas' "museological method, selecting pieces that best match her visions from 
scattered sources, regardless o f era, geography or context"(Bamett 171).

84 Marija Gimbutas in her Preface to the new and updated edition o f her book The Goddesses and Gods of Old Europe 6500-3500 
BC: Mvths and Cult Imaged 1974,1982V
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alternative. However, historical verification is clearly less important to some Goddess feminists than 

it is to their critics. While many Goddess feminists would like to be able to show that their " 'new 

religion' is, in some respects, a revival of an old one"(Weaver 58), the psychological significance 

of the Goddess as a liberating image of femaleness or their religious experiences of the female deity 

are often seen as more important sources of validation than traditional methods of historical analysis. 

Nor do Goddess feminists necessarily have a problem with inventing their own rituals and versions 

of "her story".85 Kisma Stepanich, for example, consciously writes personal myths based not "on 

any factual evidence, but rather the wisdom that dwells within and flows over during my own time 

o f bleeding"(Stepanich 3). Moreover, while the "ancient wisdom" of the past may be finally 

impenetrable in terms of archeological inquiry, Lara Owen claims to have access to this wisdom 

through feelings, dreams and paranormal experiences. The most important of these is a series of 

intimate encounters with Hathor, an ancient Egyptian woman, who explains to Owen the menstrual 

practices of her own time(Owen 86-88). Less dramatic, but no less important as a source of 

validation is Owen's feeling of "a flicker of connection to something very old"(Owen 143) when she 

first engaged in the ancient practice of bleeding onto the earth.86

In the final analysis, however, Lara Owen herself avoids taking a clear stand on the question 

of the historical accuracy of her religio-historical vision. She suggests that her reading of histoiy is 

probable—"It appears likely that before this patriarchal period there flowered a matrifocal culture, 

which died just as this present culture will die"(Owen 167)—, but admits the possibility that the

85 In fact, some will suggest this is the only way to salvage an otherwise overwhelmingly dark history o f  global female oppression. 
Others argue that the lack of historical evidence actually supports their view that the patriarchs thoroughly destroyed and pillaged 
earlier matrifocal societies i.e. the patriarchs destroyed the evidence!

86 Interestingly, the appeal to a tradition that is "older than any o f the major world religions" is perhaps the only defining 
characteristic o f the diverse groups (including Goddess feminists) associated with contemporary neo-paganism(Weaver 49).
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make it possible for "women to spend" the time necessary to achieve this purpose "in peaceful 

quiet"(Owen 160).

Of course, Owen has some very good reasons both for giving women a prominent leadership

role—until now women have tended to work in the background and their contributions have been

undervalued(Owen 170)—and for men to help to facilitate their female partner's participation in

menstrual renewal. Women have typically had exclusive responsibility for food preparation, child

care and other household chores and need a restorative break from their care-giving role(Owen 162).

Owen quite reasonably suggests that at a minimum men need to be able to look after their own needs

during this time(Owen 158) and recommends that they take on some of these care-giving

responsibilities during women's periods. The problem is that this supportive role seems to be the

primary role for men in Owen's utopia.

There are some other problematic aspects related to Owen's description of the role these wise

women would play. Owen indicates that:

The knowledge of what action should or should not be taken would naturally emerge from 
them and would then be given to the larger community as a recommendation from the wise 
women of the land(Owen 170).

Owen assumes two questionable things, first, that the "larger community" will simply

unproblematically accept these wise women's recommendations and second, that their

recommendations will in fact be wise. Missing from Owen's description is an account of how these

women leaders come to be "recognized for their wisdom"(Owen 170). She does not mention any

particular qualities of character, personal integrity or even a consistent record of good advice in the

past which would lead us to trust in their wisdom-channelling abilities. Indeed, the only indication

Owen gives as to why we should be confident that the actions recommended by these women will
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in fact be wise is that their access to this wisdom is supposedly 'natural'. Wisdom we are led to

believe will "naturally emerge from them"(Owen 170).

The fact that Owen fails to provide such information implies either that she does not

anticipate such problems and has a naive trust in women's potential to act virtuously or that she

believes that there is something about women, in general, that warrants this trust. Indeed, Owen

suggests that their chief qualification has to do with their physiology .

. . . [The world] needs women's particular and peculiar abilities in drawing down of the 
energy of the universe and manifesting it on the planet. Women, by virtue o f their biology, 
have an automatic link to the Great Mother. If they choose to tune into her through their 
wombs, they can access knowledge for the good of all(Owen 165, emphasis added).

It is not that I object in principle to the notion that menstrual meditation may yield wisdom

that is helpful in making political decisions. On the contrary, I am willing to accept Owen's claim

that society "as a whole unconsciously benefits (and could benefit a lot more) from the wisdom

garnered by women experiencing their bleeding with awareness"(Owen 166). While some might

disqualify this wisdom because of its non-rational nature, arguing that the political questions should

be settled not through spiritual reflection and meditation, but through rational argument, my key

concern is not the type of wisdom it is, but the implication that women somehow have unique or

better access to it.87 For although, Owen affirms that men can and should develop spiritual

awareness,88 since men lack wombs and therefore do not have an "automatic link" to the Goddess

they presumably must have a lesser capacity for spiritual development. I will critically examine

Owen's basis for this claim a little later.

87 Indeed, Owen's suggestion that female physiology makes women uniquely suited to accessing divine wisdom sounds very 
similar to anatomicaliy-based arguments against female leadership employed historically in various Christian churches. Since Christ 
was a male, opponents to female religious leadership argue that women cannot represent Christ to their congregations.

88 Owen notes that: ". . .  as the great spiritual traditions teach, even one awake individual can create harmony and awareness in 
the world around her or him"(Owen 163).
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Moreover, since in Owen's utopia, spiritual wisdom is what counts and women have unique

spiritual abilities, she has preserved for women the key roles. This amounts to a mere reversal and

not a fundamental reform of the patriarchal ordering of society which devalues spiritual wisdom in

favour of logical analysis and technical proficiency and preserves the key roles for men.

Not only does Owen unfairly suggest that women's physiology makes them more suited to

the role of spiritual leader, but she also implies that males need to be domesticated by women. For

Owen, women are needed to bring the worst of patriarchy into line. They are the ones who will

accomplish "the gentling of the workplace"(Owen 164) and will stand up and insist that male

violence will "not destroy my family, my home, my town, my city, my country"(Owen 168). Indeed,

there is striking similarity between Owen's optimistic view of women's potential contribution to

global politics and the optimism of first wave of relational feminists "who held that women's innate

concern for family, morals, and peace would, through women's voting patterns, have a civilizing

effect on brute male politics"(Van Leeuwen et al 405). Even more explicitly, in Goddess feminist

Kisma Stepanich's vision of "her story", it is women's:

chanting of peace that keeps the minds of our men balanced and centered; for men are so 
quick to forget the love between a mother and a child. They are so quick to pick up arms and 
protect, whether protecting needs to be or not. In their rashness, they are also too quick to 
exercise power over anything weaker than themselves(Stepanich 6).

Stepanich even goes so far as to suggest that women can "use the blood—the power of sight gained

in our seclusion to mystify" men "into positive action"(Stepanich 6). It as if men, like domestic

animals, must be trained to act properly. Thus, although men cannot be trusted to act virtuously on

their own, women apparently can be. As Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen notes this kind of feminist

utopianism "forgets that women are not exempt from sin simply by virtue of having suffered

themselves"(Van Leeuwen et al 409). While I believe that women's contributions have been unfairly
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limited in our society and that there is a great need for the expression of qualities which Owen 

identifies with femininity-"awareness, sensitivity, patience, the ability to nurture"(Owen 169)—in 

our world, I know that women like men can misuse power. Thus, it seems to me that Owen's hope, 

which ultimately lies in women themselves, is not well-founded.

Why absolutize menstruation?

We need to consider Owen's basis for suggesting that the process of menstruation is 

somehow uniquely suited to providing access to this kind of wisdom or alternatively to producing 

this wisdom(Owen 169).89 Her support for this claim is related to the archetypal meanings I 

discussed earlier. Women have access to 'natural' wisdom because, like the rest of the natural world, 

they are subject to cyclical processes. The menstrual cycle links them to the cycle of birth and death 

and by attending to their cyclicity women are in tune with 'essential' archetypal meanings, ancestral 

wisdom and the Goddess.

As Louise Lander would remind us, however, the key problem with using these kind of 

grounds as a basis for a claim that women are uniquely suited to being spiritual leaders, is that 

women are not uniquely cyclic beings. Owen is right to affirm the cyclic nature of the human 

environment, but she goes too far in limiting this cyclic nature to women.90 Human beings, 

including men, are cyclic creatures. And if men are also cyclic creatures, then, surely they also

89 Owen notes that: "Just as the body miraculously produces milk to feed the baby after it is bom, so the body somehow produces 
wisdom in the psyche during menstruation-if it is given the space"(Owen 169).

90 For Owen women's cyclic nature so differentiates them from men that it is almost like they are different kinds of creature.
Women's ostensibly uniquely cyclical nature not only has physiologically, but also implies a need for flexibility in terms of decisions: 

"The cyclical physiology o f  women means that their nutritional and rest requirements fluctuate during the month far more
than a man's in the equivalent time period. She cannot establish a norm and stick to it come what may. She is a cyclical 
being, with an ebb and flow o f energy"(Owen 79).
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Moreover, since menstruation "is an integral part of the development of women's

spirituality"(Owen 166), Owen seems to imply that not only men, but certain women are either

spiritually handicapped or have lesser capacities for spiritual development. This form of exclusion

is not only theoretical. It impacts real human beings. Owen's assertion that the the world needs

"women with healthy wombs"(Owen 164) could be hurtful to women with endometriosis, for

example. Moreover, a nurse in her 40s who had a hysterectomy reports that:

. . . most o f the time when I go to women's gatherings, we talk about womb power, the 
menstrual hut, and about our Bloods being our time of power. I feel very hurt and excluded 
in these conversations and there is an aching and a longing within me that is hard to ignore. 
I feel as if I gave away my power before I even knew about it. At these gatherings, I feel 
invisible. I'm not a crone, I didn't go through a natural menopause, and I'm not a maiden, nor 
a Bleeding woman.
Where do I fit in?93

Although, the loss of her uterus is still painful for her, fortunately this woman has been able to find 

some ways of integrating this loss with women's spirituality. She now understands the wound of 

her hysterectomy as a way in which she is part of the overall wounding of women under patriarchy. 

She has participated in a special healing circle for "women who had loss their femaleness to medical 

science"(K.J. in Amberston 190). and has found some comfort in the suggestion that some women 

may be "chosen to become crones early, to help with the healing of our earth"(K.J. in Amberston 

190).

My point, however, is that in her identification of a process which not all women experience 

as essential to women's spiritual development(Owen 166), Owen has made no such attempts to 

account for this woman's situation. Similarly, she acknowledges that menopausal women "speak 

of their sense of loss of a cycle never properly lived"(Owen 97), but understands their pain as a

93 K.J. as cited by Celu Amberston (Comwoman) in Blessings o f the Blood ppl89-190.
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given and does not attempt to incorporate this reality into her spirituality. It seems ironic, then, that 

a woman who because of her own journey is intensely aware of ways in which women have been 

wounded by patriarchy actually formulates an understanding of femininity which has the capacity 

to wound other women.

CELEBRATING DOWN-GRADED TRAITS

While it is important to reject the traditional derogation of the virtues assigned to women, 
it is also important to remember that women are constructed to occupy positions of social 
subordinates. We should not uncritically embrace the feminine.

-Helen E. Longino94

My discussions of Owen's tendency to glorify women's spiritual capacities and by 

implication diminish the spiritual capacities of males and the ways in which Owen's essentialist 

tendencies can marginalize women both suggest that there may be some problems with the way in 

which Owen distinguishes between "male" and "female" qualities. As we have seen, Owen's religio- 

historical framework implies that we can talk about a "female reality"(Owen 16) and feminine values 

which are distinct from male experience or "male-oriented values"(Owen 17). In addition, she 

asserts that the female side of this dichotomy has been devalued in our patriarchal society.

Owen identifies this suppressed femininity' with non-rational ways of accessing knowledge- 

-intuition, meditation, dreaming, feeling and the language of the body as opposed to ' masculine' 

dispassionate logic and analysis. While Owen would have us believe that these ways of knowing 

are 'naturally' or inherently female. In this section, however, I will suggest that Owen's 

identification of these traits as "female" may have more to do with the way in which "male" and 

"female" have been traditionally conceptualized in Western thought than it does with the actual

^Quotation from Helen E. Longino's "Can There Be a Feminist Science?" in Tuana's Feminism & Science, p.46.
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behaviour of females and males. [ i.e. these traits are Western constructions of femaleness and 

maleness which may or may not reflect the actual behaviour of males and females.]

To begin with the characteristics which she associates with matrifocal and patriarchal 

societies, in particular, and with femininity and masculinity, in general, are consistent with a 

longstanding Western tradition of conceptualization in terms of gendered hierarchical dualisms. In 

her essay "The Uses of Myth, Image, and the Female Body in Re-Visioning Knowledge", Donna 

Wilshire asserts that: "Hierarchical dualisms--with their prejudice for Mind (i.e., maleness) and bias 

against body and matter (i.e., femaleness)—lie at the foundations of western epistemology and moral 

thought "(Wilshire 95). The following list of opposing word clusters highlights a few of the "core 

dualisms" which are charateristic of Western thought:95

mind(ideas), head, spirit / body (flesh), womb (blood),
Nature (Earth)

reason (the rational) / emotion and feelings 
(the irrational)

control / letting-be, allowing, 
spontaneity

objective (outside) / subjective (inside, immanent) 

public sphere / private sphere 

linear / cyclical

permanence, ideal / change, fluctuations 
(fixed forms)

independent, individual, / dependent, social, 
isolated interconnected

MALE / FEMALE

95 This list o f opposing word clusters is selected and adapted from Donna Wilshire's list (Wilshire 95-96).
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Within Western thought the words and ideas suggested by the first column have historically been 

valued and are "culturally perceived as male",96 while words and ideas in the second column have 

tended to be devalued or suppressed and are "culturally perceived as female"(Wilshire 94-95).

Even a cursory reading of Her Blood is Gold reveals that these same oppositions are central 

to  this text, but with one major difference. Owen reverses the traditional valuations normally 

associated with such words and ideas. She values and celebrates the images and ideas connoted by 

the second, "feminine" column.

For example, whereas in the past women have been discounted because they were seen as 

closer to nature and therefore inferior, Owen sees this close connection to nature as both a unique 

source of strength for women and a basis for her unique contribution to the world(Owen 165). She 

shares Hallie Iglehart Austen's belief that women's reproductive processes—birth, lactation and 

menstruation—"connect women with the lifeforce"(Austen in Owen 130) and that knowledge of our 

capacity to create life "enables us to be more life-affirming"(Austen in Owen 130). Similarly, Owen 

and the three other women who tell their stories in Her Blood is Gold stress the importance of 

feelings and bodily experience as a better means of accessing knowledge than logical analysis. Alter, 

for example, finds the "analytical model" of decision-making inadequate compared with a more 

process-oriented "female way" of coming to conclusions (Alter in Owen 114).

There are several reasons for believing that these traits are not so much sex-related givens 

as they are Western constructions of femininity and masculinity. To begin with, as the authors of 

After Eden note: "the empirical correlation between one's sex" and an ostensibly sex-related trait "is

96 Note this reading o f  Western civilization and thought does not necessarily minimize historical variation, rather what is 
conceived as constant amid such variation is a devaluation o f the body and the earth. In addition, some philosophical feminists "point 
out that there has always been a recessive' tradition in male-dominated philosophy which has questioned the devaluation o f  emotion 
and its separation from rationality"(After Eden 405). For example, philosophical romanticism.
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far from perfect"(Van Leeuwen et al 405). For example, there are men who think and who solve 

moral dilemmas more like the average woman, and vice versa. This slippage between our notions 

of what is typically 'female' and male" and the actual behaviour of males and females "suggests that 

socialization accounts for the sex-related trends more than biology does"(Van Leeuwen et al 405). 

Cross-cultural studies also lend support for the view that sex-related trends are socialized rather than 

innate. For example, the "Indian concept of dharma, or social duty, is also a very relational one, 

despite being associated more with men than women"(After Eden 405).

Moreover, the fact that ostensibly female traits such as emotionality and intuitiveness and 

"dangerous sexuality" have also been applied to other socially marginalized groups, such as 

blacks(Van Leeuwen et al 406), casts further doubt on the premise that such characteristics are 

innately female. The perception that women are more emotional or intuitive may reflect the 

dominant group's way of conceiving subordinate groups more than it reflects what is empirically the 

case.

Thus, rather than refering to non-rational ways of knowing, such as intuition, meditation, 

feeling and dreaming as feminine' ways of knowing, perhaps Donna Wilshire's designation that 

these are "female-associated ways of knowing and being-in-the-world" is more helpful(Wilshire 94). 

This terminology allows us to affirm Owen's insight that these ways of accessing knowledge have 

been denigrated and undervalued in Western society and that this denigration is related to their being 

conceptualized as 'female', without accepting her implication that these ways of knowing are 

somehow intrinsically or naturally' female. Thus, while Alter relates her denial of her feelings to 

an attempt to "amputate myself of anything that was female"(chap 7), perhaps what Alter has denied 

are some important aspects of being human (eg. emotions) which have been associated with
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feelings. Interestingly enough, however, she still conceives of male emotionality in female terms. 

Men can be more or less "in touch with their female sides"(Owen 158).

There is a real sense, then, in which the strengths of Owen's celebratory approach are also 

its greatest weaknesses. On, the one hand as we have seen her insistence that menstruation makes 

a real and positive physical, spiritual, and emotional difference in women's lives exposes the latent 

"somatophobia" inherent in the liberal feminist thinking and challenges us to reconsider Western 

industrial norms for the workplace and Western menstrual etiquette. Her positive emphasis on 

menstruation gives significance and worth to an experience which is discounted in Western society 

by both men and women themselves. The advantage of Owen's celebration of down-graded traits, 

then, is that it forces us to pay attention to aspects of life and to ways of knowing which we have 

ignored to our own detriment. I fundamentally agree with Owen's assertion that our physical, 

emotional and spirtual health necessitates that we pay more attention to our feelings and our bodies 

that our culture has encouraged us to do in the past.

On the other hand in her stress on female physicality and her tendency to essentialize female- 

associated traits, Owen runs the risk of merely continuing an oppressive tendency of defining 

women exclusively in terms of their bodies and/or set masculinist categories. As Jo Ann Hackett 

observes: "Describing females solely in terms of sexual functions, and as if we are all the same and 

always have been, are two of the sexist tendencies in thinking about women that the new scholarship 

on women is trying to eliminate"(Hackett 65). Similarly, her failure to adequately address historical 

and cross-cultural differences in women's experiences of menstruation makes me sceptical of her 

claim that women share in knowledge of menstrual symbolism that "lies deep within our bones, a 

legacy passed down in our genes from all the mothers who gave birth to us and our forebears over
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Thus, while Lander's privileging of scientific knowing led her to unduly limit the meaning 

of menstruation, Owen's tendency to universalize her own particular understandings of menstruation 

results in a totalizing or absolutized view of menstruation which denies both important differences 

among women and ignores important similarities between men and women.

millions of menstruating years(Owen 25).
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CHAPTER FOUR:
TOWARD A CHRISTIAN FEMINIST VIEW OF

MENSTRUATION



Neither Owen or Lander leave much room in their respective frameworks for a Christian 

feminist approach to menstruation. As we saw in chapter 2, Lander's rhetoric reveals a tendency to 

see religion as a barrier to the truth which must be overcome. Since she sees scientific knowing as 

more reliable than other forms of knowing, Lander does not even consider the possibility that 

'religious' understandings of menstruation may be either helpful or illuminating. For Owen, on the 

other hand, the patriarchal religions in general and Christianity in particular represent the religious 

antithesis of all that Goddess spirituality affirms. She sees Christianity as a thoroughly anti-body 

and anti-female tradition which was largely responsible for the suppression of the ancient Goddess 

religion(s).

Ironically, however, while Owen is the most explicit in her rejection of Christianity as a 

source of insight into menstruation, because she accepts the validity of religious ways of knowing, 

it is easier for me to find a basis for dialogue with her about the meaning of menstruation on my own 

terms. In contrast, because for Lander religious understandings do not even warrant consideration, 

a lot of ground work would need to be laid before any serious discussion with Lander before such 

dialogue would be possible.97

In this section, then, I focus on making some room for myself as a Christian feminist within 

Owen's world. In order to do this, as I indicated in my analysis of Owen's worldview in chapter 3, 

I will argue that Owen's total rejection of Christianity and Judaism as sources for a spirituality which 

affirms both femaleness and bodiliness is unjustified. My argument will take the following form.

97 One way of creating a basis for such dialogue with Lander would be to try to convince Lander that her own 
empiricist framework has a decidedly religious character—since her trust in the reliability of scientific knowing is not 
itself subject to scientific verification-and thus she should be open to at least entertaining my ideas. Hendrik Hart has 
engaged in this kind of dialogue with a fellow Canadian philosopher, Kai Nielsen. Their dialogue is summarized in their 
book, Search for Community in a Withering Tradition: Conversations Between a Marxian Atheist and a Calvinian
Christianf 1990).
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First, I posit that since Owen makes selective use of non-Westem religious and cultural traditions 

in constructing her positive view of menstruation, it would be fair for her to adopt a similar strategy 

with respect to Christianity and Judaism, rather than completely rejecting these traditions as sources 

for a woman-affirming spirituality. Next, I criticize Owen for failing to appropriately substantiate 

her claims that this two traditions are oppressive to women, particularly noting her omission of 

references to the Jewish mikvah, a monthly ritual bath taken by mostly orthodox Jewish women 

following menstruation. Finally, I suggest that the only substantial argument which Owen offers 

in support of her claim that these traditions are monolithically oppressive toward women-namely, 

her critique of "the mythic version of history presented by the tale of Adam and Eve"(Owen 17)—can 

actually be turned on its head. I use insights gleaned from Phyllis Trible's careful egalitarian reading 

of this sacred story as a basis for arguing that contrary to Owen's view, there is biblical warrant for 

a Christian rejection of patriarchal ways of ordering families and societies and for an affirmation of 

women, their bodies, and the earth. A Christian worldview, I suggest, then, can and should affirm 

what Owen most values in Goddess feminism.

Before proceeding in this manner, however, I need to acknowledge that as a Christian I am 

naturally much more familiar with my own tradition and its ways of reading biblical texts than I am 

with Jewish traditions of interpretation. I working from a Christian feminist perspective and am not 

pretending to be able to assess either menstrual traditions or specific biblical texts from a Jewish 

perspective.

According to Owen the major problem with the patriarchal religions is their tendency to 

"value the intellect and the spirit over the body and the instincts"(Owen 17). Moreover, since the 

body is associated in Western culture with femaleness she recognizes that this preference for the
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mind over the body is a gendered distinction, that is, that "an association of shame with the body" 

extends to our ideas of femaleness, the earth, feelings, sensations and female images of divinity (i.e. 

the Goddess)(Owen 17). Femaleness is associated with the undervalued body-side of this 

dichotomy. While Owen suggests that this insidious gendered dualism is present in "all the 

mainstream religions in the world"(Owen 17)—all of which she regards as patriarchal to some 

degree—Owen specifically criticizes only Christianity and, to a lesser extent, Judaism.98

In contrast, to her blanket critique of these two Western religious traditions, however, Owen 

presents an overly rosy picture of non-Westem menstrual traditions in general, and the traditions 

of indigenous peoples in particular. Although, Owen acknowledges that some tribal puberty rites— 

those that involve the separation of the adolescent from the larger group—are rooted in a negative 

rather than earth and female-affirming benign worldview(Owen 70-71),99 she nevertheless presents 

a very selective, insufficiently nuanced picture of aboriginal beliefs and practices. To begin with she 

downplays individual differences among Native groups, by making generalized statements such as: 

"in the Native American tradition a woman is considered to be at her most powerful, psychically and 

spiritually, when she is menstruating"(Owen 45, emphasis added). There are many Native American 

traditions, not one. In addition, she neglects to mention the potentially problematic practice 

(operative in some Native groups) of excluding women from tribal ceremonies while they are 

menstruating. Women's spiritual power during the menses is regarded as so strong that it would alter

98 In chapter 9 of Her Blood is Gold, however, Hallie Iglehart Austen admits that although she was attracted 
to Tibetan Buddhists and learned their ritual and meditation practices, this form of Buddhism was "in many ways a male- 
dominated spiritual tradition"(0.126). She does not elaborate, however, on what aspects of this tradition she found 
problematic.

99 For Owen, people who have benign worldviews feel very much at home in their environment and affirm the 
goodness of the earth and female fertility (Owen 1,48), while people who have negative worldviews emphasize sin and 
evil and may feel threatened by their environment in some way, by evil spirits, for example(Owen 70-71).
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the ceremonies. This ceremonial exclusion does not change the fact that women's menstrual retreats 

may be a time "for gathering spiritual wisdom" which is beneficial "not only for the woman herself 

but also for the whole tribe"(0.45-46), but it does put practices of menstrual retreat in a different 

light. Moreover despite the ostensibly honourable reasons for it, at least some contemporary female 

practitioners have experienced it as a kind of banishment and internalized the unintended message 

that there is something shameful, rather than spiritual about their bleeding time(Amberston 113).100 

Indeed, Brooke Medicine Eagle believes that some Native ceremony leaders actually foster such 

negative feelings by failing to give an adequate explanation of the reasons menstruating women are 

asked to leave the circle and suggested ways ceremony leaders can ensure that "even as they sit 

apart, the women sit in an honoured place"(Eagle in Amberston 114).101

Finally, Owen gives the false impression that the Yurok people of Northern California, 

whom she credits with having "one of the most inspiring" views of menstruation, generally see 

menstruation as time for women to devote themselves to spiritual accomplishments(Owen 46). The 

contemporary Yurok woman whom Owen cites in paraphrase, however, espouses a primarily 

gender-specific view of Yurok menstrual practices, held by a small minority of "most likely 

aristocratic" women(Buckley 207). This Yurok woman's view is indeed suggestive of a positive, 

ritual-based understanding of menstruation, but Thomas Buckley insists that Yurok men generally

100 Exclusionary practices of this nature have also been the target of non-Native feminist critique, "the most 
pervasive interpretation of menstrual taboos in both the popular and professional literature has been one that equates the 
notion o f ' taboo1 with ' oppression1 and hence menstrual taboos with the suppression of women in society”(Buckley 9). 
For a popular example of this approach see Delaney, Lupton and Toth's discussion of menstrual taboos in The Curse.

101 Brooke Medicine Eagle insists that the "time has come for anyone who does the ceremony and excludes 
women to take responsibility for honouring those on their Moon time before they leave the group, by giving them 
adequate guidelines on how their energy can best be used, and by reminding them of the great power of this experience 
they are having"(Eagle in Amberston 114). In addition, she recommends that "a special time" be "set aside after the 
ceremony for these women to bring back to the community whatever thoughts, intuitions, visions, or dreams have come 
to them as they sat apart"(Eagle m Amberston 114).
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viewed menstruation as "a virulent form of contamination" and that some Yurok women likely 

shared this view and others were "deeply ambivalent" about their periods(Buckley 207). Owen's 

accounts of aboriginal practices and beliefs about menstruation, then, stress elements which seem 

positive when compared to traditional Western views, but de-emphasize patriarchal or potentially 

problematic elements within the traditions themselves.

In a similar way, Owen stresses that the "red dot" which "Hindu women paint on the third 

eye is a symbol of menstrual blood" and invokes the "visionary aspect of menstruation" (Owen 146), 

but neglects to mention the "in almost all communities" Hindu women are regarded as "polluted" 

when they have their periods(Narayanan 86).102 In addition, while her positive notion of 

menstruation as the natural Sabbath of women is rooted in the Babylonian sabbatu(Owen 90), she 

does not mention that this day of rest when the goddess Ishtar was said to be menstruating was 

considered an inauspicious day.103

Since Owen freely borrows from non-Westem religious and cultural traditions in 

constructing her positive approach to menstruation, it is fair to ask why she does not adopt a similar 

selective strategy with respect to Christianity and Judaism? Why does Owen, instead, feel the need 

to completely dissociate herself from these religious traditions?

102 See also Gombrich 54-55. Gombrich suggests that in the early medieval period the revival of ancient myth 
which depicts menstruation as the result of sin contributed to the development of the notion that the menstruating woman 
is potentially polluting to all males.

103 In addition to questions concerning the fair representation of a particular culture's traditions one can also 
ask what constitutes an appropriate reinterpretation of an ancient ritual by modem people and who says so? For 
example, there has been some controversy regarding the participation of some gentile Christians in seder suppers or 
Passover meals. On the one hand, some Jews have seen the celebration of the Passover by gentile Christians as an anti- 
Semitic appropriation of a properly and essentially Jewish feast. On the other hand, some Christians believe that through 
faith in Christ they have been grafted into the rich tradition of Israel (Romans 10:17-24) and therefore can legitimately 
celebrate God's freeing of the Israelites from Egyptian rule. Similarly and of immediate relevance to our present 
discussion, Margot Adler reports that traditional' Pagans have mixed reactions to emergence of feminist covens.
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There are at least two reasons. First, as we have seen previously, Owen's religio-historical

framework disposes her to see these "patriarchal religions" as not only completely antithetical to

what Goddess feminism affirms, but as primarily responsible for the suppression of the original

Goddess religion(s). As Katherine Zappone writes:

Feminist theologians . . . believe that the core symbolism of Judaism and 
Christianity is inherently patriarchal. Any liberating elements that can be 
recovered in the traditions of these religions are exceptions to rather than the 
essence of their sacred symbols(Zappone 33).

There is a real sense, then, in which her religious vision does not allow her to "see" these traditions

as in any sense positive.104 As Howard Eilberg-Schwartz observes, consistent with their particular

understanding of Western history, Goddess feminists see: "The emergence of Judaism and

Christianity . . .  as a disastrous development for human history"(Eilberg-Schwartz 81).

This is certainly the picture painted by Owen in her extremely "brief' sketch of the "history

of bleeding"(Owen 16-19). Owen treats Christianity as a monolithically evil, oppressive force

whose main accomplishment was the brutal killing of "an estimated nine million so-called witches"

during the Inquisition(Owen 19) and the subsequent suppression of "much of humankind's

knowledge of midwifery, herbalism, agriculture, and spiritual practice based on natural laws" (Owen

19). Without a doubt, the Inquisition represents a horrific moment in Christian history, but Owen's

severely reductionistic portrayal of a two-thousand year old religious tradition which has existed in

diverse forms in diverse times and places in this manner is, to say the least, academically

10i Of course, other religic-historical frameworks similarly shape scholarship, revealing some phenomena, 
while obscuring others. For example, Jo Ann Haekett suggests that scholars who "identify with the Israelite authors" 
o f biblical texts referring to Canaamte fertility goddesses focus on the alleged sexual rites of their cults (though there 
is little primary evidence for these
cults) and are thus unable to ’ see' other (better documented and more important) features of these goddesses and their 
eults(Hackett 73). Instead, says Haekett, such scholars "accept and perpetuate the polemic" against these cults which 
they find in the biblical texts (Haekett 73).
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irresponsible.105

Second, Owen is either ignorant of or chooses to ignore the contribution of feminist 

reformers within traditional religions, such as, Christianity and Judaism who are engaged both in 

exposing sexist elements of their traditions and in reforming these traditions from the inside out.

THE MIKVAH

If Owen's treatment of Christianity is reductionistic, her treatment of Judaism is similarly 

characterized by a paucity of detail. In a footnote Owen mentions that "the Jewish religion had a 

long tradition of menstrual taboos"(note 2, Owen 171), but she does not elaborate on their nature.106 

A serious gap in Owen's analysis is the lack of reference to the traditional Jewish practice of sexual 

abstinence during menstruation and for seven additional days, followed by the woman's participation 

in a ritual bath known as the mikvah.107 Although, seen by many as epitomizing negative views of

105 Owen does at least allow that this patriarchal era might have served some historical or developmental 
purpose, noting that: "there may have been a long-term purpose for the evolution of the planet, that it and its inhabitants 
experience patriarchy and the optimal development of culture from a male perspective"(Owen 167). However, the 
patriarchal era is clearly a predominantly dark age(Owen 167).

106 Owen does make one critical reference to a Jewish practice, the maternal custom of slapping one's daughter 
on the face when she has her first period. Although, this traditional slapping is ostensibly done "so that the girl would 
always remember this important moment in her life", Owen remarks that they "could have thrown a party for her instead 
. . .  if what they really wanted was for her to have a memory"(Owen 11).

Dena Taylor refers to this slapping as a European rather than specifically Jewish tradition(Taylor 5). Delaney, 
Lupton and Toth

101 This traditional practice is rooted in the biblical purity laws concerning menstrual impurity outlined in 
Leviticus 15, a chapter which addresses purity concerns related to both male and female discharges from the reproductive 
organs. In an unpublished paper, entitled "Menstrual Impurity: An Examination of Leviticus 15 in light of Feminist 
Concerns," I argue that these purity regulations are applied to both sexes in a remarkable consistent way. Historically, 
however, these laws have undoubtedly had a greater impact on women.

The Jewish practice of abstaining from sexual intercourse not only during menstruation—a time specifically 
prescribed by the Levitical law (15:24, 18:19,20:18)—but also for seven days after the wife's menstrual period represents 
an amplification of these laws concerning menstrual impurity.
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menstruation as unclean,108 this practice is similar both in rationale and in practice to Owen's notion 

o f  a menstrual retreat. Greenberg suggests that in their original context regulations regarding 

menstrual impurity were "intended to protect women's selves and sexuality” in a patriarchal society 

that "was oriented to the female serving the male, sexually and otherwise"(Greenberg 1981 107). 

A time of separation from physical contact with their husbands, possibly accompanied by a release 

from certain household responsibilities (eg. cooking), gave women a measure of 

autonomy(Greenberg 1981 1 07). Similarly, Owen stresses the need for women caregivers to have 

a rest from their responsibilities. Moreover, as in the menstrual retreat, a woman's adherence to 

Jewish laws concerning menstruation-w/öWa/?—requires the active participation of her husband. He 

too must abstain from sexual relations during the proscribed period. Owen, of course, might object 

to the requirement that women abstain from sex during their periods, since she prefers not to make 

rules about what is and what is not permissible during one's bleeding time. However, Owen herself 

encourages men to be "less demanding" of their female partners "in terms of food, empathy, sex and 

social activities" while they are menstruating(Owen 158).

In addition, while Owen reports that a women's menstrual retreat can facilitate "a deepening 

of relationship and awareness" (Owen 159), contemporary mikvah participants,109 Blu Greenberg and 

Linda Sireling, see the spiritual discipline of sexual abstinence during menstruation and up to a week 

after as an enrichment of marital life. For them, the benefits of this practice include: preventing

108 As Dena Taylor indicates, feminist debate about a whole range of cultural practices which involve some sort 
of menstrual seclusion centres on whether such practices constitute a form of "punishment or privilege"(Taylor 24)?

109 Today a significant number of mostly orthodox Jewish women continue to participate in this practice. Within 
the last decade, however, Greenberg notes that "the observance of niddah has been enjoying a revival among young 
women, many of whom undertake it as an expression of both their Jewishness and their femaleness"(Greenberg 29). To 
varying degrees, these women have re-appropriated and reinterpreted these traditional practices.
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sexual boredom, encouraging the couple to develop emotional intimacy and good communication

skills, and ensuring that sexual intercourse occurs during the most fertile times of a woman's cycle.

Others, because the practice is linked to a notion of menstrual uncleanness and generally

practised only by married women, feel that a much more radical re-interpretation of the mikvah is

required. Asserts one Reformed female Rabbi:

The mikvah has been taken from me as a Jewish woman by sexist interpretations, . . .  by a 
history of male biases, fears of menstruation and superstitions. . . To take back the water 
means to see mikvah as a wholly female experience: as Miriam's well gave water to the 
Israelites so too will the mikvah give strength back to Jewish women (Goldstein 16).

My point, then, is not that Owen would or should uncritically embrace the mikvah, but rather that

because of its similarities to the kinds of menstrual practices she endorses, it warrants her

consideration. In my view, an examination of these traditions should lead Owen either to qualify

her blanket critique of this particular patriarchal tradition or to reconsider whether the kinds of

rituals she recommends are truly liberating for women.

It is not that I  doubt that the Christian and Jewish traditions have indeed played a powerful

role in legitimating patriarchy and perhaps even in fostering negative attitudes toward

menstruation,110 my point is simply that Owen needs to substantiate and qualify her claims about

these two religious traditions. Owen's critique of "the mythic version of history presented by the tale

of Adam and Eve"(0.17)—the foundational story of humanity's creation and fall (Genesis 1-3) seen

110 Like Elaine Storkey, I would suggest, however, that the feminist case against God-the Christian God-is 
better understood as a compelling case "against the people of God"(i.e. Christians)(Storkey 1995, 18).

As Storkey suggests:
We are guilty of living as children of a sexist god. We have not been obedient to the Scriptures. We have 
allowed a patriarchal religion to be erected and to flourish in God's name(Storkey 1995, 18).

For example, at various points throughout the Christian tradition, but especially during the Patristic period, menstruating 
women have been denied the Eucharist and sometimes even entrance to the sanctuary on the basis of the same Levitical 
teachings which inform the Jewish practice of the mikvah(Brown 146,433).
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as authoritative by both Christians and Jews, is more substantial, however. The problem with this 

story, says Owen, is that it suggests that Eve is somehow the primary cause of humanity's fall and 

expulsion from Eden. Not only does Eve herself succumb to the serpent's temptation and eat of the 

forbidden fruit, but she also gives the fruit to Adam to eat. The message which this story conveys, 

says Owen, is that the "problems of humankind" can be ultimately traced back to Eve's sin. She 

notes that subsequent interpretations in the middle ages made it even more clear that humanity's sad 

fate was "all Eve's fault"(Owen 18). What is worse, however, Owen knows from experience that 

such ideas are still present to some degree in the modem church. As a student in a Church of 

England school in the 1960s, for example, Owen recalls "being taught that Eve was the corrupter 

o f Adam—she was the temptress"(0.18).

I wholeheartedly agree with Owen's assessment that this story has had extremely negative 

repercussions for women. While I am unfamiliar with how this text has functioned in the Jewish 

tradition, I know that within the Christian tradition it has been interpreted as giving male domination 

over women Divine sanction. As Helen Sterk accurately observes: "In the traditional telling, the 

first human is male and the first relation between the sexes is hierarchical, with the male by nature 

and/or by God's creation order in authority over the female"(Van Leeuwen et al 190-91). Moreover, 

Sterk correctly notes that the story has served to legitimate a patriarchal ordering of society: "With 

this rendering of the creation story as a warrant, Christian husbands have demanded obedience of 

wives (eg., in traditional marriage vows), wives' confinement to the home, and male priority in 

domestic, civic, and ecclesiastical life"(Van Leeuwen e ta l  190-91).

Other dubious legacies of this story include the idea that women are spiritually vulnerable 

and lack discemment-Eve after all was successfully tempted by the serpent—and must therefore be
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subject to male spiritual authority, as well as, the designation 'the curse’ to refer to menstruation. 

Indeed, for many feminists (including Owen) the designation of menstruation as "the curse" is 

particularly significant since this phrase both captures the negativity attached to female bleeding in 

Western culture and hints at its roots, namely Judaism and Christianity. For example, Kisma K. 

Stepanich asserts:

Many women still view this most natural and sacred aspect of our biology as the curse' 
inflicted upon us by God (Eve's sin), in the mythology of the current patriarchal religions 
(Stepancich 8).

However, since Owen herself suggests that the reading of the "story of Adam and Eve was 

distorted so that knowledge of good and evil was taken to mean knowledge of sex"(Owen 18, 

emphasis added), I think it is fair to posit that it might also have been distorted so that male 

domination was seen as normative. In what follows I highlight key elements of Old Testament 

scholar, Phyllis Trible's egalitarian interpretation of the creation story, an interpretation which, as 

Sterk notes, is "concretely grounded in a verse-by-verse reading, in the original language, of Genesis 

l-3"(Van Leeuwen et al 210).111 I will use this reading to argue that Goddess feminist concerns 

about the oppression of women and the mistreatment of the earth are also legitimately Christian 

concerns.

In Trible's reading original humanity is understood not as protypically male (and only 

secondarily female) as in traditional readings of Genesis 2, but rather male and female are seen as 

a fundamental unity. The first human, asserts Trible on the basis of a close reading of the original

111 See "A Love Story, Gone Awry" in Trible's God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality. (Philadelphia: Fortress, 
1978), ch.4. pp 72-143.
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Hebrew, is not male, but rather sexually undifferentiated earth creature.112 Trible sees God's creation 

of the woman from this earth creature's rib as the moment of sexual differentiation, noting that only 

subsequent to this act are the pronouns "he"(/.s7?) and "she"(ishshah) introduced into the narrative. 

The fact that the second human is created from the other's rib signifies not subordination, but rather 

the pair's fundamental unity in body and spirit. They are "one flesh"(Genesis 3:24). Alluding to 

Genesis 2:23, Trible notes that: "There is complete rapport, physical, psychological, sociological 

and theological, between them: bone of bone and flesh of flesh"(Trible, "Eve and Adam" 78-79). 

Moreover, each is equally dependent on God for their life. God fashions the first out of the earth 

and the second out of the rib.

Trible stresses, then, that unity and partnership, rather than male domination was God's 

intention for male and female. Both male and female are created in the image of God (Genesis 1:27) 

and they share the God-given task of exercising a loving dominion over the earth and its 

creatures(Genesis 1:28). She also sees the original relationship of humans to the earth as respectful 

and loving. God places human beings "in the Garden of Eden to till it and keep it"(Genesis 2:15 

NRSV). Trible notes that the Hebrew verb 'bd, translated as to till means to serve and "connotes 

respect, indeed, reverence and worship"(Trible 85) and that the verb smr translated as to keep means 

to protect and not to possess it. She also highlights a Hebrew pun between the word for human— 

ha'adam—and the word for the earth—ha'adama—from which the human is formed, suggesting that 

the wordplay underscores the close relationship that is to exist between humans and the earth(Trible

112 Trible notes that although "the word ha'adam acquires ambiguous usages and meanings-including an 
exclusively male reference-in the development of the story, those ambiguities are not present in the first episode. 
Instead, the earth creature here is precisely and only the human being, so far sexually undifferentiated"(Trible 80).
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77).113

However, as Middleton and Walsh note, while "humans (both male and female) are explicitly

commissioned to rule the earth as God's image, there is no reference in either Genesis 1 or 2 to

humans ruling each (Middleton and Walsh 124). Hierarchical relations between the sexes are

a result of humanity's disobedience and fall. It is only after their joint act of disobedience that Adam

names his wife Eve, an act implying power over her(Genesis 3:20). Similarly, it is only after the fall

that Adam is said to "rule over" Eve(Genesis 3:16).

Finally, Trible's reading of Genesis 3 holds both Adam and Eve equally culpable for the fall

of humanity. Based on a close reading of Hebrew verb forms, she argues that the snake spoke to

Eve in Adam's presence and thus was fully aware of what he was doing when he ate the forbidden

fruit. Eve, then, is culpable for acting and Adam is culpable for failing to act and passively

accepting the fruit. Trible concludes that:

If there is moral frailty in one, it is moral frailty in two. Further, they are equal in 
responsibility and in judgment, in shame and in guilt, in redemption and in grace. What the 
narrative says about the nature of woman it also says about the nature of man(Trible, "Eve 
and Adam" 78-79).

The results of their joint act of disobedience are devastating. The unity between woman and 

man is shattered. Similarly, the close relationship between humans and the earth is destroyed. As 

a result of the man and the woman's disobedience the ground is now "cursed"(Genesis 3:17).

113 Similarly, Middleton and Walsh suggest that:
. . . although we have been made stewards over the earth with genuine power to effect significant change over 
our environment, this does not mean that humans may legitimately assume the oppressive role vis-a-vis the 
nonhuman realm . . .  the true purpose of human imaging is not to control and disempower others but to mediate 
God's blessing and enhance the life and well-being of all creatures, just as God did in creating the world. As 
the sovereign Lord of creation did not 

use his power selfishly or oppressively but engendered a multifarious cosmos, blessing its creatures with life and fertility- 
-and in particular, sharing his power with humans—in the same way humans, as the image and likeness of this God, are 
to use their power and rule for the benefit of others (Middleton and Walsh 123-24).
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Furthermore, while previously the man and woman were naked and unashamed(Genesis 2:25), now 

they are ashamed of their naked bodies and cover themselves(Genesis 3:7).

In contrast to the traditional masculinist reading, then, this understanding of Genesis 1 -3 

affirms that God's original intention for humanity was a relationship of mutuality and partnership 

between the sexes. It affirms too that humans were called to respectfully and lovingly care for the 

earth and not to dominate it. Similarly, it affirms that our bodies are fundamentally good and the 

shame and disdain for our bodies is the result of God's intentions for humanity being horribly 

distorted.

Furthermore, while the effects of the fall are both devastating and pervasive, this perversion 

of God's will does not have the last word in the biblical narrative. From a Christian perspective, the 

good news is that God does not abandon humanity to its destructive ways, but acts decisively in the 

person of Christ to redeem humanity and heal creation from the effects of the fall. Humans have a 

responsibility as co-workers with God to work to restore the kinds of relationships which God 

intended from the beginning between women and men and humans and the earth.114 

Thus, while in her introduction Owen suggests that her affirmation of femaleness represents a 

fundamental departure from the Jewish and Christian tradition, this reading of Genesis similarly 

affirms that "the processes of being female" are "essentially a Good Thing"(Owen 1, Genesis 2:18).

Having laid the ground work in this chapter for a Christian feminist approach, I am now

114 Since 1 am limiting my discussion to one particular biblical text, I must leave the reader to consider whether 
this general orientation can be carried through the other parts of the biblical drama. Mary Stewart Van Leeuwen provides 
an overview of the entire biblical drama from this perspective in "Male & Female in the Biblical Drama", Gender and 
Grace, ch.2. See also Walsh and Middleton's overview of a biblical worldview in The Transforming Vision.

It should be noted that even the harshest of feminist critics will grudgingly admit that Jesus' attitude toward 
women was remarkable. For example, Delaney, Lupton and Toth who make the
blanket criticism that Jewish and Christian cultures have been responsible for "codified, organized discrimination against 
menstruating women"(Delaney 37), acknowledge that "Jesus was far more enlightened than his successors"(Delaney 
39).
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ready to begin sketching the contours of such an approach. Before proceeding in this manner, 

however, we need first to briefly consider whether the designation "the curse" for menstruation can 

be legitimately derived from Genesis 3.

IS MENSTRUATION A CURSE?

Oh! I don't know really why it[menstruation] came about, I know my mother says if Eve 
didn't do this then we wouldn't have all these troubles with childbirth and menstruation and 
stuff like that. That's mostly my understanding, back to Genesis in the Bible, right?

—Lisa Stephens(cited in Martin 108).

Just as I see the traditionalist reading of the Genesis 1-3 as a misappropriation of a story

which affirms partnership and mutuality not domination as the norm for human relationships, I also

see the notion that menstruation is Eve's curse as a misreading of this story. The notion that

menstruation is Eve's curse has a questionable basis for two reasons. First, this idea assumes that Eve

is in fact cursed in the narrative when in fact only the serpent (3:14) and the ground (3:17) are

explicitly said to be "cursed" as a result of the fall. Second, menstruation is not specifically

mentioned in verse 3:16, a verse which has been understood as description of Eve's alleged curse:

To the woman he [God] said:
"I will greatly increase your pangs in childbearing; 
in pain you shall bring forth children, 
yet your desire shall be for your husband, 
and he shall rule over you"(Genesis 3:16).

While a few (medieval) exegetes have seen a relationship between the painful birthing described in

this text and female cyclic bleeding. The verse is better understood, I think, as a descriptive

statement about the painful consequences of the fall for human reproduction, which parallels the

negative consequences the physical labour to grow food in Genesis 3:17b-19. The fall distorts all

forms of human fruitfulness. In short, I think that the identification of menstruation with the curse
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o f Eve is a misnomer. This does not mean, however, that I see menstruation as immune from the 

comprehensive distorting effects of the fall that effect human fertility. The story of the creation and 

fall o f humanity suggests rather that menstruation is a fundamentally good process, which has been 

distorted to some degree by the fall, but which like the rest of creation is being restored in Christ. 

If there is a sense in which menstruation is cursed, Christ's redeeming work on the cross is even now 

reversing that curse. Having now established that the creation story provides a basis for a Christian 

affirmation of the body and the earth as well as a biblical basis for opposing the oppression of 

women, in the next chapter I will sketch out the contours of a way of analysing menstruation which 

I see as consistent with such Christian feminist concerns.
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CHAPTER FIVE:
A MULTI DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS OF 

MENSTRUATION
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Having cleared the way for a Christian feminist approach to menstruation in chapter 4, in this 

chapter I sketch out the beginnings of an alternative way of understanding menstruation which I 

view as consistent with such a perspective. I begin in Part I, by highlighting some of the significant 

insights which have emerged from my dialogue with Lander and Owen so far and suggesting that 

our ascription of meaning to menstruation can be understood as a call to understand the creational 

given~or gift—of menstruation. Then, in Part II, I outline a multidimensional way of understanding 

menstruation which I suggest will help me avoid the destructive reductionistic tendencies in Owen 

and Lander's respective views of menstruation. I conclude my dialogue with Lander and Owen 

about the meaning(s) of menstruation with a specific recommendation for further research.

PART I: ASCRIBING MEANING TO MENSTRUATION 

As I indicated above, in this section I reiterate some of the significant themes which have 

emerged in this dialogue with Louise Lander and Lara Owen, highlighting in particular their 

respective responses to what Emily Martin calls the "failed fertility" model of menstruation and their 

shared sense that Western culture is adverse to cyclicity. I suggest that Western women's 

unprecedented reproductive situation necessitates that women ascribe to cyclic bleeding a meaning 

which goes beyond its connection to reproduction and that this ascription of meaning can be 

understood as a call to unfold the meaning of the gift—creational givenness—of menstruation. 

Finally, I highlight some of Owen's suggestions for giving meaning to menstruation which I see as 

helpful.

LANDER AND OWEN'S SHARED INSIGHTS 

Despite marked differences in their approaches to the question of the meaning of 

menstruation—Lander grounding the meaning of menstruation in evolutionary science and Owen
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stressing one's personal subjective experience of menstrua combined with the insights of ancient

spiritual traditions and archetypal meanings—Lander and Owen's perceptions of the way

menstruation is understood, experienced and treated in our society are remarkably consistent. Both

Images of Bleeding and Her Blood is Gold suggest that a significant number of Western women

experience and view menstruation as an unwelcome nuisance. Resentment of this bodily function,

like that which Owen felt in her teens and twenties, is not uncommon:

I used to think that my periods were a nuisance, a messy intrusion that increased laundry and 
caused a host of unpleasant symptoms including exhaustion and debilitating pain. 
Menstruation interfered with my sex life, with athletic activities, and with my energy level. 
It caused erratic mood swings, irritability, and destructive, unstoppable bitchiness. It cost 
money—in pads and tampons to mop up the blood, in ruined clothes, in time away from 
work. It was a mean and sneaky saboteur that always came at the most inconvenient 
times(Owen 9).

In addition, they both observe and criticize the fact that Western society, in general, and the

Western workplace, in particular, does not accommodate cyclicity very well. Echoing Owen's

criticism of workplace insensitivity to female cyclic rhythms, Lander notes that: "Industrialized

cultures freeze time into schedules—what we do is rigidly predetermined by a machinelike notion

of efficiency, as if human beings were as constant as machines"(Lander 141). In addition, she cites

the increased number of accidents and human errors made by workers on night shifts as evidence

that we "ignore our cyclicity at our peril"(Lander 145). Thus, while Owen erroneously assumes that

only females are cyclic, both would share Sharon Golub's assessment that:

.. . despite the prevalence of daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly cycles in our lives, we value 
constancy, and for the most part we deny the rhythm of our body clocks and plug ourselves 
into the time constraints of modem life(Golub 88).

Furthermore, both Lander and Owen agree that Western culture encourages women to 

understand menstruation as primarily a medical or biological event and that what Emily Martin has
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termed the "failed production"(Martin 92) model o f menstruation represents the received (scientific)

understanding of this process. As Lara Owen notes:

At school, it [menstruation] was not a subject to be mentioned other than in biology class. 
All the information I received was purely physical, apart from the occasional crude jokes. 
You had your period because you weren't pregnant, and the menstrual flow was simply the 
discarded lining of the womb provided for a possible fetus(0.14).

FAILED FERTILITY MODEL REVISITED 

Significant differences in their perspectives, emerge, however, in their respective 

appropriations of this model of menstruation. While initially, both women sought to account for 

a perceived inefficiency of the menstrual cycle implied by this model in evolutionary terms,115 

Owen's experiences ultimately lead her to reject the failed fertility model of menstruation as a 

grossly inadequate account of menstruation. Like Emily Martin, Owen seems intuitively aware of 

the negative impact of this model on women's perceptions of their bleeding.1 She insists that 

women's "blood is not waste"(Owen 144), but rather has a purpose apart from its relationship to 

human reproduction: "It is fertilizer for the earth"(Owen 144). Menstrual fluid is defined as "waste" 

only when its merits as product are judged from a narrow human perspective which ignores its wider 

ecological significance.

In this sense, Owen's perspective on menstruation is not only broader than Lander's view 

which accepts the failed fertility model as a given, but it also has a wider scope than Margie Profet's 

view which is limited to the function of menstruation in the human system. Profet radically alters

115 Schooled in the failed production model of menstruation, a teenaged Owen and her friends "decided that the 
female body was poorly evolved-all that blood and fuss for years and years when you needed only to do it once or twice 
in order to have children(Owen 14).

1 Owen notes that without a deeper appreciation of menstruation's ecological and spiritual significance, ". . .  then
I see it [menstruation] as purely loss. A waste of blood, a waste of time, a baby that wasn't conceived"(Owen 144).
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the received understanding by arguing on the basis of evolutionary theory that menstruation has a 

positive contribution to human physical health and is not simply an excretory function. Hers is a 

scientific approach, which seeks to substantially revise our understanding of the physical realities 

of menstruation, but remains focused on its contribution to the individual human system only.

Whether or not menstrual bleeding functions in the human body as more than an excretory 

mechanism, as Margie Profet hypothesizes, however, Owen insists that menstrual fluid itself has 

ecological value as a nutrient-rich fertilizer for the earth. Humans may not be able to utilize the 

menstrual fluid that flows in the absence of pregnancy, but plants can. In contrast to Lander, then, 

Owen's understanding of menstruation relativizes its connection to reproduction—"Whether I desire 

a pregnancy or not," she insists, "my blood is always a gift"(Owen 144).

In keeping with Emily Martin's suggestion that this model contributes to negative attitudes 

toward menstruation, I suspect, that Lander's acceptance of the failed fertility model leads her to 

accept too readily the negativity of menstruation as a "self-evident" given(Lander 3). Owen's 

autobiographical evidence combined with the research of Sophie Laws and Emily Martin suggest 

that much of the "hassle" of menstruation is not inherent, but has to do with social rules and the way 

our society is ordered. Menstruation is not self-evidently negative. Western society constructs its 

meaning in negative terms. As we have seen, however, Lander gives little consideration to this 

social aspect of menstruation. If, she did, then rather than adopting a minimizing stance, Lander 

might advocate changes in how menstruation is understood socially and culturally.

Furthermore, I view Owen's relativization of the connection between menstruation and 

reproduction as a necessary step for the development of a more positive understanding of 

menstruation in Western women's lives. As Sophie Laws suggests, unless a woman is "engaging
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in heterosexual intercourse and either fearing or hoping to get pregnant" the reproductive

significance of menstruation is largely irrelevant(Laws 108-109):

Some women are celibate or lesbian, so that their usual sexual practice produces no anxiety 
about pregnancy—it would only be if, for instance, a lesbian was hoping to become pregnant 
by artificial insemination that she would see her periods as reproductive events. And among 
heterosexually active women, many women avoid the risk of pregnancy by using 
contraceptives or avoiding intercourse at certain times. Some women know themselves to 
be infertile and others have been sterilised(Laws 108).

In light of this, if women do not find other ways of ascribing meaning to their periods, then, for most

o f thirty to forty years in which they menstruate, their cyclic bleeding will likely seem to be a

purposeless waste. Having now affirmed that we need to develop broader views of menstruation

than this narrowly reproductive view, I will now describe a helpful way of understanding this

process of ascribing meaning to menstruation.

THE MEANING OF MENSTRUATION AS GIFT AND CALL 

I suggest that the ascription of meaning to this process is a God-given call to unfold the 

meaning of the gift of menstruation. I will briefly explain what I mean by using the terms gift and 

call in this way by referring to Middleton and Walsh’s use of these terms in Truth is Stranger Than 

It Used To B en 9 9 5 Y 2 This way of conceptualizing human knowing assumes that there is a 

creational givenness to reality "which is ontologically prior to our knowing it"(Middleton and Walsh 

167), that is, in this case, it assumes that there is a creational givenness to menstruation. Human 

knowledge of menstruation, then, involves receiving this givenness as a gift. However, in receiving 

the gift of menstruation, human beings necessarily translate the givenness of menstruation into their 

own terms i.e. they ascribe meaning to this process. There are two advantages to understanding the

2 Middleton and Walsh have drawn on the work of James Olthuis in formulating their understanding of the gift 
and call character of human knowing. See Middleton and Walsh's reference to James Olthuis'essay "An Ethics of 
Compassion" on page 169.
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ascription of meaning to menstruation in this way. Whereas Lander and Owen are frequently blind 

to their own role in constructing their respective views of menstruation, this perspective affirms that 

human beings are active in interpreting and constructing menstrual meanings and can be held 

accountable for the kinds of meanings they ascribe to this phenomenon. In Middleton and Walsh's 

terms they are called to "epistemological responsibility" in their receiving of this gift(Middleton and 

Walsh 167). Humans, then, can ascribe meaning to this process in better or worse ways, in ways 

that affirm women and the fundamental goodness of their bodies or in ways that shame women and 

demean their physicality. The second advantage is that this way of conceptualizing human knowing 

does not imply that human meanings are simply arbitrary constructions with no connection at all to 

the phenomenon which they purport to describe. There is a givenness to menstruation. It is more 

than simply our best construction of it.

If we accept than that with the gift of menstruation comes the simultaneous call to unfold its 

meaning and the need in our Western context for meanings of menstruation which are not limited 

as Lander's view is, to menstruation's status as a reproductive event, then, we need to consider how 

Owen's perspective may assist us in constructing more helpful meanings of menstruation.

If it is possible to abstract some of Owen's recommendations for bleeding "with 

awareness"(Owen 84) from her totalizing and marginalizing view of menstruation, then, I think that 

some positive suggestions for ways of ascribing positive meaning to this process can be gleaned 

from Owen's perspective. As a Christian feminist, I see cyclic bleeding as an illegitimate focus for 

one's spirituality (i.e. it is not an appropriate object of worship), but as a legitimate means of 

expressing one's spirituality. If limited to this latter sense, I view Owen's idea of designating this 

bleeding time as a Sabbath time for rest and reflection and prayer positively. Similarly, an
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understanding that cyclicity is not an aberration, but is characteristic of a variety of natural processes 

including the lunar cycle and the tides may give women a greater appreciation for this uniquely 

female and salient cycle.

Ascribing meaning to this process involves not only ascribing some purpose to bleeding, 

however, but also a consideration of how we should bleed. Owen has some helpful suggestions in 

this area as well. For example, while I appreciate the convenience of commercially prepared 

menstrual products, I agree with Owen that the use of cloth reusable pads or other eco-friendly 

alternatives is more respectful of the earth.3 I also share her belief that menstruation should not be 

a silent, exclusively private experience, but needs to be given more public acknowledgement.

PART TI: TOWARD A MULTIDIMENSIONAL VIEW OF MENSTRUATION

Having suggested that Western women's reproductive situation seems to require that more 

than a merely reproductive meaning be ascribed to this process and highlighted a few aspects of 

Owen's thought which I may be helpful in this regard, I now wish to outline a way of understanding 

menstruation not simply in a broader context, but in terms of its full multidimensional character.

In chapter 2 ,1 suggested that we cannot help but ascribe meaning to menstruation because 

it is such a regular and salient part of Western women's lives. I maintained, however, that in 

constructing or ascribing such meaning we need to honour the multidimensional character of 

menstruation. All factors must come into play, I said, in the construction of its meaning. Such a 

statement, of course, begs the question as to what is meant by "all factors." In this section, I use 

Dutch philosopher Herman Dooyeweerd's analysis of reality into certain fundamental "aspects" or

3 Some resources on environmentally-friendly alternatives to commercial menstrual products include Owen's 
article ’’Reusable Cloth Menstrual Pads" or Smith-Heavenrich's article "How to make a Cloth Maxi Pad" and a 1993 
article written by Ms Magazine staff entitled "Feminist Protection"(see work cited for bibliographic details).
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ways of being as a way of naming the factors which I think should legitimately shape our 

understanding of this process. I then engage in a multidimensional analysis of menstruation in which 

I try to highlight ways in which the phenomenon of menstruation functions in each of these "aspects" 

or ways of being. Before doing this, however, I will briefly reiterate my major criticisms of Lander's 

and Owen's respective approaches to menstruation, in order to clarify why this kind of 

multidimensional analysis may be a more helpful.

LANDER'S REDUCTION OF MENSTRUATION

In the introduction to their book, Literary Anatomies: Women's Bodies and Health in

Literature. Delese Wear and Lois LaCivita Nixon focus on the domination of women's bodies by

"medicalized, masculinized" languages(Wear and Nixon 3). They insist, however, that they:

do not deprecate the medical record and the scientific/clinical inquiry that informs it. What 
we do resist is their domination, their crush of other languages, domains, and realms of 
meaning(Wear and Nixon 3).

Their comments capture the heart of my objection to Lander's concept of menstruation-as-

evolutionary-anomaly. It is not that I object in principle to a science-based understanding of

menstruation or to an investigation of its biological meaning, rather I object to the way in which

scientific ways of understanding menstruation dominate Lander's consideration of the meaning of

menstruation and other legitimate ways of understanding this process—affective, aesthetic, religious,4

social, or cultural—are brutally excluded from consideration. I experience Lander's concluding

statement that menstruation "has no meaning"(Lander 187) apart from its status as evolutionary

anomaly, as a major disappointment. As Wear and Nixon put it:

5 I use the term "religious" in its traditional sense to signify, for example, Hindu, Islamic, Jewish, Goddess 
Feminist or Christian ways of understanding menstruation, rather than as a way of referring to religious character of 
theorizing, in general.
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When we consider what science does not affirm—the world of values, emotions, individual 
consciousness and lived experience, the particularities of culture and history—we feel an 
absence, an inattention or dismissal. . ."(Wear and Nixon 9).

In terms of an understanding of the ascription of meaning as gift and call, then, we might say that

Owen's reduction of menstruation to an exclusively biological meaning, violates the creational

givenness of menstruation in significant ways.

OWEN'S ABSOLUTIZATION OF MENSTRUATION 

Whereas for Lander the meaning of menstruation is strictly biological and is to be grasped 

through science, Owen's understanding of menstruation is informed by her feelings and a variety of 

religious and cultural traditions and her experiences both ordinary and paranormal. Menstruation 

for her has psychological significance as a process which facilitates the expression of emotions. It 

has spiritual significance because it opens women up to alternative states of awareness. The problem 

with Owen's position, then, is not that she unfairly limits its meaning, but that she tends to 

understand these other dimensions of life exclusively in terms of menstruation. Owen would have 

us believe that this one process is itself determinative of women's physical, emotional and spiritual 

health. Indeed, she even goes so far as to suggest that because the menstrual cycle allows for the 

channelling of divine wisdom the well being of society as a whole is in some sense linked to this 

process. Her position is reductionistic, then, not because she unfairly minimizes menstrual meaning, 

but rather because she reduces other aspects of reality to menstrual meanings. In terms, of the gift 

and call scheme, then, Owen's position mutilates the multidimensional gifts of spirituality, physical 

and emotional health by trying to confine them to menstrual meanings. Moreover, as we saw 

previously, her grandiose claims for menstruation have the real potential to marginalize women who 

for a variety of reasons do not experience menstruation as she does and men who do not experience
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it at all.

In developing my own approach to menstruation, I see it as very important to avoid either 

o f these forms of reductionism for a variety of reasons, all of which see as integral to a Christian 

feminist perspective.5 I object to Owen's glorification of menstruation on ethical grounds because 

I see that it has real potential to marginalize others. I object to Lander's reduction of menstruation, 

because I think that her exclusive focus on the biological meaning of menstruation may lead her to 

accept the negativity of menstruation too readily as a given. In addition, like Owen I am suspicious 

for political reasons that Lander’s minimizing of menstruation tacitly affirms that a non-menstruating 

male state is more desirable than a female menstruating one. I also have a more explicitly religious 

reason for rejecting these two positions. From a Christian perspective, which confesses that "all 

things" are created by God and that God alone is self-existent, both Lander and Owen's 

understandings of menstruation have an idolatrous character since they give parts of the creation— 

the scientific method and menstruation, respectively—a place of ultimacy in their theories.

In short, I believe that Lander is correct in suggesting that we need an alternative to either 

glorifying or minimizing approaches to menstruation. If Lander despite her intentions, however, 

was unable to avoid falling into a minimizing stance, however, then, how might I hope to avoid a 

similar trap.

A MULTIDIMENSIONAL FRAMEWORK 

One way to guard against such reductionist tendencies is by means of a multidimensional

5 There is of course considerable diversity in perspective, politics and theology among those who would call 
themselves Christian feminists and even among that subgroup of Christian feminists who would root themselves, as I 
do, in a reformational I am not suggesting that this approach to menstruation is "the" Christian feminist view, but I am 
certainly prepared to defend its merits vis-a-vis other views that may be espoused by Christian feminists or other kinds 
of feminists.
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framework which identifies the various legitimate angles from which one might analyse this 

phenomenon. For this purpose, I will employ a framework developed by Dutch philosopher, 

Herman Dooyeweerd. For Dooyeweerd reality can be analysed into 15 functional "aspects" or 

"modes" o f being. Specific theoretical disciplines generally choose as their focus one of these 

"aspects" o f reality. For example, biologists analyse the biotic aspect of reality, while economists 

focus on the economic aspect and so on. Any given phenomenon, however, functions in all of these 

modes either actively or passively. A rock, for example, takes up space and so actively functions 

in the spatial aspect. It is not itself capable of perception or feeling, however, it functions passively 

in the sensory mode because it can be sensed and felt by humans. Most importantly, for our 

purposes, Dooyeweerd insists that reality is intrinsically multifaceted, and thus "no single aspect 

stands by itself; everyone refers within and beyond itself to all the others"(Dooyeweerd, New 

Critique 1:3). Each mode, then, is understood as irreducible, though analogically related to the 

others. Dooyeweerd, thus guards against the possible absolutization of one aspect and reduction of 

other aspects to that one aspect.

In order to illustrate how such a framework might be helpful in examining the meaning of 

menstruation, I will now outline some ways in which menstruation can be seen as functioning in 

each of these aspects or modes of being. Then I will explain why I think it is helpful.

A MODAL ANALYSIS OF MENSTRUATION 

Numeric(Quantitative) : The menstrual cycle has a numeric aspect since it lasts 

approximately 28 days.

Spatial: On a literal level, the spatial aspect of menstruation is seen in the fact that menstrual 

fluid excreted from women's bodies has a certain volume (i.e. it takes up space). In an analogous
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sense, however, Martin's analysis of the suppression of menstruation in the workplace implies that 

menstruation needs to be granted more public space in Western society.

Kinematic(motion): The rhythmic contractions of the uterus during menstruation signify its 

kinematic aspect. Or metaphorically, this aspect is revealed in the cyclic rhythm of women's lives.

Physical(energetic) : The hormonal changes involved in this process together with the 

biochemical feedback mechanisms between the body and the brain reveal the physical aspect of 

menstruation.

Biotic: Menstruation is a biological cycle which regulates the growth and shedding of the 

uterine lining.

Sensitive-. Humans can perceive the colour or viscosity of menstrual blood and the sensation 

of menstrual pain. In addition, studies suggest that women's sense perceptions are more acute in the 

middle of their menstrual cycles. For example, there is evidence that women are more sensitive to 

faint lights and certain odours around the time of ovulation(Golub 89).

Aside from this factors related to perception, many women experience a pattern of feelings 

correlated to various stages of the menstrual cycle. Golub reports that most studies "indicate that 

women's moods vary throughout the menstrual cycle, with women showing the greatest feelings of 

well-being and self-esteem at mid cycle, presumably when estrogen levels are high, and conversely, 

the most anxiety, hostility, and depression premenstrually, when estrogen and progesterone levels 

decline"(Golub 90).6 In addition, the menstrual event itself can cause a variety of emotional 

responses. For example, the relief experienced by a sexually active teenager that she is not pregnant

6 It is important to bear in mind that the variation in moods women show across the days of the week-with a 
low point on Tuesday and a high point on Fridays and the weekend-is greater than that related to cycle phase(Golub 
96). In addition, evidence suggests that stressful events account for mood changes more than cycle phase(Golub 95).
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or the profound disappointment of woman who wishes to conceive.

Analytical. Menstruation fonctions passively in the analytical aspect because as is evident 

from this thesis itself and the works which I cite that it can be the subject of various forms of 

analysis(biological, cultural, sociological) including this type of multidimensional analysis.

Formative: The formative or culturally influential aspect of menstruation is revealed in the 

ways in which we educate our children about this female process. In addition, menstruation marks 

a particular developmental stage in a woman's life from puberty to menopause. Moreover it is 

noteworthy that one individual has decided that the cultural significance of menstruation warrants 

the preservation of menstrual artifacts in a museum.7

Lingual: Menstruation functions lingually in the variety of ways humans speak about 

this process. Some of these expressions reflect menstruation's cyclic nature, for example, "period," 

"monthlies," "that time of the month," while others refer to menstrual products such as being "on 

the rag" or "riding the cotton pony." Owen herself prefers the designation "moontime" because it 

suggests a link between women's cycles and the lunar cycle(Owen ). The majority have negative 

connotations—for example, "I'm indisposed" or "unwell"(Golub 6). Sharon Golub reports that a file 

on American menstruation folkspeech in the Folklore Archives at the University of California, 

Berkley, contains 128 euphemistic expressions for menstruation.8

Social. As Sophie Laws suggests the social aspect of menstruation is revealed in the various 

patterns of etiquette govern its management in the West. Even "naturists" or nudists insist that

7 In 1994, Harry Finley opened the Museum of Menstruation in the basement of his home in Hyattsville, Md., 
according to the Washington City Paper. Finley set up displays of 20th century feminine hygiene products and 
advertisements. He plans a Kotex retrospective this year. I am grateful to Jennifer Harris for this information.

8 See Golub 5-7, particularly Table 1.1 "Menstrual Expressions" on page 6.
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menstruating women wear bikini bottoms during their periods(Laws 50).9 In addition, menstruation 

may be the basis for communal celebration for example in the rites celebrating menarche in a variety 

of cultures and in some Western women's attempts to revive or create appropriate menarche rituals 

for their daughters. As Sophie Laws notes, menstruation can also form the basis for the misogynist 

initiation rituals of the Hell's Angels, who earn their 'red wings' by having sex with a menstruating 

woman(Laws 85-86).10 It can also serve as a basis for communal suppression and denial.

Economic: Humans can ascribe to menstruation economic value which reveals the economic 

aspect of cyclic bleeding. In the industrialized West the social requirement that menstruation be 

hidden has provided the basis for a whole industry aimed at supplying women with commercially- 

prepared products designed to effectively absorb and conceal their cyclic bleeding. As Owen notes, 

in the West menstruation costs "money—in pads and tampons to mop up the blood, in ruined clothes, 

in time away from work"(Owen 9).11

Aesthetic: Menstrual blood can assessed as repulsive or beautiful. Menstruation it functions 

in the aesthetic mode as a subject of painting, drama or poetry, short stories, novels and film.12 For

9 With respect to this naturist practice, Sophie Laws quips: "Nature can only be allowed so much freedom, 
evidently!"(Laws 50).

10 These initiation rituals are also racist. Members earn 'black wings' by sleeping with a black woman(Laws 85).

11 Indeed, for low-income women both the economic cost of purchasing commercially-prepared products and 
social cost of not using such products is considerable. Consider, for example, how much more money a female 
panhandler would need take in per week in order to be able to afford feminine protection each month?

12

Delaney, Lupton and Toth discuss both direct and oblique references to menstruation in Western fairy tales, 
literary classics and popular literature, noting the relative absence of such references (especially to menarche) until the 
1970s. See Delaney, Lupton and Toth's "Menstrual Images in Literature", The Curse. Part 4, chapters 16-19.

They also highlight references to menstruation in television shows, commercials, movies and songs in 
"Menstruation Goes Public", The Curse, chapter 15.

In addition, I am grateful to ICS students, Ruth , for alerting me to the existence of a one woman drama with 
a menstrual theme.
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example, Toronto-born, Montreal-based artist, Nadine Bayla Norman chose menstruation and the 

womb as the subject of her 1993 exhibit—"Traces" at the Birganart Gallery in Toronto.13

Juridical: Protests by both British and Canadian women against the application of the 

British VAT (value added tax) and Canadian GST (goods and services tax) on pads and tampons 

highlight the juridical aspect of menstruation since protesters ask if it is fa ir  for women to pay taxes 

on items which are essential to manage an involuntary process? Similarly, the debate as to whether 

premenstrual syndrome can be considered grounds for diminished responsibility in court, reveals 

the juridical aspect of menstruation.

Moral(Ethical): Owen would suggest that the moral aspect of menstruation is revealed in 

how we treat this bodily process with loving and respectful care or ignore or resent it. In addition, 

questions about the appropriateness of menstrual intercourse reveal its moral aspect.

Pistic(Faith): Humans interpret the significance of menstruation in terms of their 

fundamental faith commitments and can express these faith commitments in confessional statements. 

For Lander, menstruation is an inefficient, costly biological process which has outlived its 

usefulness and is being gradually eliminated through evolution. For Owen, on the other hand, it is 

a microcosm of the universe and links women in a fundamental way with the larger cyclic forces of 

nature, the earth, and the ultimate source of life, the immanent Goddess. As a Christian, however, 

I might understand menstruation as a fundamentally good process created by God, subject to the 

distorting effects of the fall, but which is being restored in Christ, whose meaning can be constructed

13 I attended this showing which ran from March 19-April 14, 1993. Now reviewer, Deirdre Hanna accurately 
described Norman's artwork display, as follows:

Inside, a series of drawings of women with dripping red tornadoes sprouting from their wombs adorns one 
gallery wall, while blood-and-paint-stained rags which look remarkably like used sanitary pads confront 
viewers from another, and a blood-stained sheet hangs like a banner on Birganart's rear wall"(Hanna 83).
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in more or less redemptive ways.

In addition, menstruation can fonction as the basis for cultic rituals. Some women offer their 

blood in rituals of thanksgiving or use it sacramentally in another way. Furthermore, while there 

is a social dimension to most puberty rites, they can also be cultic acts which honour fertility itself 

or gods or goddesses associated with fertility.

Having highlighted some of the ways menstruation can be said to fonction in each of these 

modalities, I will now briefly explain how the use of such a framework may help to guard against 

reductionism. If I begin with the working assumption that menstruation can be analysed in terms 

of its aesthetic aspect and its economic aspect and its pistic aspect and so on, then, if I fail to account 

for the way in which menstruation functions in one of these modes, I can be justly called to account. 

Similarly, since I begin with the assumption that these are irreducible aspects, then, I fail to adhere 

to my own guidelines for theorizing if I subsume one or more aspects under the auspices o f another. 

In addition, such a framework can assist my own self-assessment of my theorizing, by alerting me 

to a dimension of the question being considered which I had previously overlooked. Moreover even, 

if I focus on one particular aspect of menstruation—for example, its biological aspect—by beginning 

with a multifaceted understanding of menstruation I will be more likely to remain cognizant of the 

other aspects.

Thus, while having such a framework will not guarantee that I will not adopt a minimizing or 

glorifying stance, it should help to guard against such a tendency.

I conclude, then, that Lander and Owen's understandings of menstruation make significant 

contributions to the consideration of the meaning of menstruation in Western society. Together their 

analyses alert us to the cultural specific nature of regular monthly menstruation, the relationship
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between patriarchy and the denial and suppression of menstruation in Western society and the 

oppressive nature of masculinist medical theories of menstruation and provide some positive 

suggestions for new ways of understanding menstruation which are less tied to reproduction. 

Nevertheless, Lander's tendency to minimize menstruation by absolutizing scientific ways of 

understanding unduly limits the meaning of this process and potentially and unwittingly reinforces 

a male non-menstruating norm. On the other hand, Owen's glorification of menstruation absolutizes 

menstruation thereby potentially marginalize those women who do not experience it as she does and 

runs the risk of reinforcing a masculinist tendency to define women exclusively in terms of their 

reproductive functions.

Furthermore, I submit that these problematic elements of their views of menstruation are 

rooted in different forms of reductionism, both of which I find incompatible with my understanding 

of Christian feminism. I posit that a multidimensional analysis which enables us to identify its 

various legitimate meanings might help us to avoid falling into either one of these reductionist traps.

POSTSCRIPT

Lander and Owen's respective analyses suggest that Western culture on the whole is 

decidedly uncomfortable with menstruation and they argue convincingly, I think, that negative 

Western constructions of menstruation are informed by masculinist assumptions and have served 

to legitimate female oppression. However, since as Owen notes that in terms of traditional Western 

dichotomies "an association of shame with the body" extends to our ideas of femaleness(Owen 17). 

I think that an analysis which would compare Western meanings ascribed to other bodily excretory 

processes with Western meanings of menstruation is warranted.

I suggest that such a study would find that Westerners are not very comfortable with defecation,
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urination, nasal discharge, or farts either. Indeed, Munroe Scott has already documented Western 

discomfort with flatulence in a light-hearted volume, entitled Oh. Vulgar Wind: A Sympathetic 

Overview of the Common Fart(1994 ). which explores our discomfort with flatulence. However, I 

would hypothesize that a somewhat greater stigma or discomfort would still be associated with 

menstruation because it is an exclusively female function. An article with the headline 

"Scarborough pulls 'tasteless' display" that appeared in the Toronto Star in 1992 highlights what I 

perceive as a heightened anxiety about menstruation.14 A group of women who set up a display 

promoting the use of environmentally friendly menstrual products in the Scarborough city hall were 

asked after complaints were lodged by both staff and the public. They were offended because the 

display featured unwrapped menstrual products. Since our homes and classrooms feature openly 

displayed products designed for dealing with other bodily discharges such as Kleenex, toilet paper, 

diapers, I suggest that this reveals a heightened concern about menstruation. Unused Kleenex or 

toilet paper is not generally seen as "disgusting"!

14 See Boyle A6.
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